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Abstract
In software development, change is the only constant. Software systems some-
times evolve in a substantial way, for example, by migrating the system to a new
architecture, or by updating the APIs on which the system depends. During this
process, sequences of code transformations (e.g., create a class, implement a given
interface, then override amethod) are systematically performed in the system (e.g.,
to some classes in the same hierarchy or package). Due to the repetitive nature of
these transformations, some automated support is needed to ensure that these
sequences of transformations are consistently applied to the entire system.
One solution to deal with systematic code transformation is to allow devel-
opers to compose their own sequences of code transformations. These sequences
may be definedmanually, e.g., by using a language to specify each transformation,
or they may be identified from one or more concrete examples of transformations
provided by the developer. We argue that existing approaches lack the definition
of sequences that are: (i) specific to the system to which they were applied; (ii)
eventually complex, i.e., not fully supported by existing refactoring tools; (iii) not
localized, i.e., several code entities can be affected at each occurrence of the se-
quence; and (iv) self-aware of potential violations that might be introduced as
consequence of these transformations.
In this thesiswe propose to improve source code transformations to better sup-
port developers performing more complex and systematic code transformations.
We cover two aspects:
• The automated support to compose and apply sequences of code transfor-
mations. We undergo an investigation on the existence of these sequences in
real-world software systems.We propose a tool to automatically apply these
sequences in the systems we analyzed.
• The detection of design violations during a transformation effort. We un-
dergo an investigation on cases of systematic application of refactoring
transformations. We proposed a tool that recommends additional trans-
formations to fix design violations that are detected after performing
refactoring transformations.
We evaluated the proposed approaches quantitatively and qualitatively in
real-world case studies and, in some cases, with the help of experts on the sys-
tems under analysis. The results we obtained demonstrate the usefulness of our
approaches.
Keywords:. software evolution, software maintenance, automated code transfor-
mation, programming by example, source code transformation

Résumé
Dans le domaine du développement logiciel, le changement est la seule constante.
Les logiciels évoluent parfois de façon substantielle, par exemple en migrant vers
une nouvelle architecture ou en modifiant des bibliothèques dont dépend le sys-
tème. Pendant ce processus, des séquences de transformation de code (par ex-
emple, créer une classe, implémenter une interface donnée, puis surcharger une
méthode) sont systématiquement appliquées dans le systéme (e.g., à certaines
classes dans une même hiérarchie ou dans un même paquetage). De par la na-
ture répétitive de ces transformations, il est nécessaire d’automatiser leur support
afin d’assurer que ces séquences de transformations sont appliquées de façon con-
sistante sur la globalité du système.
Une solution pour gérer des transformations systématiques de code est de
permettre aux développeurs de composer leurs propres séquences de transfor-
mations de code. Ces séquences peuvent être définies manuellement par exem-
ple en utilisant un langage pour spécifier chaque transformation ou elles peu-
vent être identifiées à partir d’un ou plusieurs exemples concrets fournis par le
développeur. Nous affirmons que les approches existantes ne permettent pas de
définir des séquences : (i) spécifiques au système sur lesquelles elles sont ap-
pliquées ; (ii) éventuellement complexes c’est-à-dire pas entièrement supportées
par les outils de refactoring existant ; (iii) non localisées, c’est-à-dire plusieurs en-
tités de code peuvent être impactées à chaque occurrence de la séquence ; et (iv)
conscientes de possibles violations qui peuvent être introduites consécutivement
à ces transformations.
Dans cette thèse, nous proposons d’améliorer les transformations de code
pour mieux aider les développeurs dans l’application de transformation de code
systématiques et complexes. Nous couvrons deux aspects :
• Le support automatisé pour composer et appliquer des séquences de trans-
formations de code. Nous réalisons une recherche de l’existence de telles
séquences dans de vrais logiciels. Nous proposons un outil pour appliquer
automatiquement ces séquences dans les systèmes que nous avons analysés.
• La détection de violations de bons principes dans la conception lors d’efforts
de transformation. Nous effectuons une évaluation sur des cas d’application
systématiques de transformations de refactoring. Nous proposons un outil
qui recommande des transformations additionnelles pour résoudre les vio-
lations de conception qui ont pu être détectées après avoir effectué les trans-
formations de refactoring.
Nous évaluons les approches proposées quantitativement et qualitativement
sur des cas d’étude issus dumonde réel, parfois avec l’aide des experts du système
analysé. Les résultats obtenus montrent la pertinence de nos approches.
Mots clés:. réingénerie logicielle, maintenance logicielle, transformation de code
automatisée, programmation par l’exemple, transformation de code source
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1.1 Context
In software development, change is the only constant. During their lifetime, soft-
ware systems must constantly evolve to remain useful in their context [Leh96].
Most of the effort during a software system lifecycle is spent to support its evo-
lution [Som00], which is also responsible for up to 80% of the total cost of the
development [Erl00].
Evolution can be achieved by code transformation activities such as correct-
ing bugs, or adding new features to answer client requirements. These activities
are frequent in the system’s lifecycle [ASH13]. Their required modifications are
localized, mostly inside a single method or a class. Furthermore, these activities
are eventually supported by automated refactoring tools [RBJO96,Rob99], such as
the one of Eclipse IDE.
It also sometimes happens that a larger and substantial effort is undertaken in
the system. For example, to migrate the system to a new architecture, or to update
APIs onwhich the systemdepends. Such effort is infrequent, however it consists in
long periods of modifications that might affect the entire system. Moreover, such
large effort is mostly done manually, i.e., the required modifications are specific to
the system and therefore they are not fully supported by refactoring tools. Such
large effort is referred in literature as rearchitecting [ASH13].
Either performing localized or larger evolution effort, source code transfor-
mations are repetitive by nature. Sequences of source code transformations (e.g.,
create a class, implement a given interface, then override a method) occur in the
history of a system, however they are applied to distinct but similar code locations
(e.g., some classes in the same hierarchy). Such systematic behavior have been
studied in the literature in the context of fixing bugs [NNN+13, MKM13], and
adapting a system to accomodate API updates [RK12]. Specially when the entire
system is modified, it is likely that sequence of transformations can be repetitive
during rearchitecting efforts as well.
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Additionally, software evolution is often driven by perfective and corrective
maintenance, rather than improving the code quality, or system organiza-
tion [OCBZ09, Pér13]. Violations of design principles, known in the literature as
design smells [SSS14], might be introduced. These violations may not produce
errors, therefore they might remain latent in the system until a major preventive
maintenance takes place [Leh96, OCBZ09]. Additionally, there is also little sup-
port for the actual correction of design smells, once they are detected. Correction
approaches often suggest how to transform the code so that the smell is removed.
But concretely, transformations to remove the smell must be manually performed
by the developer.
In short, software evolution is naturally a complex task. This fact may be ag-
gravated in environments where agile software development takes place, causing
negative impact on code consistency and software quality. Developers need help
maintaining their systems (i) when systematic code transformations must be ap-
plied and (ii) when violations in software quality are introduced as a consequence
of these transformations.
1.2 Problem
Due to the repetitive nature of some sequences of code transformations, some
good practices should be adopted. For example, Integrated Development Envi-
ronments (IDEs) such as Eclipse or IntelliJ should support the automation of se-
quences of source code transformations that can be applied in distinct code loca-
tions. Currently, IDEs provide refactoring, i.e., a sequence of code transformations
limited to a subset of behavior-preserving transformations.
However, recent work sparked discussion about the lack of trust in refactor-
ing tools [AGF11,NCV+13,VCM+13]. Developers do not understand what most
of the refactoring transformations actually do, and sometimes they prefer to per-
form code transformations manually, even though there is an automatic refactor-
ing that produces the same outcome. Additionally, refactoring relies on simple
and localized transformations. Large transformation efforts such as rearchitecting
are therefore not fully supported, and developers must perform the transforma-
tions manually.
Many problemsmay occur due to the repetitiveness of the transformations and
to the fact that these transformations are applied manually. Below we list some
concrete problems detected in the literature:
• The application of sequences of code transformations in similar code loca-
tions is a tedious task. Developers have to identify all the code locations
that are candidates for transformation, then manually apply the sequence
of transformations in each code location [VEdM06,AL08,MKM13,JPW+15].
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• The application of code transformations in each code location is a complex
task. Different code locations, e.g., methods, might introduce variables with
different names and different argument values, for example. Developers
have to identify which variables and arguments are the correct candidates
for transformation [CDMS02,KN09,MKM11].
• The manual application of sequences of code transformations is an error-
prone task. First, developers might not know, from all the code entities in a
system, which of them are candidate for transformation; therefore introduc-
ing errors of omission. And second, given a new code location, developers
might forget to apply some of the transformations in the same sequence as
they were originally performed [AL08,RL08,NNP+10,MKM13].
• After transforming all candidate locations, developers have to also check
whether violations of design principles were introduced as a consequence
of this repetitive transformation. The occurrence of smells, such asGodClass
and Shotgun Surgery, is likely to increase the occurrence of bugs [LS07]
and to reduce quality factors such as understandability and maintainabil-
ity [DSA+04,SSS14].Moreover, smellsmight remain unnoticed in the system
after they are introduced [CM14].
These problems show the difficulty of software evolution, in particular to keep
consistency of source code and its quality after a large evolution effort. It is im-
portant to ensure that source code evolution is correctly applied.
1.3 Supporting Systematic Code Transformation
To facilitate the time-consuming task of systematically transform similar code, ap-
proaches were proposed to support the definition of sequences of code transfor-
mations for at least three decades [Nei84, ABFP86]. These approaches allow the
developer to define their own sequences of transformations; therefore our dis-
cussion does not include refactoring approaches, such as Eclipse, which have a
predefined set of transformations that are applied separately.
France et al. [FGSK03] propose to transform models by applying design pat-
terns. For this purpose, they specify (i) the problem corresponding to the design
pattern application condition, (ii) the solution corresponding to the result of the
pattern application and (iii) the transformation corresponding to the sequence of
“operator templates” that must be followed in order for the source model to become
the target model. Similar definition approaches based on condition and operators
are also proposed by Markovic and Baar [MB08], and Lano and Rahimi [LR13].
Defining composite transformations for the application of design patterns is gene-
ric in the sense that transformations can be applied to systems of different domains
and even different programming languages.
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Other approaches work with existing source code. Similar to most model ap-
proaches, Kozaczynski et al. [KNE92] also propose composite transformations us-
ing application conditions and operators. There are also approaches which are
based on code examples [CDMS02, BPM04]. The transformation is defined from
an example of the source code before and after the transformation. However, in
these approaches, the operators are simple and consist in short sequences of code
insertion, replacement, and/or deletion.
Coccinelle relies on text matching to define bug patches [LLH+10]. A com-
posite transformation is defined as a set of variable declarations, followed by a list
of code deletions and insertions. Variables represent code entities such as expres-
sions and statements. However, the matching and transformation process is re-
stricted to in-file operators. Concerning the complexity of the operators involved,
most code transformation approaches are localized and modify only one entity at
each time (e.g., the code inside a method or a file).
Specially when code transformations are being applied to the system at large,
it is expected that the source code undergoes some intermediate and unstable
state until the system is completely transformed. In this context, code quality vio-
lations might be introduced and remain in the system until an explicit preventive
effort takes place [Leh96,OCBZ09].
In summary, existing approaches lack the definition of sequences of code trans-
formations that are (i) system specific, i.e., they cannot be applied to other sys-
tems; (ii) eventually complex, in terms of the number of operators involved;
(iii) not localized, meaning the sequence of transformations might affect sev-
eral code entities instead of a single method; and (iv) self-aware of potential
quality violations that the transformations themselves might introduce.
1.4 Our Approach in a Nutshell
In this thesis we propose to improve source code transformations to better sup-
port developers specially, but not exclusively, during a rearchitecting effort. We
cover two aspects: (i) the automation of sequences of transformations composed
by the developer that can be applied to the system at large, and (ii) the detec-
tion and automatic correction of violations that might be introduced when a code
transformation is performed.
Supporting Systematic Code Transformation. Existing approaches that sup-
port automated code transformation mostly rely on refactoring transformations
that can be applied to systems of different domains. Sequences of transformations
that might affect the system at large are not easily supported. We first undergo an
investigation on the existence of sequences of code transformations that are spe-
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cific to the systems they were applied. Then, we propose a tool to compose and
automatically apply these sequences in the systems we analyzed.
Supporting Detection of Quality Violations. Violations of design might be
introduced when a system undergoes systematic transformations. We propose an
approach to detect design smells and suggest their correction right after the de-
veloper performs a refactoring transformation. We undergo case studies with real
cases of systematic code transformation to check whether the suggested transfor-
mations are accepted by developers.
1.5 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Contribution 1. We demonstrate the existence of repetitive sequences of
code transformations during a large evolution effort in real software sys-
tems. We validate the properties that make these sequences of transforma-
tions particularly challenging to apply manually [SAE+15c].
• Contribution 2. We provide automated support to record and replay se-
quences of code transformations. These sequences can be configured,manu-
ally or automatically, to be later applied in several code locations [SAE+15b].
• Contribution 3.We provide automated support for detection and correction
of quality violations during real and large evolution efforts. Our solution
focuses on the detection and automatic correction of design smells after a
code transformation is performed by the developer.
1.6 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2: Motivation
This chapter presents our first study on a rearchitecting case. This study serves
as a motivation for this thesis, whereas we discovered a case of systematic code
transformation that would benefit from an automated support.
Chapter 3: State of the Art
This chapter presents the related work in the context of identifying systematic
code transformation, providing support to automatically transform code, and
identifying quality violations, in particular, design smells.
6 Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 4: Relevance of Systematic Code Transformation
This chapter describes an investigative study to analyze the benefits of automat-
ing sequences of code transformations that are defined by the developer. We un-
dergo an investigation with real cases of rearchitecting to understand whether
the transformations involved are worth being automated in the context of a large
transformation effort.
Chapter 5: Supporting Systematic Code Transformation
This chapter describes our first approach to automatically perform sequences of
system-specific code transformations. We record code transformations from the
development tool, thenwe configure these transformations to replay themat other
locations in the system. We validate our approach on the cases of systematic code
transformation we discovered in Chapter 4.
Chapter 6: Automating Systematic Code Transformation
This chapter describes two approaches to automate the process of replaying se-
quences of code transformations. The first approach focuses on reducing the ef-
fort of configuring these sequences to replay in another location, which was origi-
nally manual. The second approach focuses on recommending locations in source
code that are candidate for systematic code transformation, after one sequence of
transformations is recorded. We validate these approaches on the same systems
we analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 7: Improving Code Transformations
This chapter presents our analysis of the impact of refactoring transformations in
the introduction of design smells. We cover the Pharo1 ecosystem, which has six
years of evolution, about 3,600 distinct systems, andmore than 2,800 contributors,
where two refactoring transformations were systematically performed, e.g., Move
Class and Extract Method.
Chapter 8: Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis and presents future work.
1http://pharo.org/
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In this chapter, we present our first work to support software evolution. This
work was part of a larger project, in collaboration with ASERG Group in Brazil,
and it specifically focused on supporting architecture evolution. However, it is
worth noting that this study is a motivation for our work. Our thesis focuses on
code transformations instead of architecture evolution. Nevertheless, the results
of this study served as guidelines to focus our thesis onto supporting systematic
code transformation.
2.1 Introduction
The definition of the right software architecture in early stages of software devel-
opment is of utmost importance as a communication mechanism between stake-
holders. In this thesis, we consider Garlan and Perry’s definition of architecture:
the structure of components of a program, their relationships, and principles and
guidelines governing their design and evolution over time [GAO95]. Architecture
definition does not only involve the decisions and guidelines that must be fol-
lowed during the software evolution, but also provides discussion about the re-
quirements (and conflicting parts of them) that the software might have.
However, software systems are under continuous evolution [DDN02, Leh80].
Their architecture inevitably gets more complex, harder to understand, and fur-
ther modifications become more difficult to implement. In addition to an increase
in complexity, it is common to observe modifications that do not follow the archi-
tecture as originally proposed for the system [DP09,PTV+10]. Increasing complex-
ity and architectural violations tend to be neglected over the years, unless explicit
effort is done to improve the architecture [Leh96,SRK+09].
In this chapter, we focus on the definition of an architecture description, with
the goal to disseminate and document architectural knowledge among develop-
ers. Additionally, we also focus on architecture conformance, which goal is to ver-
ify whether the implementation is consistent with the intended architecture.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
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• We present a prototype tool, called OrionPlanning [SAE+15a]. Using this
tool, the user can create an architecture definition from scratch or iteratively
modify an existing one extracted from source code (Section 2.3).
• We evaluate OrionPlanning in a simple system that illustrated a real case of
architectural deterioration. Architectural rules were defined by the user, i.e.,
they were specific for the system under analysis. Our tool was able to detect
architectural violations during the evolution of this system (Section 2.4).
• We discovered work that is later developed in this thesis in two directions:
(i) the automated support for systematic code transformation (Chapter 5),
and (ii) the continuous detection of violations when the software is under
evolution (Chapter 7).
Structure of the Chapter
Section 2.2 presents related work on architecture definition tools. Section 2.3
presents the OrionPlanning tool. Section 2.4 presents the evaluation of the tool
in a case of software evolution, and Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.
2.2 Related Work
Restructuring the architecture is usually required to keep complexity under con-
trol and to repair eventual architectural violations. Such task typically requires
a sequence of transformations applied over different components, optionally fol-
lowed by continuous evaluation of the architectural gains achieved by these trans-
formations. Restructuring is thenmore complex than isolated refactoring because
the entire system is involved. Additionally, it is also a challenging task because it
is usually performed in an ad-hoc way [TVCB12].
Many approaches to define and evolve software architecture have been pro-
posed in the literature.However, there is still little adoption of existing approaches
in industry. Previous work analyzed this gap between research and practition-
ers’ needs [Cle96, HR98, HA11]. Recently, Malavolta et al. [MLM+13] conducted
a survey with real practitioners concerning architectural languages i.e., any form
of expression, informal or formal, to describe software architecture. The authors
identified features which practitioners considered useful in past projects, and we
list the most important ones as follows.
• Iterative Architecting: the ability to refine the architecture from a general de-
scription. It means that the language should not require the stakeholders to
fully describe the architecture at the beginning.
• Analysis: the ability to extract and analyze information from the architec-
ture for testing, simulation, and consistency checking, for example. One of
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the clearest result from the study was the need for proper analysis to detect
inconsistencies in the architecture before it would be applied.
The survey conducted by Malavolta et al. [MLM+13] cites architectural lan-
guages such as UML and AADL. In this section, we select architecture descrip-
tion approaches that apply to twomain conditions: (i) the approach must provide
a tool to support architecture description, and (ii) the approach must also provide
analysis, e.g., dependency checking, on the proposed architecture.
That et al. [TSO12] use a model-based approach to document architectural de-
cisions as architectural patterns. An architectural pattern defines architectural en-
tities, properties of these entities, and rules that these properties must conform to.
The approach provides analysis by checking the conformance between an existing
architecture definition and a set of user-defined architectural patterns.
Baroni et al. [BMMW14] also use amodel-based approach and extend it to pro-
vide semantic information. With assistance of a wiki environment, additional in-
formation is automatically synchronized and integrated with the working model.
The analysis consists in checking which architectural entities are specified in the
wiki. One critical point of this approach is that the informationmight be scattered
in different documents, which can be difficult to maintain.
2.3 OrionPlanning in Action
Figure 2.1 depicts the main user interface of OrionPlanning. It is build on top of
the Moose platform [BAD12]. The panel in Figure 2.1.A shows the system under
analysis and its versions, followed by a panel for color captions (Figure 2.1.B), and
the list of model changes in the selected version (Figure 2.1.C). On the right side
of the window, OrionPlanning generates a simple visualization of model entities
and dependencies (Figure 2.1.D) and a list of dependency constraints which will
be evaluated when the model changes (Figure 2.1.E).
2.3.1 Loading Code
To modify an existing project with OrionPlanning, the Moose platform already
provides support to import code written in C++, Java, Smalltalk, Ada, Cobol, and
other languages. The result is an instance of the FAMIX meta-model [DAB+11].
FAMIX is a family of meta-models that represents source code entities and re-
lationships of multiple languages in a uniform way. We chose FAMIX because
Moose already provides inspection and analysis tools which can be extensible
for our work (see Section 2.3.4). Details on how to import models in Moose are
provided in The Moose Book [Moo10]. After importing the code, a new model
appears in the model selection panel (Figure 2.1.A).
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Figure 2.1: OrionPlanning overview. The panel (D) shows three packages.
2.3.2 Versioning
We use Orion [LDDF11] to perform transformations on the FAMIX model ex-
tracted in the previous step. Orion is a reengineering tool that simulates trans-
formations in multiple versions of the same source code model. Orion efficiently
handles the creation of childrenmodels. A childmodel has one reference to its par-
ent version and a list of changes that were made in it. Orion manages modifi-
cations in multiple versions, including merging and resolving conflicts, without
creating copies of the source code model.
Figure 2.1.A shows the panel for model management. In practice, from a given
model, the user can (i) inspect the changes in the current version, i.e., check the
list of changes andmodified entities; (ii) eventually create a new child version and
make changes in it; and/or (iii) discard the current version for different reasons.
When the user is modifying a child model, the original one is not modified and
no copies of this model are created. The list of changes is also displayed in Orion-
Planning’s main window (see Figure 2.1.C).
2.3.3 Restructuring and Visualizing
In order to provide architecture visualization, we use a visualization engine called
Telescope. Figure 2.2 illustrates a visualization of a Java project. Packages are rect-
angles with classes represented as squares inside the package. Both packages and
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classes are expandable bymouse click. After expansion, a class shows its methods
as small squares. In general, entities that were changed in the current model have
their borders colored in blue, and the borders of entities created in the current
model are colored in green.
Figure 2.2: OrionPlanning’s interactive visualization (right click on a class).
The visualization displays three types of dependencies: (i) the package depen-
dency, represented as arrows in Figure 2.1.D, summarizes all dependencies (i.e.,
accesses, references, invocations, etc.) at a package level; (ii) the class dependency,
represented as empty arrows in Figure 2.2 (classes in hibernate package), shows
inheritance dependencies between classes inside one package; and (iii) themethod
dependency, represented as small arrows inside highlighted class in Figure 2.2,
shows invocations between methods of the same or different classes. We decided
to show a fraction of all the dependencies to not overload the visualization with
edges. Refactoring-based operators (e.g., add, paste attribute, and remove entities)
are accessible by right click menu, as shown in Figure 2.2.
2.3.4 Model Analysis
According to previous surveywith practitioners, the feature theymissed themost
in past projects was the support for architectural analyses [MLM+13]. Some of
suggested analyses include dependency analysis between entities in an architec-
ture, and consistency of architectural constraints [PW92]. In this section, we de-
scribe our work on extending OrionPlanning to provide dependency checking
constraints defined by the user.
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Moose provides a set of metrics for software, such as size, cohesion, coupling,
and complexity metrics. From the visualization provided by OrionPlanning, any
entity can be inspected and evaluated at any time (right click, Inspect). Orion-
Planning allows the user to define rules based on these metrics. A possible exam-
ple consists in restricting the number of classes in a package to less than 20.
OrionPlanning also supports the definition of dependency constraints. The
definition uses the same syntax of DCL [TVCB12], a DSL and tool for conformance
checking originally proposed to Java systems. In OrionPlanning, the user first de-
fined logicalmodules as a set of classes. These classes can be selected bymatching a
property (e.g., a regular expression), or by manually selecting them into the mod-
ule. Figure 2.3 depicts the module definition browser, in which the user selected
(by regular expression) all classes which name ends with “Action”. Other proper-
ties can be easily extended to the model.
Figure 2.3: OrionPlanning’s model definition browser
Finally, the user defines a dependency constraint between two logicalmodules,
which are defined in the previous step. Given two modules A and B, DCL defines
the following constraints:
• only A can depend on B;
• A can only depend on B;
• A cannot depend on B; or
• A must depend on B.
Dependencies include access to variables, references to class, invocation to
methods, and inheritance to classes. Figure 2.4 shows the rule definition panel,
in which the user selects the source module, the type of constraint, the type of
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dependency to be analyzed, and the target module. In this example, the user de-
fined that all Action classes cannot inherit from classes in the original monolithic
package (named classes).
Figure 2.4: OrionPlanning’s dependency constraint browser.
In order to check the conformance between a model and the defined con-
straints, OrionPlanning queries all the dependencies in the current model. The
dependency checker analyzes each dependency with each constraint. Violations
to the constraints are highlighted in the visualization with a red color (see Sec-
tion 2.4 in our concrete example). Finally, the dependency checker listens to
changes in the current model and checks all the dependencies when a change is
performed.
2.4 OrionPlanning Evaluation
To illustrate the use of OrionPlanning, we use a simple e-commerce system,
called MyWebMarket. This system was created independently by the ASERG
group to illustrate a case of architectural erosion and the analysis of architectural
violations [TVCB12]. This system was developed in a sequence of versions. The
first version follows a very naive implementation and successive versions contin-
uously improved the modularization to correct specific dependency constraints.
In our evaluation, we imported the first version of MyWebMarket, consist-
ing of only one package and performed in OrionPlanning the transformations
that had been made on the actual system. We discovered a first case of systematic
code transformations, originally performed on code by MyWebMarket’s devel-
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opers, without any form of automated support. Pattern 2.1 presents an informal
description of these transformations. The goal was to isolate the dependencies to
a framework (e.g., Hibernate) into a new package. Furthermore, it was decided to
use the Factory design pattern.
PATTERN 2.1: Systematic transformations in MyWebMarket’s restructuring (A
package PHibwas created to hold dependencies to Hibernate, a factory class FHib
was created in PHib)
For each class C /∈ package PHib that depends on Hibernate
1. add interface IC’ in PHib
2. add class C’ in PHib implementing IC’
3. add method “public C’ getC’()” in the factory FHib
∃ methodM in C
and ∃ S statements ∈ M creating the dependence on Hibernate
4. add methodM’ in C’ containing statements S
5. replace statements S by a call FHib.getC’().M’()
Definition 1 A code transformation is a general term that refers to code addition,
removal, or modification.
In Pattern 2.1, five code transformations were performed: one Add Interface,
one Add Class, one Add Method in the factory class, then a subsequence of one Add
Method in the new class, and one (or more) Replace Statement for each statement
depending on the framework. Note that the two last transformations are equiva-
lent to a Extract Method transformation. In this definition, we focus on the more
elementary transformations; we discuss the complexity of code transformations
in Chapter 3.
In addition to replaying the transformations in the model, we defined a de-
pendency constraint on the model under analysis. We performed the constraint
definition discussed in Section 2.3.4, i.e., prohibit Action classes to inherit non-
Action classes. In order to simplify the visualization, we previously moved all the
Action classes to a new package, named action.
Figure 2.5 shows the dependency analysis in OrionPlanning. This view shows
the list of constraint violations in the version under analysis. In this case, all of
the Action classes extend a common class, named ExampleSupport, which does not
follow the name convention. In order to fix this violation, the user shall move
ExampleSupport to the action package, and optionally change the class name to the
*Action name convention.
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Figure 2.5: OrionPlanning’s dependency rules visualization.
2.5 Conclusion
We presented OrionPlanning, a prototype tool to support architecture evolution.
In practice, the user can (i) generate a new architecture definition from scratch,
or incrementally modify an existing one using refactoring-based transformations;
and (ii) actively check user-defined architecture rules in the working architecture.
Most importantly, when replicating the transformations, we observed in-
stances of systematic transformation. More specifically, we observed sequences
of transformations (e.g., create an interface, then create a class implementing this
interface, add methods to this class) that were repetitively applied to several
locations, e.g., all classes depending on Hibernate. We list below two lessons
learned from this replication study.
• With OrionPlanning, wewere able tomanually perform these sequences of
transformations. However, we observed that the sequences were essentially
very similar and, therefore, they would benefit from an automated support.
• When applying these sequences of transformations, architectural violations
were introduced in themodel, and automatically detected by our tool. Addi-
tional transformations, e.g.,Move Class, were recommended to correct these
violations. This correction would also benefit from an automated support.
These results serve as guidelines to focus our efforts on (i) providing support
for the developer to define and automatically apply their own sequences of trans-
formations; and (ii) providing support for automatic detection and correction of
violations when systematic code transformations are being applied.
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present the current approaches to support systematic code
transformation, and we discuss studies on the evolution of quality violations, in
particular, design smells. On the subject of systematic code transformation, we
show thatmost of the approaches do not support large transformation efforts such
as the ones we work in this thesis. First, the transformations are generic, in the
sense that they can be applied in systems of different domains. Second, the trans-
formations are simple, e.g., they are composed of a short sequence of additions
and removals. And third, the transformations are localized and limited in their
scope, e.g., they are generally small andmostly applied to one method at the time.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 3.2 presents approaches that identify repetitive sequences of code trans-
formations from the code history of a system. Section 3.3 presents approaches for
defining sequences of code transformations from small and existing ones. Sec-
tion 3.4 presents approaches to automate the application of these sequences. Sec-
tion 3.5 presents previous studies on the evolution and negative impact of design
smells. Section 3.6 presents approaches that recommend additional code trans-
formations after the developer transforms code, and Section 3.7 concludes this
chapter.
3.2 Identification of Systematic Code Transforma-
tions
Developers and researchers alike have long perceived the existence of repetitive
sequences of code transformations. More recently, Mining Source Repositories
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(MSR) approaches obtainedmore highlight in the state of the art.MSR approaches
allowed researchers, for example, to find evidences of systematic code transforma-
tions in large code repositories and over several software systems. In this section,
we discuss related work on mining source code repositories to identify patterns
of code transformations. It is not the scope of this thesis to propose an approach
to identify such systematic behavior, but to assist the developer in defining and
applying known sequences of transformations. Nevertheless, we discuss such ap-
proaches to justify their limitations in practice.
Concerning the context in which sequences of transformations are discovered,
Ying et al. [YMNCC04] looks for groups of files that were frequently modified to-
gether, to recommend candidate files to transform based on similar transforma-
tions in the past. Fluri et al. [FGG08] identifies patterns of transformations, e.g.,
change return type then renamemethod,which describe specialized development
activities. Some approaches focused on precise activities, such as identifying pat-
terns of bug fixes [LZ05b,PKJ09] and API updates [KNGWJ13]. Other approaches
identified system-specific sequences of transformations [KBN07,NNN+13]. The
identified sequences are not fully supported by existing refactoring tools [FGG08,
NNN+13,NCDJ14], and they might be performed in not one but several versions
of the system [JPW+15]. Additionally, mining approaches rely on the fact that
sequences of transformations were already applied in the past. Therefore, new
occurrences of these sequences of transformations cannot be automatically per-
formed in the system. We address the automation of sequences of code transfor-
mations in Section 3.4.
Concerning how code transformations are extracted from code repositories,
most approaches represent code transformations as addition and removal of
nodes in the AST [FGG08, NNN+13, NCDJ14, JPW+15]. Optionally, some com-
posed but still simple transformations, such as renaming and updating, are also
included [KZJZ07]. Additionally, some work calculate transformations that are
limited in scope. For example, Kim et al. [KNGWJ13] consider changes until the
level of the method header, i.e., arguments and return types, therefore excluding
transformations inside themethod body. Livshits and Zimmermann [LZ05b] only
consider the addition of method calls, and Dagenais and Robillard [DR08] only
considermethod removal. Other non-AST approaches calculate files that changed
together [YMNCC04] and replacement of code fragments as a text [AL08].
Finally, concerning the algorithm to mine code transformations, most ap-
proaches use association rule mining [YMNCC04,KNGWJ13, JPW+15]. The goal
of the association rule algorithm consists in finding groups of similar transactions
(i.e., transformations) that occur with similar properties (e.g., methods with the
same name). Other approaches rely on frequent pattern mining such as Apri-
ori [LZ05b], agglomerative hierarchical clustering [FGG08], and largest common
subsequence [AL08].
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Summary. Approaches that identify systematic code transformation do not pro-
vide automation for the sequences of transformations they identify. Most of these
approaches retrieve sequences that are: (i) not fully supported by existing refac-
toring tools, (ii) simple, e.g., a short sequence of additions and removals inside a
method, and (iii) limited in their scope, i.e., they do not cover all possible code
transformations. In contrast, the study of system-specific and more complex se-
quences of transformations is not yet covered. In Chapter 5 we identify sequences
of code transformations that are specific to the system theywere found, andwhich
systematically modified several methods of several classes in the same hierarchy.
3.3 Definition of Sequences of Code Transformations
Examples of systematic code transformation might be discovered in early stages
of a large transformation effort. For example, developers might notice, after a
few times, that they are applying the same sequence of transformations in the
classes of same package or hierarchy. Additionally, several other classes shall also
be transformed in a similar way. Existing approaches provide support for the defi-
nition of these sequences for later automation, to reduce the tendency formistakes
due to applying them manually, and to ease the work of developers. We specifi-
cally address the automation of these sequences in Section 3.4.
The definition of composite code transformations have been proposed in the
literature for at least three decades [ABFP86, EKN91]. These work already ob-
served that some small transformations are commonly reused by composite ones.
For example, Generate accessor method for an instance variable and the Extract
Method refactoring transformation reuse the same transformation: Add Method.
Concerning the complexity and the domain where these transformations may
be applied, we follow the categorization in three levels introduced by Javed et
al. [JAP12].
Level one transformations are atomic and describe generic elementary tasks.
They are atomic because they describe the addition or deletion of one code
entity. For example, these transformations are routinely proposed in devel-
opment helpers (e.g., Add Method), or calculated from source code examples
in theChangeDistiller tool [FWPG07]. These transformations are generic in
the sense that they are independent of the system, the application domain,
and sometimes even the programming language.
Level two transformations are aggregations of level one transformations. For
example, the Extract Method is a composition of several atomic transforma-
tions: Add Method, then a sequence of Remove Statement from the former
method and corresponding Add Statement in the new method. Level two
transformations describemore specific tasks than level one transformations.
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However, they are still generic because they can be applied to systems from
different domains.
Level three transformations are aggregations of level one or level two transfor-
mations. They are specific to the system to which they are applied. The ex-
ample in Chapter 2 is specific to MyWebMarket system.
Concerning the representation of the transformations, some approaches rely
on a Domain Specific Language (DSL) [VEdM06, LT12, LR13, KBD15]. Specially
in the context of a large transformation effort, which might be occasional, these
approaches increase the complexity of the automation process (i.e., to learn an-
other language), and they might discourage their use by the developers. Other
approaches represent a composite transformation as a sequence of text insertions
and deletions [CDMS02,BPM04,LLH+10,RI14]. Text-based approaches might not
provide support when applied into a slightly different new code location. For ex-
ample, in two methods, the names of their arguments and temporary variables
might not be the same. The set of basic transformations to compose is limited to
simple transformations, e.g., only adding or removing a line.
Finally, concerning the context in which sequences of transformations are ap-
plied, these approaches were used in the past to apply design patterns [LR13,
KBD15], to apply bug patches in similar code locations [LLH+10], to update the
API on which a client system depends [HD05,NNP+10], or to apply a limited set
of behavior-preserving transformations, i.e., refactoring [VEdM06,MB08,LT12].
Summary. Most approaches provide a set of basic (level one) transformations,
e.g., add or remove a line of code. Moreover, the activities in which definition is
supported, e.g., fix a bug or update anAPI, require small sequences of transforma-
tions, i.e., they modify a few code entities at each time. In Chapter 5 we propose
to define a sequence of transformations by recording one example of systematic
transformation from the developer. We discuss other example-based approaches
in Section 3.4 because they also provide automation of the sequences of transfor-
mations that are defined.
3.4 Automation of Sequences of Code Transforma-
tions
Automation of code transformations have been proposed in the state of the prac-
tice in the form of refactorings. Integrated Development Environments, such as
Eclipse, include refactoring transformations as away to automate composite trans-
formations that define behavior-preserving tasks. The first tools date back to al-
most two decades ago [RBJ97,BR98]. Most of the automated transformations are
inspired by the refactoring catalog proposed by Fowler et al. [FBB+99].
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Recent work however proved that refactoring tools are underused. Murphy-
Hill et al. [MHPB09] andNegara et al. [NCV+13] conducted different studies based
on the refactoring tools proposed by Eclipse platform. Both studies lead to the
conclusion that, when a refactoring transformation is available for automated ap-
plication, developers prefer to perform the transformations manually. Vakilian et
al. [VCM+13] found similar results based on both a survey and a controlled study
with professional developers. Developers do not understand what most of opera-
tors proposed by refactoring tools do, or they do not perceive how the source code
will actually change after their application. Therefore, developers prefer to per-
form a sequence of small well-known refactoring transformations that will pro-
duce the same outcome as a composite, sometimes complex, built-in refactoring
transformation.
This state of the art shows that developers need automated support to per-
form systematic transformations. As discussed in Section 3.2, the transformations
involved might not be fully supported by existing refactoring tools. Moreover, the
task of performing systematic transformations requires the modification of sim-
ilar, but non-identical code locations, i.e., names of classes, methods, variables,
might not be the same from one occurrence to the other. This section presents re-
lated work on automating code transformations. We discuss related work in two
directions: (i) automatically performing sequences of code transformations in dif-
ferent code locations (Section 3.4.1); and (ii) automatically identifying all code lo-
cations that are candidate for systematic transformation (Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Performing Systematic Code Transformations
Programming by Demonstration (or Programming by Example) is a term mostly
used in robotics to comprise approaches that register and automate sequences of
operations one wants to perform [Lie01, RL08]. According to this paradigm, the
user provides concrete examples of how to perform the operations. As concrete ex-
amples, the feature Search and Replace in most text editors, the multiple selections
feature in SublimeText, and the macro feature in Microsoft Office and Emacs are
examples of programming by demonstration approaches. In this section, we fo-
cus on programming by demonstration approaches that propose the automation
of source code transformations.
ChangeFactory [RL08] is one of the first tools to apply programming by
demonstration for code transformation. In practice, the tool records one sequence
of code transformations manually performed by the developer, e.g., adding a
method in a class, then adding statements to this method. Each code entity
transformed by the developer is a parameter of the transformation. Developers
can edit the parameters, e.g., the name of the method to be added derives from
the name of the class. Finally, the developer can test and apply the composed
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transformation on another code location. In Chapter 5, we present an automated
code transformation approach that is inspired by ChangeFactory. We discuss
our contributions in that chapter.
CatchUp! [HD05] is a similar record-and-replay tool that relies on a limited
set of refactoring transformations recorded in the Eclipse IDE. Replaying the
recorded refactorings also requires manual configuration by the developer. Other
approaches were inspired by the record-and-replay approach [OM08, HDLL11,
MKOH12]. However, they do not propose the configuration of transformations
to apply them in other locations. Their goal was to understand and replay past
transformations from a source code repository.
Some approaches rely on code examples that specify the result of transforma-
tions. A code example basically expresses how the source code looks before and
after a sequence of transformations. These approaches either infer the transforma-
tions that took place, or replace excerpts of the example according to a new code
location. We now discuss three tools which rely on code examples.
Sydit [MKM11] relies on one code example. The tool generates an edit script
in terms of added, removed, and modified AST nodes. The configuration is done
automatically by computing dependencies inside the code example. For example,
modified AST nodes (between the code before and after) are considered as pa-
rameters of the transformation. Unmodified code is then used to automatically
configure these parameters.
TheEkeko/X tool [RI14,MR14] also relies on one code example. In practice, the
developer incrementally generalizes the example by introducing meta-variables
and wildcards. During this stage, the developer can check the result of this con-
figuration, e.g., the collection of code entities that are candidate to be transformed.
Similarly to this tool, Critics [ZSPK15] relies on manual configuration by the de-
veloper. However, the generalization is limited to types of classes, variable names,
and method names.
LASE [MKM13] is an extension of Sydit. The tool relies on two or more code
examples, and it generalizes the edit script according to similarities in these ex-
amples. For example, if the same transformation is applied to two different code
entities, the approach generalizes entities as meta-variables. The accuracy of the
resulting edit script depends on the given examples. If two ormore code examples
are too similar, the tool will not be able to replay the transformations in slightly
different code locations (over specification). On the other hand, if two or mode
code examples are too dissimilar, the tool might be able to apply the transforma-
tions in undesired locations (over generalization).
Summary. Most of the approaches represent a sequence of code transformations
as excepts of code, i.e., as an example of code before and after the transformations.
In fact, most of these approaches were applied to perform small sequences of code
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transformations that are most likely to be modify one method at each time. In this
thesis, we take inspiration from theChangeFactory tool [RL08], i.e., code transfor-
mations are recorded from developer editions in a development tool. We present
our approach in Chapter 5.
3.4.2 Recommending Code Locations to Perform Transforma-
tions
Once developers defined the sequence of code transformations that must be per-
formed systematically, they might not know, from all the code entities in the sys-
tem, which ones are candidate for transformation. In this section, we discuss ap-
proaches that recommend candidate locations for automatic transformation.
Some approaches proposed to find opportunities to apply known refactoring
transformations. For example, Khomh et al. propose the detection of God classes
to recommend the application of Extract Class refactoring [KVGS09]. Bavota et
al. [BDLMO14] discuss state of the art approaches that recommend the appli-
cation of other refactorings described in Fowler’s catalog [FBB+99]. Refactoring
transformations such as Extract Class have well defined purposes, therefore these
approaches search for very specific properties in source code for recommenda-
tion, e.g., identify classes with too many methods [JJ09,HKI08,Mar04, SSL01]. In
our work, the transformations we found are specific to the system on which the
developer is working. The rationale behind the transformations, i.e., the transfor-
mations involved and the code entities that are transformed, are different for each
system.
Concerning other recurring transformations,LibSync [NNW+10] andAPIEvo-
lutionMiner [HEA+14] focused on updating the API onwhich a system depends.
These tools extract code transformation rules from other systems that updated to
the same API usage in the past, then they recommend locations in source code
and transformations to replace oldAPI calls to newones. FixWizard [NNP+10] fo-
cused on recurring bug fixes. In the code history of five real open-source projects,
up to 45% of bug fixing transformations were repetitive. Based on the recurring
examples the authors found, the tool also recommends both code locations and
required transformations to fix the bug.
PR-Miner [LZ05a] focused on programming rules, e.g., function b() must be
called after function a(). The rules are also extracted from the code history of real
software systems, in which inconsistencies in these rules led to bugs. The tool
also locates code that violates these rules and recommends transformations to fix
them. Similar to refactoring approaches, both API usage and bug fix approaches
search for very specific properties in code, e.g., API calls and known patterns that
would introduce bugs. Moreover, the recommended transformations are mostly
extracted from the code history of the system under analysis. In our work, the
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transformations are considered as occasional but repetitive. Therefore, we require
support for the application of these transformations in situ.
Finally, concerning a developer-defined sequence of transformations, some
tools proposed to analyze the code under transformation to find other locations in
which the sequence could be performed. LASE [MKM13] relies on code examples
from the developer, e.g., the source code before and after the developer fixed a
bug in a method. The tool computes a collection of unmodified statements in the
code examples. The tool then searches for methods containing similar statements
by matching nodes in the AST. Critics [ZSPK15] relies on one code example.
The tool also calculates unmodified statements from both old and new methods.
However, Critics allows the developer to generalize program constructs in the
modified code. For example, by manually generalizing a temporary variable, the
tool will search for methods containing the same statements matching a tempo-
rary variable with any given name. Both tools relied on transformations related to
bug patches, which generally comprise few and very localized transformations,
e.g., some additions and removals inside a method. In this thesis, we found
examples of transformations that involve from adding statements in a method to
modifying the hierarchy of classes, as shown in the example in Chapter 2.
Summary. Most of the approaches search for specific properties on source code,
according to specific tasks, e.g., correct a smell, update an API, fix a bug. The se-
quences of code transformations we work in Chapters 4 and 5 are system-specific,
i.e., these sequences may not be generalizable to other systems.
3.5 Design Smells and Negative Impact on Software
Quality
Code transformations are often motivated by changes in requirements, and much
less by code quality improvements, or system organization [Pér13, STV16]. Vio-
lations of design principles, known in the literature as design smells, might be
introduced. These violations may not produce errors or affect behavior, however
they might remain latent and negatively impact the quality of a system [GPEM09,
SSS14]. In this section, we present examples of design smells we use in this thesis
(Section 3.5.1), and we discuss the relevance of correcting design smells during
software evolution (Section 3.5.2).
A “smell” is defined as a structure in the software that indicates a potential
problem [P1́1, SSS14]. The term was first introduced as “code smell”, limiting the
range of analysis to source code [FBB+99]. Since then, other terms, such as defect
and flaw, have been introduced in a similar manner.
Smells can occur at different levels of abstraction. Suryanarayana et al. [SSS14]
classifies smells in two axis: (i) at the level of analysis: architecture, design (i.e.,
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micro-architectural), and implementation (i.e., code); and (ii) at the level of im-
pact: structural, and behavioral. In this thesis, we focus on structural design smells,
defined as follows.
Definition 2 A structural design smell is a characteristic in the source code that
indicate violations of fundamental design principles that negatively impact de-
sign quality [MGDM10, SSS14]. Design principles comprise the major elements
in the object model, as proposed by Booch [Boo04]: Abstraction, Encapsulation,
Modularization, and Hierarchy. Moreover, design quality properties that might
be affected include understandability, maintainability, reusability, etc.
It is worth noting that, as an indication of a problem, it is expected that not
all constructions detected as smells are in fact validated by developers. Fontana et
al. [ADW+15] classified false positive code smells and discovered that some smells
might be imposed by the design, the framework, and optimizations, for example.
There is also subjectivity on the automatic detection of smells [BBM10]. These
results are supported by studies on developers’ perceptions on smell detection
results [SYA+13,Yam14] Some particular structures may look like smell to an au-
tomated detection tool, but be considered valid by the developers under specific
circumstances.
We now present examples of design smells we study in this thesis. We do not
cover all the design smells proposed by Suryanarayana et al. [SSS14]. We recom-
mend further reading on other design smells that are presented in their book. Both
the definition of the smells and their aliases in the literature come straight from
the book.
3.5.1 Examples of Design Smells
In this section, we present two examples of design smells we study in this thesis.
We discuss how these smells manifest in source code. We detected the introduc-
tion of these smells during the evolution of Pharo ecosystem, and we proposed
automatic correction for them in Chapter 7.
Scattered Functionality
The principle of modularization advocates the creation of cohesive and loosely
coupled abstractions through techniques such as localization and decomposi-
tion [SSS14]. Scattered Functionality [GPEM09]1 arises when multiple modules
are responsible for realizing the same high-level concern.
1also known as Broken Modularization [SSS14], or Misplaced Class [FBB+99].
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Scattered Functionality appears when a single concern is scattered acrossmul-
tiple components [GPEM09]. Both definition of component andhigh-level concern
are general. We now discuss different interpretations of this smell.
Suryanarayana et al. [SSS14] consider modularization at the level of classes,
i.e., a class is a component; the smell manifests when methods in a class mostly
access data fromother classes. Similar scenario is defined in the Feature Envy code
smell [FBB+99]. Methods that access this data ideally should have been localized
in a single class. A high-level concern is then represented in a functional manner,
i.e., the access dependencies between classes express that these classes have the
same concern.
At the package level, Fowler et al. [FBB+99] defines a misplaced class as
the one contained in a package that contains other classes not related to it.
Such “relationship” might be computed by cohesion metrics [AL11], by cou-
pling metrics [Mar02], or by similarity of text extracted from identifiers and
comments [Pal15].
Some quality attributes that can be negatively impacted by this smell include:
• Understandability: This smell negatively impacts the ability of develop-
ers to understand how a particular functionality is realized across multiple
types or components.
• Changeability and Extensibility: Supporting modifications and extensions
might become difficult since transformations might need to be performed
across multiple components.
• Reusability and Testability: When one wants to reuse or test a particular
functionality, one needs to use multiple types or components together in-
stead of only one.
Unfactored Hierarchy
UnfactoredHierarchy2 arises when there is unnecessary duplication among types
in a hierarchy. Duplication manifests on methods with similar implementation,
either the methods are exactly the same or they have enough similar fragments to
be factored out.
Listing 3.1 presents a concrete example of Unfactored Hierarchy in Glamour,
one of the projects in the Pharo ecosystem. For comprehension purposes, we
illustrate the code examples using a Java-inspired syntax. The entire code of the
method under analysis is considered.
2also known as Orphan Sibling Method/Attribute [sis], Incomplete Inheritance [Bie06], Repeated
Functionality [Are04], and Significant Sibling Duplication [inf12].
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Listing 3.1: Example of amethod under analysis in Glamour and an example of duplicated
code in a subclass (highlighted in the second method).
c l a s s Model {
public iconNamed ( S t r ing iconName ) {
return Smal l ta lk . ui ( ) . ge t I cons ( ) . iconNamed ( iconName ) ;
} / / . . . }
c l a s s GLMUIThemeExtraIcons extends Model {
/ / method with similar code
public instVarRefactoringMenu ( bui lder ) {
return ( bui lder . newItem ( "Remove " ) )
. s e tParen t ( " I n s t Var Refac tor ing " )
. s e t I con ( Smal l ta lk . ui ( ) . ge t I cons ( ) . iconNamed ( " removeIcon " ) )
. setOrder ( 200 ) ;
} / / . . . }
In this example, the class GLMUIThemeExtraIcons uses a fragment of code
that is mostly implemented in its superclass, Model. A small variation consists in
the method iconNamed(String), to which GLMUIThemeExtraIcons class has access,
which requires an argument. One suggestion to remove this smell would be to
replace the duplicated code in the subclass with an invocation to the method in
the superclass, using “removeIcon” as an argument.
Some quality attributes that can be negatively impacted by this smell include:
• Understandability: Duplication within the hierarchy bloats the types with
unnecessary code. It negatively impacts the ability of developers to under-
stand the hierarchy and design.
• Changeability andTestability:Changing and/or testing code that is similar
among types in a hierarchy requires replicating the same changes and tests
across all those types.
• Extensibility andReusability: Since common behavior is notwell separated
in the supertypes, developers might also duplicate code when introducing
new subtypes in the hierarchy.
Several approaches and tools for clone detection have been proposed in
the literature. These approaches are categorized by the representation of
clones: as strings, tokens, abstract syntax subtrees, or semantic dependence
graphs [JMSG07]. Zhang et al. [ZHB11] identified nine papers focusing on differ-
ent methods to detect code duplication. In this thesis, we implement a tree-based
heuristic approach that is specific to the case study we conducted with real
developers.
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3.5.2 Evolution of Design Smells
The negative impact of smells in software quality has been studied in literature.
Most of relatedwork focus on code smells as introduced by Fowler et al. [FBB+99].
The occurrence of code smells, such as God Class and Shotgun Surgery, are likely
to increase the occurrence of bugs [LS07] and to decrease quality factors such as
understandability and maintainability [DSA+04]. The occurrence of Duplicated
Code, which is a more general case of Unfactored Hierarchy that we study in this
thesis, although considered reliable by developers [MNK+02,KG08], indicated a
maintainability decrease in a 20 years old industrial system [MNK+02].
Concerning the evolution on the occurrence of smells, we report, for each of
the following studies: the dataset and the smells under analysis, and the main
findings of each study.
Vaucher et al. [VKMG09] investigated trends of evolution on the occurrences
of God Class smell. Two systems were analyzed, namely Xerces and Eclipse JDT.
Most of the God Classes in these systems were introduced in the beginning of
systems’ lifecycle. 82% of these classes were playing roles in at least one of the fol-
lowing design patterns: Abstract Factory, Adapter, Observer, and Prototype. Ad-
ditionally, developers mentioned that God Classes were as complex as the prob-
lems they addressed. Increasing the size of classes already detected as God Class
seemed to be a common practice; developers constantly added new functionalities
and data classes to God Classes. Moreover, refactoring suggestions as proposed
by Fowler et al. [FBB+99] created new instances of God Class. The authors sug-
gested transformations to correct instances of God Class that were specific in the
systems under analysis.
Olbrich et al. [OCBZ09] analyzed a total of 76 selected revisions in two real soft-
ware systems (Lucene andXerces), and investigated phases of increase or decrease
in the occurrence of code smells. The authors also showed that classes detected
as God Class and Shotgun Surgery smells were changed more frequently in the
code history of the systems under analysis. However, higher change frequency
might be intrinsically related to the size of the classes, instead of a cause-effect
relationship.
Peters and Zaidman [PZ12] investigated how often preventive maintenance
is performed to remove the smells in seven industrial and open-source projects,
small to large (119 to 821 classes). Five smellswere investigated:GodClass, Feature
Envy, Data Class, Message Chain Class, and Long Parameter List Class. Feature
Envy ismore likely to be refactored in the systems under analysis, whileGodClass
proved more difficult to be removed. The number of smells which persist during
the system’s lifecycle increase over time. Moreover, usually one or two developers
remove more smells than their colleagues, and most instances were removed as a
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side effect of other maintenance activities, and not necessarily preventive mainte-
nance.
Chatzigeorgiou andManakos [CM14] analyzed two small systems (40 and 110
classes) and a total of 14 revisions. Four code smells were investigated: God Class,
Feature Envy, LongMethod, and State Checking. The study showed that: (i) there
was an increase in the number of occurrences of all four code smells; (ii) themajor-
ity (89.8%) of these occurrences persisted until the last revision of the system, and
more than a half of them (57.7%) existed since the first revision under analysis;
and (iii) no preventive maintenance was realized in these systems; the eventual
decrease in the occurrence of smells was result of adaptive maintenance, i.e., by
adding or removing functionalities.
Tufano et al. [TPB+15] analyzed three software ecosystems, namely Android,
Apache, and Eclipse, to understand when and why particular smells occurred in
these ecosystems. Five smells were investigated: Blob Class, Class Data Should
be Private, More than nine thousand commits were identified as responsible for
introducing one of these smells. In at least half of the occurrences of smells were
introduced when a code entity was added to the versioning system. Additionally,
more than 80% of the smells were introduced when developers added features
or improved existing features, i.e., when they perform perfective maintenance.
Smells are generally introduced in the last month before issuing a release, and de-
velopers were generally under heavy workload (in terms of number of commits)
when they introduced the smells.
Summary. Smells tend to remain in the system since they are introduced. De-
velopers are not usually concerned about the occurrence of smells. Although the
quality of the system is compromised, the smelly code represent the best solution
for the system under some circumstances. Preventive maintenance is not usually
performed, and the correction of smelly code was caused by a side effect of adap-
tive maintenance, i.e., by adding or removing functionalities.
3.6 Improving Code Transformations
In this section, we discuss approaches that suggest additional transformations
when developers are transforming code.
Hayashi et al. [HSK06] proposed an approach to define rules for additional
refactoring, e.g., if code transformation is performed, under certain constraints,
then recommend a sequence of transformations. The approach monitors three
code transformations from the development tool, listed as follows.
• Add Invocation as argument of an existing invocation. The approach recom-
mends to extract the added invocation to a temporary variable, i.e., Introduce
Explain Variable refactoring.
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• Copy-and-Paste Class C to another class Ccopy , which introduces Duplicate
Code smell. The approach suggests Extract Superclass refactoring: (i) C and
Ccopy inherit a newly created superclass with the content of class C, then (ii)
the implementations of C and Ccopy are deleted.
• Add Statement in a duplicated class Ccopy , i.e., after performing Copy-and-
Paste Class. The approach suggests Extract Superclass, followed by Form Tem-
plate Method refactoring to maintain the modified behavior in Ccopy .
These code transformations are stored in a database, in which the rules are
evaluated. A database representation avoids performance issues caused by con-
stantly checking design smells after the developer modifies code. Hayashi et
al. [HSK06] evaluated the feasibility of the approach, however they did not
evaluate whether the suggestions are accepted by real developers.
Liu et al. [LGS13] proposed an Eclipse plug-in which detects eight smells, in-
cluding Duplicate Code, using existing smell detection tools. The smell detection
is performed locally in the transformed code. However, Liu et al. [LGS13] do not
propose a sequence of transformations to remove the smells. It is required for the
developer to validate the smell and perform the transformations, either manually
or using refactoring provided by the Eclipse IDE. The evaluation was conducted
with 20 inexperienced developers and it showed that smells are solved more effi-
ciently, and the introduction of new smells reduced by 50%.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we showed that there are limitations in current approaches to sup-
port systematic code transformation, in particular:
1. the identification of system-specific sequences of code transformations, i.e.,
they cannot be applied to other systems;
2. the definition of sometimes complex code transformations, i.e., not only the
addition or removal of lines of code;
3. the automation of code transformations that are not limited to a method’s
body, for example; and
4. the recommendation of additional transformations after, particularly, design
smellsmight be introduced as a consequence of such systematic transforma-
tion.
In this thesis, the identification of sequences of transformationswas performed
semi-automatically, given its complexity, which we present in Chapter 4. Chap-
ters 5 to 7 present our approaches to cover items 2 to 4, respectively.
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4.1 Introduction
As presented in Chapter 3 in Section 3.2, previous researchers found evidences of
systematic code transformation in real-world systems. Sequences of code trans-
formations were discovered from the code history of the systems under analysis.
These sequences were performed manually by developers, as some of the trans-
formations are not fully supported by existing refactoring tools.
We reported approaches that identified patterns of bug fixes and API updates.
Both activities can be (i) generic, i.e., they can be applied to systems of different
domains. Additionally, most of the sequences were (ii) simple, i.e., they were com-
posed of short sequences of additions and removals; and most of the sequences
were (iii) performed locally, i.e., they were generally applied to a single class or
method at a time.
In this chapter, we report a study to investigate the existence of systematic code
transformations on real cases of rearchitecting. The systems we analyzed under-
went large evolution efforts, in which code transformations were applied to the
systems at large. Consequently, we found instances of systematic code transfor-
mation that were:
• system-specific, i.e., the sequences may not be generalized to other systems;
• sometimes complex, considering the transformations involved; and
• sometimes not-localized, i.e., several methods or classes were transformed
at each time.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.
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• We demonstrate the existence of systematic code transformations on real
cases of large evolution effort.
• Wemanually validated the sequences of code transformations we found, to
discuss the importance of their automated support.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 4.2 presents howwe define sequences of code transformations. Section 4.3
presents our research questions and our experiment setting. Section 4.4 details the
results of our investigative study. Section 4.5 discusses threats to validity of the
study, and Section 4.6 concludes the study.
4.2 Defining Systematic Code Transformation
In this section, we present a real example of systematic code transformations. Sim-
ilar to the one presented in Chapter 2, this example was applied on source code
(Section 4.2.1). We use this example to discuss how we define sequences of code
transformations in this thesis (Section 4.2.2), and to also discuss about the prop-
erties in these sequences that motivate their automation (Section 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Motivating Example
The transformations we present were extracted from PackageManager, a tool
that manages package dependencies and versioning (similar to Maven). List-
ings 4.1 and 4.2 present code edition examples in two distinct classes, named
GreasePharo30CoreSpec and SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec. We represent source code
that was transformed in terms of added (+) and removed (–) lines.
Listing 4.1: Modified code in GreasePharo30CoreSpec
− public void platform ( ) {
− package . addPlatformRequirement ( " pharo " ) ;
− package . addProvision ( " Grease−Core−Platform " ) ;
− }
+ public S t r ing [ ] platformRequirements ( ) {
+ return { " pharo " } ;
+ }
+ public S t r ing [ ] provis ions ( ) {
+ return { " Grease−Core−Platform " } ;
+ }
Concerning the transformations involved, the developers removed a method
named platform(). This method defines: (i) on which IDE configuration the cur-
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rent package depends, by invoking the method addPlatformRequirement(String);
and (ii) the name of the package in its repository, by invoking the method addPro-
vision(String).
Instead, the developers updated this definition so that each package “only pro-
vides data and do not call methods”.1 To accomplish this task, the developers added
two methods, named platformRequirements() and provisions(). Both of them return
an array of strings, containing the same arguments as in the platform() method.
This new definition is more similar to a package manifest.
These transformations impact three methods of one class. Although these
transformations seem simple, they were systematically performed in 19 distinct
classes. Specifically, the transformations applied to all classes that extend the class
PackageSpec and define a method named platform(). Other few classes, which are
responsible for deserializing the package definitions, were transformed as well
since the method platform() was removed. However, they were not transformed
in a repetitive way and therefore they are not considered in this discussion.
Listing 4.2 shows the result of the same transformations, this time performed
on the class SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec.
Listing 4.2: Modified code in SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
− public void platform ( ) {
− package . addPlatformRequirement ( " pharo2 . x " ) ;
− package . addProvision ( " Seaside−Canvas−Platform " ) ;
− }
+ public S t r ing [ ] platformRequirements ( ) {
+ return { " pharo2 . x " } ;
+ }
+ public S t r ing [ ] provis ions ( ) {
+ return { " Seaside−Canvas−Platform " } ;
+ }
From both code examples, we observe that the code transformations them-
selves are the same, e.g., a sequence of one Remove Method then two Add Method
transformations. However, the sequence was applied to different code locations
and, consequently, non-identical code was transformed in each class. Similar to
an algorithm, a code transformation requires some input to be executed, e.g., the
signature of the method to be removed in our example. We call this information,
the parameters of the transformation.
1We found this commit message in PackageManager’s version control repository.
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Definition 3 A parameter is an input that is necessary for a transformation to
be performed. For example, to perform an Add Method transformation, one
must provide the signature of the method, (optionally) the source code of the
method, and the class to which this method will be added.
Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters in the examples as presented in list-
ings 4.1 and 4.2.
Table 4.1: Parameters required to perform the transformations in the classes
GreasePharo30CoreSpec and SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec. The parameter “Modified
Class” is reused when removing and adding methods in this example.
Parameter GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
(as seen in Listing 4.1) (as seen in Listing 4.2)
Modified Class GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
Removed Method platform() platform()
Added Method platformRequirements() platformRequirements()
Added Return Statement { "pharo" } { "pharo2.x" }
Added Method provisions() provisions()
Added Return Statement { "Grease-Core-Platform" } { "Seaside-Canvas-Platform" }
Some parameters are (i) similar in both transformations, e.g., the signatures of
the removed and addedmethods are the same in both examples of Table 4.1. Other
parameters are (ii) non-identical, e.g., the return statements in Table 4.1 vary from
one class to the other one. Therefore, performing this sequence of transformations
in a new location requires the developer to evaluatewhich parameters of the trans-
formations should be changed in this location, and then to perform the transfor-
mations in the same order. These facts motivate the definition of system-specific
sequences of code transformations, that can be configured by the developer, and
then be applied automatically to other similar code locations.
4.2.2 Transformation Pattern Definition
The example in PackageManager displays a pattern, i.e., a regular and repeated
procedure, of code transformations that are performed systematically in this sys-
tem. We call these discovered sequences of transformations, transformation pat-
terns. The term is not related to design patterns because our sequences might be
system-specific, i.e., they might not be applicable to other systems. In this section,
we define more precisely transformation patterns.
Program Representation
We represent programs in terms of code entities.
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Definition 4 A code entity is a syntactically correct programming construct
that is represented by: (i) a fragment of source code, and (ii) a corresponding
subtree in the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) that represents the software sys-
tem [RL08,NNN+13]. Alternatively, we also use the term code location to denote
the location of a specific code entity in the source code of the system.
For example, a return statement is represented as an AST node (e.g., ReturnN-
ode) with one subtree specifying the value to be returned. This value might be an
expression, a method call, a variable, or a literal value (e.g., a string). Similarly, this
returned value is represented as an AST subtree as well.
Transformation Representation
As discussed in Chapter 3 in Section 3.3, code transformations might be atomic
and describe the addition and removal of code entities (level one), aggregated
from level one transformations but still frequent (level two), or more complex and
specific aggregations of levels one and two transformations (level three). In this
thesis, we focus on the automation of level one and two transformations, because
(i) one can compose them into more complex, level three transformations; and (ii)
level one and two transformations are small and easy to implement and test.
Definition 5 A transformation operator is a code transformation that can be
atomic or aggregated, i.e., it considers transformations of levels one and two.
Definition 6 A transformation pattern is a sequence of transformation operators.
Therefore, according to the categorization of Javed et al. [JAP12], the transfor-
mation pattern is a code transformation of level three.
To illustrate an example of the transformations we consider, we use again the
PackageManager example. Listings 4.1 and 4.2 showed the result of the code
transformations in a text based format. We represent the same example in terms
of transformation operators in Pattern 4.2. These transformations were applied
based on dependencies, e.g., arguments and invocations, in a method named plat-
form(), conveniently represented in Pattern 4.2 as M.
In this pattern, each step (lines 1 to 3) consists of a transformation operator.
We consider that adding a method would optionally also include adding its con-
tent, e.g., a return statement. Therefore, in this representation, the Add Method is a
level two transformation. Moreover, each transformation operator requires some
parameters to be specified, e.g., class C, signatures of methodsM,M’, andM” . We
provided two examples of the parameters for this pattern in Table 4.1.
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PATTERN 4.2: PackageManager’s transformation pattern.
Applied to: 19 classes.
1. Add Method M’ named “platformRequirements” in C, containing
a return statement with the argument of “addPlatformRequirement(String)” in M
2. Add Method M” named “provisions” in C, containing
a return statement with the argument of “addProvision(String)” in M
3. Remove Method M
4.2.3 Properties of Transformation Patterns
We define three important properties of a transformation pattern. These proper-
ties highlight the need to study, document and automate the patterns. The proper-
ties are described as follows and they are evaluated on real systems in Section 4.3.
Frequency denotes the number of occurrences of the pattern in a single revision
of the system. For example, the pattern in PackageManager was applied
in 19 distinct classes, therefore its frequency is 19. Frequency is the most
important property to propose some automation of transformation patterns,
i.e., the more frequent a pattern is, the more tedious its manual application
will be.
Complexity relies on two characteristics. The number of transformation operators
concerns howmany transformation operators have to be repeatedly applied.
Our working example presents three transformation operators, as shown in
Pattern 4.2. Moreover, the number of parameters concerns howmany parame-
ters have to be considered in each repetition of the pattern. Table 4.1 presents
six parameters for our working example. In our study, we found patterns
that are not very frequent, however they are rather complex.
Recurrence relates to the occurrence of a pattern on several revisions of the sys-
tem. This indicates that the pattern is rather complex to be applied (relating
to the previous property), or it is difficult for developers to find all the code
entities in the system that should be transformed.
Finally, it must be reinforced that, contrary to refactoring transformations, we
do not impose the behavior preservation of the source code. We observed that
such repetitive transformation usually makes sense in the context of punctual ef-
fort to improve the organization of a system, e.g., a rearchitecting. It seems less
likely that these patterns can be found in normal, day-to-day, maintenance ac-
tivity. Therefore, one must expect and accept that the code will pass through an
unstable state during a systematic code transformation.
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4.3 Investigative Study Setting
In this section, we study systems that underwent a rearchitecting effort in the past,
in order to find transformation patterns that are specific to these systems. Our
goal is to understand how these patterns were applied in real conditions. We first
present the proposed research questions in Section 4.3.1. We present the systems
under study in Section 4.3.2. We discuss our methodology for finding transforma-
tion patterns in Section 4.3.3. We present the transformation patterns we found,
answering RQ4.1 in Section 4.4.1. Then, sections 4.4.2 to 4.4.4 present the results
we use to answer our remaining research questions.
4.3.1 Research Questions
We propose research questions to understand the importance of automated sup-
port in the application of transformation patterns. We restrict our study to system
specific code transformations. We presented one example of transformation pat-
tern in Section 4.2.1. As discussed inChapter 3 in Section 3.2, there are evidences in
the literature on the existence of systematic code transformation. However, there
is a lack of approaches that identify system-specific and sometimes complex trans-
formation patterns. Considering this specific context, we propose a main research
question:
RQ4.1 Can we identify system-specific transformation patterns in other systems?
Assessing Transformation Patterns. We propose RQ4.1 to demonstrate the gen-
erality of the problem. To complement this research question, we also evaluate
potential properties of the transformation patterns that motivate some automated
support in their application. Note that we will not further formalize our research
questions (formal hypothesis) or formally test them. All that is required in this
study is proof of existence in various systems. We describe the complementary
research questions as follows.
RQ4.2 Are transformation patterns applied to all of the transformation opportunities?
We investigate whether the transformation patterns were applied to all of
the code entities they were supposed to.
RQ4.3 Are transformation patterns applied accurately in all code locations? Given that
a transformation pattern is a sequence of transformation operators, we in-
vestigate whether all of the operators were applied in each occurrence of the
pattern.
RQ4.4 Are transformation patterns applied over several revisions of the system? We in-
vestigatewhether the patternswere applied at once or over several revisions.
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4.3.2 Target Systems
The dataset is based on previous work on real software systems that underwent
rearchitecting [SVA14]. We added to this list systems that underwent a rearchi-
tecting in our research group. In total, we have two Java systems and five Pharo2
systems. Table 4.2 summarizes descriptive data about our dataset.
Eclipse went through a considerable rearchitecting to integrate the OSGi tech-
nology. We focused in the user interface plugin, which was separated into
five new plugins in the version 3.0.
JHotDraw is a framework for technical graphics. Its rearchitecting aimed at
specializing the interface of color spaces.
PetitDelphi is a parser for Delphi that has been enhanced to generate an AST
from a tokenized tree. The restructuring aimed at pruning the generated
AST nodes.
PetitSQL is a parser for SQL. It is built using a parser library called Petit-
Parser [RDGN10]. Its rearchitecting focused on correcting API usage of the
grammar.
PackageManager is a package management system for Pharo. Its rearchitecting
focused on changing the interface to access package metadata.
GeneticAlgorithms is a small project that applied a specific type of genetic
algorithm (e.g., NSGA-II). It was rebuilt to allow different implementations
of selection, crossover, and mutation algorithms.
Telescope is a visualization framework for Pharo. It went through series of trans-
formations to specialize visualization builders.
4.3.3 Discovering Transformation Patterns
In this study, the identification process was mostly manual and ad-hoc. We bene-
fited from some automated support in the beginning, i.e., when computing code
transformations from two versions of a rearchitecting. However, we inferred the
sequence of code transformations manually by analyzing the transformed code.
It is worth noting that we could have used identification approaches in liter-
ature that we presented in Chapter 3 in Section 3.2. As discussed in that chap-
ter, identification approaches retrieve simple sequences of transformations, e.g., a
short sequence of additions and removals inside a method. From our first exam-
ple of systematic code transformation in Chapter 2, which repeatedly adds new
2http://pharo.org/
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Table 4.2: Size metrics of our dataset. The systems are divided in two groups: Java
and Pharo systems. Each line describes a rearchitecting between two versions.
Metrics are shown in pairs (before and after the rearchitecting).
Packages Classes KLOC
Eclipse-UI 2.1 / 3.0 68 / 118 2253 / 3329 185 / 277
JHotDraw 7.4.1 / 7.5.1 39 / 41 614 / 665 59 / 66
PetitDelphi 0.210 / 0.214 7 / 7 313 / 296 8 / 9
PetitSQL 0.34 / 0.35 1 / 1 2 / 2 0.3 / 0.4
PackageManager 0.58 / 0.59 2 / 2 117 / 120 2.5 / 2.3
GeneticAlgorithms 0.1 / 0.6 1 / 3 15 / 20 0.5 / 0.6
Telescope 0.219 / 0.272 7 / 10 43 / 49 1.5 / 1.4
classes and methods in the system, our goal was to find more complex transfor-
mation patterns. In this study, the proof of existence of transformation patterns is
considered more important than the identification process.
Our identification process was done in four steps, described as follows.
First, we automatically compute code transformations between two versions
of a rearchitecting, in terms of level one transformations (i.e., added and deleted
code entities). For this step, we used the diff calculator provided by Eclipse for
Java systems, and also provided by the Torch tool [UGDD10] for Pharo systems.
Second, we automatically group sets of transformations that have the same
type. In our example in Section 4.2.1, we found a set of Remove Method transfor-
mations, applied to methods with the same name, e.g., platform(). These group
sets could be the seed for candidate transformation patterns. Separately, we also
found sets of AddMethod transformations, also applied to methods with the same
name, e.g., platformRequirements().
Third, we manually identify the set of transformation operators. This step is
manual because it requires identifying similar characteristics between the modi-
fied code entities. These characteristics might be, for example:
• an identical parent AST node, e.g., both Remove Method and Add Method
groups were applied to the same classes. We presented two of these classes
in Section 4.2.1.
• an identical child AST node, e.g., the argument “pharo2.x” in the removed
method platform() is the same in the added method platformRequirements().
• a similar child AST node, e.g., the signature of the added method platform-
Requirements() is derived from the invoked method addPlatformRequire-
ment(String) in the removed method platform().
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These are evidences that RemoveMethod platform() andAddMethod platformRe-
quirements()might merge into a new group set. Other characteristics proved to be
more complex to identify in other systems.Additionally, these characteristicsmust
at least repeat themselves in other occurrences, to justify the discovery and/or
automation of a transformation pattern. The result of this step is a sequence of
groups of transformations that were applied to non-identical but related code en-
tities.
Finally, the fourth step consists in identifying an application condition that
expresses why these code entities were systematically transformed together.
Definition 7 An application condition is an expression that selects, from all
the entities in a system (e.g., classes, methods, etc.), which ones must be
transformed by a transformation pattern.
This step was also manual, i.e., we also tried to infer which common char-
acteristics in the code entities made them be systematically transformed. In our
working example, the condition selected classes in a specific hierarchy (e.g., the
superclass PackageSpec) and it relied on the existence of a method named plat-
form() which invokes both methods addPlatformRequirements(String) and addPro-
visions(String).
This identification process is tedious due to the huge amount of transforma-
tions under analysis, and it is error prone because the condition is sometimes hard
to identify. In this study, there are cases in which the developers of the systems
themselves helped to define the application condition properly. We come back to
this point as a threat to validity.
It is worth mentioning that we manually extracted an application condition
to better understand the transformation patterns. More specifically, we investi-
gate whether this condition includes all the code entities that were actually trans-
formed in Section 4.4.2, to answer RQ4.2. Later in this thesis (Chapter 6) we pro-
pose an approach to find locations in code where to apply a transformation pat-
tern. However, we noticed that a general automated support to discover a defini-
tive application condition, e.g., the pattern was applied to all classes extending
PackageSpec and having a method named platform(), was too complex for the sys-
tems we studied and therefore is out of scope of this thesis.
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4.4 Investigative Study Results
4.4.1 The Patterns (RQ4.1)
In this section, we answer RQ4.1. We identified a total of nine transformation pat-
terns in five out of seven systems under analysis. We identified more than one
pattern in two systems, namely Eclipse and PackageManager.
We describe each transformation pattern as follows. We describe them using
the format we proposed in Section 4.2.2. Additionally, we also describe the appli-
cation condition we inferred for these patterns.
Eclipse’s (first) transformation pattern
In Eclipse, we identified a pattern related to modularizing the Action hierarchy.
Most subclasses of Action were moved from workbench plugin to ide plugin. Be-
cause of that, all of the invocations to methods of WorkbenchMessages had to be
replaced by invocations to methods of a new class, called IDEWorkbenchMessages.
PATTERN 4.3: Eclipse’s (first) transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ class C ∈ ui.workbench that extends jface.Action
1.Move Class C to plugin ui.ide
∃ methodsM ∈ C,MW ∈WorkbenchMessages and M invokesMW
2. Add Static Method M ′W to IDEWorkbenchMessages
3. Move Statements ofMW () to M ′W ()
4. Replace Invocation to M ′W in method M
by an invocation of IDEWorkbenchMessages.M ′W ()
We see in this example a complex transformation pattern. It consists of four op-
erators that impact two classes in each sequence of transformation operators (e.g.,
C in line 1, and IDEWorkbenchMessages in line 2 in Pattern 4.3). This pattern illus-
trates a situation that we found often: some transformation patterns have internal
conditions.
Eclipse’s (second) transformation pattern
In Eclipse, we found another transformation pattern related to the use of the
SafeRunnable abstract class. The method handleException(Throwable) is originally
responsible to open a message dialog with an exception message. In the class
documentation, developers advised: “This class can open an error dialog and should
not be used outside of the UI Thread”.
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The pattern consisted in discovering all classes that extend SafeRunnable and
override the method handleException(Throwable), and further remove these over-
riding methods.
PATTERN 4.4: Eclipse’s (second) transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ class C extending SafeRunnable
and overriding method handleException(Throwable)
1. Remove Method handleException(Throwable) in C
This pattern is very short, i.e., it has only one transformation operator in Pat-
tern 4.4. However, it was mostly applied to anonymous classes which are hard to
manually inspect. We come back to this discussion in Section 4.4.4.
JHotDraw’s transformation pattern
The rearchitecting in JHotDraw was applied to color spaces hierarchy, which ex-
tends AWT. All ColorSpace classes must implement a new interface called Named-
ColorSpace (line 1 in Pattern 4.5), which has only one method, named getName()
(line 2). The transformation also includes the use of a Singleton design pattern
(lines 3–4). Because of the design pattern, all direct instantiationsmust be replaced
by an invocation to the method getInstance() (line 5).
PATTERN 4.5: JHotDraw’s transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ class C that extends ColorSpace
1. Add Interface NamedColorSpace to C
2. Add Method getName() in C
3. Add Private Attribute instance in C
4. Add Static Method getInstance() in C
∃ methodM that invokes new C()
5. Replace Statement new C() by invocation to C.getInstance()
It is worth noting that, similarly for the two previous patterns, this one impacts
not only the class extending ColorSpace but also all the classes that instantiate this
class. We come back to this pattern in Section 4.4.3.
PetitDelphi’s transformation pattern
For each grammar rule defined in class PDDelphiSyntax, PetitDelphi systemati-
cally creates a node in the resulting AST in subclass PDDelphiParser. When a rule
is a disjunction of other rules (e.g., a type is either a class or an interface), the rule
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causes the creation of two nodes in the AST: (i) one for the choice (TypeDeclaration)
and (ii) a unique child for the actual node (which is either a Class- or an Inter-
faceDeclaration).
This AST generation was considered undesirable and the entire infrastructure
wasmodified to suppress the creation of the intermediary node (TypeDeclaration).
The pattern then removes themethodwhich creates this node (line 1 in Pattern 4.6)
in the subclass and the class representing the node (line 2).
PATTERN 4.6: PetitDelphi’s transformation pattern
Condition: ∃method M ∈ PDDelphiSyntax and M is a disjunction of other rules
1. Remove Method M in PDDelphiParser
∃ class C that M instantiates (new C())
2. Remove Class C
This pattern is not complex in itself. It removes the method and the class that
represents the intermediary node. In spite of that, the pattern is difficult to apply
entirely due to the difficulty of finding all the instances of disjunction rules.
PetitSQL’s transformation pattern
PetitSQL features two classes (ASTGrammar and ASTNodesParser), the second in-
heriting from the first. A treatment is done by calling methods of the subclass
which could return collections of elements. Some of these elements have to be fil-
tered out in the treatment. The transformation consisted in overriding the existing
withoutSeparators() method (lines 1–3 in Pattern 4.7), then removing the filtering
based on the Collections’ API (line 4).
PATTERN 4.7: PetitSQL’s transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ method MP ∈ ASTNodesParser
and ∃method MG ∈ ASTGrammar
and MP invokes MG
and MP then invokes Collection.filter()
1. Add Method M ′G in ASTNodesParser (overridingMG)
2. Add Reference to super inM ′G
3. Add Invocation to withoutSeparators() inM ′G
4. Remove Invocation to Collection.filter() in method MP
This pattern has a complex application condition, with two parameters that
depend on each other, i.e., the method in which the filtering will be removed, and
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the recently added method that will invoke the new filtering API. This pattern
was the one for which developers helped us define an application condition.
PackageManager’s (first) transformation pattern
In PackageManager, packages are represented as data objects extending Package-
Spec. The developers decided that packages should not be modified with setter
methods. Other classes are also affected, such as PackageVersion and Dependency.
In this system, we found four transformation patterns, all of them are related to
the same modification.
In this first pattern, all subclasses of PackageSpec have a method (e.g., depen-
dencies()) which calls settermethods that were removed. Thismethod should now
create an array and represent the dependencies as associations between the name
of the package and its corresponding version.
PATTERN 4.8: PackageManager’s (first) transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ class C that extends PackageSpec
and ∃method M in C named ’dependencies’
and ∃ statement S invoking addDependency(String)with argument A
1. Remove Statement S
2. Add Return Statement containing:
an association with A and the result of self.getVersion()
PackageManager’s (second) transformation pattern
The second pattern in PackageManager is our working example in this thesis.
We first described the transformation operators involved in Section 4.2.1, and we
discussed about the classes to which this pattern was applied in Section 4.3.3. We
present the entire description of this pattern, including an application condition.
PackageManager’s (third) transformation pattern
The third pattern in PackageManager affects the representation of packages as
well. This time, packages specified the repository in which they were stored by
invoking the method addRepository(String). These packages should now just re-
turn the repository path as a string.
PackageManager’s (fourth) transformation pattern
As opposed to the previous PackageManager patterns, the fourth one does not af-
fect the hierarchy of package representation. In this pattern, developers updated
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PATTERN 4.9: PackageManager’s (second) transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ class C that extends PackageSpec
and ∃method M in C named ’platform’
and ∃ statement S invoking addPlatformRequirement(String) with argument A’
and ∃ statement S invoking addProvision(String)with argument A”
1. Add Method M’ named “platformRequirements” in C
containing a return statement with A’
2. Add Method M” named “provisions” in C
containing a return statement with A”
3. Remove Method M
PATTERN 4.10: PackageManager’s (third) transformation pattern
Condition: ∃ class C that extends PackageSpec
and ∃method M in C named ’repositories’
and ∃ statement S invoking addRepository(String)with argument A
1. Remove Statement S
2. Add Return Statement containing A
invocations to methods of class Dependency when a constraint to a specific ver-
sion of a package is needed. Invocations to addFixedVersionConstraint(String)were
removed (line 1 in Pattern 4.11). Performing this invocation now requires an in-
stantiation of FixedVersionConstraint (line 2).
PATTERN 4.11: PackageManager’s (fourth) transformation pattern
Condition: ∃method M instantiating class Dependency in a temporary variable var
and ∃ statement S invoking addFixedVersionConstraint(String) with argument A
1. Remove Statement S
2. Add Invocation to var.withConstraint(Constraint), containing
new instance of FixedVersionConstraint with A as argument
GeneticAlgorithms and Telescope
We must also report that we studied two other systems for which we could not
identify any patternsmatching our definition:GeneticAlgorithms and Telescope.
Because our method for identifying transformation patterns is mostly manual, we
do not claim that there are no patterns in these systems. Equivalently, we do not
claim that the patterns we found are the only ones in the other systems. Extracting
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transformation patterns from code history is not an easy task. We do not see this
fact as a serious threat. We did not claim that the use of transformation patterns
is inherent to the rearchitecting process, but only that it is likely to happen.
Summary. We identified transformation patterns in five out of seven systems.
These systems use two different programming languages, and our study analyzed
only one specific version of each system. We identified more than one pattern in
two systems.
4.4.2 Are transformation patterns applied to all of the transfor-
mation opportunities? (RQ4.2)
With the application condition in a transformation pattern, we basically count, in
the entire system, how many code entities match the condition. Then, we count
the number of code entities that were actually transformed by the pattern. We
count an occurrence even when not all of the transformation operators were per-
formed (see RQ4.3), and even if the pattern was applied in more than one ver-
sion of the system (see RQ4.4). We expect that developers, in lack of automated
support, might have forgotten to apply the transformation patterns to all of the
candidate code entities. Table 4.3 summarizes the results.
Table 4.3: Number of potential occurrences of the transformation patterns and
number of actual occurrences. The number of occurrences in parenthesis is the
frequency observed in the revisions under analysis (see Section 4.4.4 for recur-
rence results).
Transformation Entities matching Pattern
patterns condition occurrences
Eclipse I 34 26
Eclipse II 86 (70)72
JHotDraw 9 9
PetitDelphi 21 (15)19
PetitSQL 6 6
PackageManager I 50 50
PackageManager II 19 19
PackageManager III 64 64
PackageManager IV 7 7
Most of the transformation patterns were applied in all of the transformation
opportunities. This result seems natural for patterns with low frequency, such as
JHotDraw and PetitSQL, for example. However, the same happens with Pack-
ageManager, which has some of the most frequent patterns. This behavior was
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motivated by the Remove Method transformations that broke the code, therefore
the developers had to systematically correct the system to make it run again.
This obligatory characteristic relates to the PetitDelphi case. In this system,
some potential code entities were not transformed initially in the first revision.
According to the developers, transforming all of the code entities at once was not
part of the rearchitecting effort they were conducting, and therefore they chose
to leave it for later work. They actually ended up applying all the possible occur-
rences in later revisions (see RQ4.4). Along with PetitDelphi, Eclipse’s transfor-
mation patterns were not applied to all possible occurrences as well.
Summary. Two out of nine transformation patterns were not applied to all the
opportunities matching the application condition. When the patterns covered all
the opportunities, this fact was due to their low frequency, or because the pattern
consisted of a systematic and corrective task.
4.4.3 Are transformation patterns applied accurately in all code
locations? (RQ4.3)
We want to identify transformation pattern occurrences in which not all of the
constituting transformation operators were applied. We expect that developers
might forget to apply some transformation operators because (i) the pattern is
complex in terms of the number of operators involved; and/or (ii) the pattern
affectsmore than one code entity in each occurrence,which requires the developer
to constantly change the parameters of the transformations.
From all the patterns in our study, only the one in JHotDraw was not accu-
rately applied. In this pattern, all subclasses (a total of nine) of ColorSpace must
(i) implement a new interface named NamedColorSpace, (ii) consequently imple-
ment a method named getName, which is declared in this interface. Additionally,
the transformation includes (iii) the implementation of the Singleton design pat-
tern. In terms of number of steps, the pattern in JHotDraw is not the most com-
plex pattern in our dataset. However, this transformation pattern impacts several
classes. Specially when applying Singleton, the transformations do not only im-
pact the subclass, but also all of the classes in the system that directly instantiate
this subclass.
In JHotDraw, none of the classes implement the Singletondesign pattern accu-
rately. All of themmissed changing the constructor accessibility to private. In fact,
there are direct instantiations (via new) of three classes (out of nine concerned by
this transformation). Particularly two classes do not implement Singleton at all,
and one class does not extend NamedColorSpace. For this particular case, there are
no instantiation to these three classes in the system. It is possible that these classes
are not active in the system, and therefore should be removed in the future.
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Summary. In one out of nine transformation patterns, not all of their transforma-
tion operators were applied. There does not seem to be a correlation between this
fact and the number of transformation operators, nor with the number of occur-
rences of the pattern.
4.4.4 Are transformation patterns applied over several revisions
of the system? (RQ4.4)
We select the transformation patterns that were not applied in all of the transfor-
mation opportunities in the first revision. Except for Eclipse and PetitDelphi, all
of the patterns were applied in one revision. As discussed in RQ4.2, these patterns
were the ones (i) with least frequency, which is expected; or (ii) they were the ones
that initially introduce error in the code.
For this analysis, we select five revisions from Eclipse and PetitDelphi, includ-
ing the rearchitecting one. Then we repeat the same analysis from RQ4.2, i.e., we
counted the number of code entities that are transformed by the pattern in each
revision. Table 4.4 describes the revisions under analysis in Eclipse and PetitDel-
phi. For each revision,we accumulatively count the number of entities that applied
the pattern, whether they applied it accurately (see RQ4.3) or not.
Table 4.4: Selected revisions with the number of occurrences of a transformation
pattern for each pattern.
System #Revision Date Occurrences
3.0 25/06/04 70
3.1 27/06/05 71
Eclipse II 3.2 29/06/06 72
3.3 25/06/07 72
3.7 13/06/11 72
210 19/11/14, 14:52 15
211 19/11/14, 18:56 17
PetitDelphi 212 26/11/14, 18:17 18
213 03/12/14, 18:23 18
214 22/12/14, 15:55 19
The second pattern in Eclipse consists in a single operator (remove an over-
riding method). Although modern IDEs such as Eclipse have facilities that would
allow one to discover all the possible candidates for applying this transformation
pattern (e.g., search all the classes that override a method with a given name), it
took two years and three revisions to go from 70 to 72 occurrences and, after seven
years, there were still 14 (86− 72, see Table 4.3) entities left.
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The pattern in PetitDelphi took five revisions to be applied to fourmore candi-
date entities. These revisions extended over onemonth, however its rearchitecting
demanded four hours per week.
Additionally, the first pattern in Eclipse was initially applied in 26 classes at
the first revision (e.g., from version 2.1 to 3.0). This pattern consisted in moving
Action classes to another component and replacing invocations to a new class of
this component. Between versions 3.2 and 3.3, a total of 28 Action classes were
added in the ide component. These classes did not have to replace invocations be-
cause they invoke this class directly. However, we did not succeeded in obtaining
a condition for this continuous addition. Therefore, we do not show results for this
pattern in Table 4.4. This Eclipse case shows that the result of this pattern continued
to be observed even when the pattern itself was not applied anymore.
Summary. Two out of eleven transformation patterns were applied in not one but
several revisions. This fact might be related to the perfective maintenance nature
of their transformations, i.e., not applying the transformation pattern in all the
occurrences did not have impact on the execution of the systems.
4.5 Threats to Validity
4.5.1 Construct Validity
The construct validity is related to whether the evaluation measures up to its
claims. In our study, we evaluate whether the transformation patters were applied
to all of the transformation opportunities (RQ4.2). This evaluation depends on the
condition attached to the patterns. Inmost of the cases, we defined the application
condition. There is a risk that the conditionwe definedmight be too extensive, i.e.,
the condition will select more transformation opportunities than desired.
For Pharo systems, we relied on the developers of the target systems. In Pe-
titDelphi and MooseQuery for example, the condition was not clear at first. The
developers of these systems helped us define the application condition correctly.
Even so, in PetitDelphi we identified missing transformation opportunities, be-
cause the developer wanted to focus on a specific part of the system at a givenmo-
ment. In Eclipse (second pattern), there are also missing opportunities on which
the developers came back later. We consider them evidences that we described
the condition correctly.
4.5.2 Internal Validity
The internal validity is related to uncontrolled factors thatmight impact the exper-
iment results. In our study, the developers of four of the systems under analysis
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are members of our research group. Indeed, the fact that some of us knew sys-
tematic code transformation cases was a big help. However, it must be noted that
the patterns we found occurred before our study, i.e., their identification was post-
mortem and therefore was not influenced by our analysis. Our participation in the
development only helped us to re-discover them.
4.5.3 External Validity
The external validity is related to the possibility to generalize our results. First,
most of the systems in our dataset are small (RQ4.1). One may argue that the
less entities a system has, the less occurrences a pattern will present. Moreover, it
would be easier to understand the small system and manual systematic transfor-
mation would not have much effort. However, the patterns in PackageManager,
considered as small (see Table 4.2), indicate that the size is not an issue. The trans-
formation patterns we found in them were one of the most repetitive ones, with
64 and 50 occurrences (see Table 4.3).
4.6 Summary
Evolution is an important activity in the software system lifecycle. It can take sev-
eral forms such as bug correction, addition of new functionalities or, more occa-
sionally, substantial modifications of the system as a whole. During a rearchitect-
ing, developers sometimes perform sequences of code transformations to distinct
but similar code locations. We called these sequences, transformation patterns.
Due to the repetitive nature of these transformations, applying them manu-
ally is a tedious process. The manual application might be a complex task, either
because of the number of transformations involved or the selection of code en-
tities that must be transformed. And finally, this task might also be error-prone.
Developers might miss code entities that must be transformed, or they might not
perform all the transformations defined in the sequence.
In this chapter, we investigated rearchitecting cases from real-world systems,
small to large, and we found instances of transformation patterns. The evaluation
leads to the conclusion that systematic code transformation is a phenomenon that
occurs during a rearchitecting process. The transformation patterns we found are
language independent, e.g., we studied Java and Pharo systems, but they are spe-
cific to the systems in which we found them.
The results presented in this chapter show that transformation patterns were
not always applied to all the entities that should be transformed. In some cases, de-
velopers did not perform all the transformations in the sequence, or all the trans-
formations were not performed in one shot but over several revisions.
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In that respect, one would benefit from automated support to avoid omission
due to the manual and repetitive application of these patterns. In this thesis, we
propose automation to apply transformation patterns in two ways. First, to auto-
matically apply sequences of code transformations composed by the developer.
And second, to recommend code entities that should be transformed after a se-
quence of transformations is performed. The next two chapters present solutions
to perform such activities to reduce the manual work from developers.
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we found instances of systematic code transformation that
were manually performed by developers. We presented evidence that sequences
of code transformations were sometimes complex and error-prone to be applied
manually. As presented in Chapter 3 in Section 3.4, most approaches that provide
automation for code transformations were applied to perform small sequences
that are most likely to modify one method at each time. Large evolution efforts
such as the one we presented in Chapter 2 are not supported. There is a lack of
approaches that can handle system-specific, sometimes complex, and not local-
ized sequences of transformations.
In the previous chapter, we found sequences of code transformations that were
performed manually and systematically, e.g., to up to 72 occurrences. We propose
a solution to automate their application that consists in (i) allowing the developer
to compose a sequence of small code transformations; then (ii) providing support
to apply this sequence in similar but non-identical code locations. This automation
would reduce errors of omission caused by repetitive andmanual transformation,
e.g., missing transformation operators as discussed in Chapter 4 in Section 4.4.3.
We present an example of real transformations in Section 4.2.
In this chapter, we report the proof-of-concept implementation of MacroRe-
corder. This prototype tool allows the developer to automatically perform trans-
formation patterns. Figure 5.1 describes our approach.
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Using our tool in practice, the developer performs the code transformations
once (Figure 5.1.1). The tool records (Figure 5.1.2) these transformations as a new
macro. The developer further selects, in the code browser, a different code loca-
tion (Figure 5.1.3) in which the tool must replay the recorded transformations.
The developer optionally configures the transformations to apply them in this new
location. The tool attempts to apply the transformations (Figure 5.1.4), by adapt-
ing the parameters of the pattern as they were calculated in the recording step. If
successful, MacroRecorder replays the transformations automatically.
developer
code edition
changed
code entity
new code
location
transformation
events
transformation
pattern
macro
configuration
new changed
location
applying
transformations
INPUT RECORD
REPLAY
1 2
3 4
Figure 5.1: Overviewof our approach. The developer provides a sequence of trans-
formations (1) thatwill be recorded (2) from the development tool, and a new code
location (3) in which this sequence must be replayed (4).
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.
• We propose an approach to record and replay sequences of code transfor-
mations.
• We validate this approach on the system-specific sequences we discovered
in Chapter 4.
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Structure of the Chapter
Section 5.2 presents howMacroRecorderworks from the point of view of a poten-
tial user. Section 5.3 presents implementation details. Section 5.4 presents our eval-
uation to validate the tool. Section 5.5 details the results of the validation study.
Section 5.6 discussed threats to validity of the study, and Section 5.7 concludes the
study.
5.2 MacroRecorder in Action
Figure 5.2 depicts themain user interface of MacroRecorder. The panel (A) shows
a list of transformation sequences thatwere already recorded by the user. The tool-
bar in panel (B) shows buttons to start and stop recording code transformations,
and to replay a transformation pattern. Panel (C) presents the current sequence
of transformations as recorded by the tool. Panel (D) presents the parameters of
the transformation sequence, i.e., an aggregated list of the parameters from all
the transformation operators. Finally, the tab panel (E) shows (i) the result of the
selected transformation operator, (ii) a list of filters options for displaying param-
eters in panel (D), and (iii) a list of matching strategies that will be discussed in
Chapter 6. We use the PackageManager example in Section 4.2.1 to show how
MacroRecorder works.
A B
C D
E
Figure 5.2: MacroRecorder overview. The panel (C) shows three transformation
operators (one removal and two additions), and panel (D) shows five parameters
(see text for details on other panels).
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5.2.1 Recording Code Transformations
A session with our tool starts with the user pressing the “Record” button (Fig-
ure 5.2, panel B). Apart from starting and stopping the recording, this process is
transparent to the developer. The developer performs the code transformations
normally by manually editing the source code, or with the automated support
(e.g., refactoring) from the IDE, while the tool records the transformations in the
background. After performing the transformations, the developer stops recording
(“Stop” button in Figure 5.2, panel B).
As a result of this process, Figure 5.2.C depicts the sequence of transforma-
tion operators that were recorded in our example.MacroRecorder recorded three
transformation operators in PackageManager: Remove Method platform() from the
class GreasePharo30CoreSpec, Add Method platformRequirements() and Add Method
provisions(), all of them performed in the same class.
After saving this sequence of transformations (Figure 5.2.E, “Save” button),
MacroRecorder (i) creates a newmacro from these transformation operators, and
(ii) stores this macro in the development IDE for later use.
Definition 8 A macro is an occurrence of a transformation pattern that was
recorded by the developer for later application. At this point, we make the
distinction between transformation pattern, as a phenomenon of systematic
code transformation that was observed, and a macro which can effectively
transform the code.
5.2.2 Configuring Code Transformations
As shown in Figure 5.2.D, MacroRecorder stores the parameters of the macro.
To replay the macro in a new code location, one must modify the values of each
parameter according to this new location. Currently, MacroRecorder proposes
automatic and manual configurations of transformation patterns. The automatic
configuration will be explained in details in Chapter 6.
In the manual configuration, the tool allows the developer to specify an
expression that will be evaluated when a new code entity is selected to replay
the macro. This configuration can be done by using a Domain Specific Language
(DSL). Figure 5.3 shows an example ofmanual configuration in PackageManager,
This panel is available when the developer right-clicks on a parameter.
In this example, the developer modifies the parameter methodContent1. This
parameter represents the content of the soon-to-be-added method platformRe-
quirements(). As discussed in Section 4.2.1, this method returns a string which
is extracted from the code of the soon-to-be-removed method platform(); more
specifically, the argument of the invocation to addPlatformRequirement(String).
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Figure 5.3: Configuring parameters in MacroRecorder (right click on a param-
eter). Existing parameters, e.g., @class1 and @method1, are referenced with their
unique identifiers.
Using our proposed DSL, the developer first retrieves the content of the
method platform, referencing the class and the method in the parameters of the
pattern (first line). Next, the developer searches for the invocation to addPlatform-
Requirement(String), then the argument of this invocation is stored (for iteration).
The result of the expression is the source code of themethod platformRequirements
(last line).
This DSL allows the developer to reference parameters in other transforma-
tions, using the symbol “@”. Moreover, this language provides query features to
inspect the source code. Basically, an expression can:
• instantiate other parameters by referencing their unique names (e.g., the
construct @method1 returns the value of this parameter);
• use the program querying language to evaluate a value from the parameters
(e.g., using the method getMethodNamed); and/or
• define a value directly (e.g., @method1 = ’addPlatformRequirement’).
To applying the macro to a new code entity, the developer selects a code en-
tity onwhich the tool must perform the recorded transformations. The expression
will be re-evaluated and it might return a different result. Consequently, the pa-
rameters will be re-computed for this new code entity.
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5.2.3 Replaying Code Transformations
After pressing the “Replay” button (Figure 5.2.C), MacroRecorder performs the
transformation operators. If no parameter was configured, the tool will replay the
transformations exactly as they were initially recorded. Moreover, if there is an
execution error when performing at least one transformation operator, MacroRe-
corder rolls back all the changes done before the failing operator. More specifi-
cally, replaying a transformation operator might fail because: (i) an exception was
thrown during the transformation, i.e., the code entity to be transformed could not
be retrieved in the new location; or (ii) the transformations in the macro produced
code that was not compilable.
MacroRecorder produces a sequence of concrete transformations that will be
performed by the IDE. Figure 5.4 shows the result of the transformations. This re-
sult is the normal behavior of the IDE before performing any refactoring transfor-
mation. MacroRecorder only reuses this infrastructure. The developer can check
whether the transformations are correct and accept them afterwards.
Figure 5.4: Result of applying PackageManager’s macro with MacroRecorder.
5.3 MacroRecorder’s Architecture
In this section we present MacroRecorder approach to record, configure, and re-
play transformation patterns. The current implementation of the tool is developed
in Pharo.1 Pharo is an open-source, Smalltalk-inspired, dynamically typed lan-
guage and environment. The approach itself can be applied to other languages,
such as Java. For each step, the approach has specific requirements, listed as fol-
lows:
• a code transformation recorder (e.g., Mylyn [KM06], Syde [HL10], ChEOPSJ
[SD12], COPE [NCDJ14], or Epicea [DBG+15]). The recorder is an extension
1http://pharo.org
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of an IDE (e.g., Eclipse, Pharo) which is responsible for monitoring code
edition activities and storing code transformations as first class events;
• a program querying tool (e.g., PQL [MLL05], Ekeko [RS14]). The approach
must be able to inspect specific properties of the code entities (e.g., check
whether a method calls addPlatformRequirement()) to generalize the trans-
formation to other code locations; and
• a code transformation tool (e.g., Eclipse’s refactoring tools, Refactoring in
Pharo). Each transformation operator recorded during the first step must
be parameterizable. For this purpose, the transformation tool must be able
to represent fine-grained transformations.
Our approach is highlighted in grey in Figure 5.5. Thus, specifically for record-
ing and replaying steps, the existing Pharo tools have been extended to fit our
requirements.
Figure 5.5: Overview of MacroRecorder’s approach (highlighted in grey). The
transformation operator establishes the connection between recorded code trans-
formation events and transformation algorithms in the transformation tool. We
discuss each step in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3.
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5.3.1 Recording Code Transformations
MacroRecorder uses Epicea [DBG+15], a tool that records developer events in the
Pharo IDE, including source code transformations. MacroRecorder records both
level one and level two transformations. For example, an Add Method transforma-
tion event also stores the content of the method, instead of recording the addition
of an empty method (level one) then one operator for each added statement (level
one transformation).
We summarize the transformations recorded by our tool in Figure 5.6. The
events highlighted in grey were added in MacroRecorder from Epicea’s original
model. In total, we added 14 transformation events to the existing Epicea model,
which contained 45 events. We extended class transformation events to also con-
sider attributes (addition and removal) and inheritance modification (e.g., change
the superclass), summing up three new class transformation events. Similarly, we
extended method code changes to consider modification in the protocol (method
classification in Pharo, one event), and to also consider addition and removal
of temporary variables, assignments, return statements, pragmas, and message
sends. Thus we added eleven new method transformation events.
IDEEvent
AutomatedRefactoring
CodeTransformation
... + 12 events
PackageTransformation
MethodTransformation
TempVariableTransformation
ClassTransformation
AttributeTransformation
InheritanceChange
ProtocolChange
AssignmentTransformation
ReturnTransformation
MessageSendTransformation
PragmaTransformation
Model::Main
Figure 5.6: Transformation events recorded by Epicea and MacroRecorder from
Pharo IDE. Events highlighted in grey were extended from the Epicea’s original
model. Each “Transformation” event is a generalization of “Addition” and “Re-
moval” events.
5.3.2 Configuring Code Transformations
After recording with Epicea, MacroRecorder converts the resulting events in
transformation operators. First, to calculate the parameters for each transforma-
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tion. And second, to specify to the transformation tool how the transformation
will be performed automatically. To exemplify this definition, Listing 5.1 presents
MacroRecorder’s extension of one particular transformation event that generates
a Remove Method transformation operator.
Listing 5.1: Extension in Epicea’s Method Removal transformation event.
asTransformation ( ) {
operator = new TransformationOperator ( " RemoveMethod " ) ;
operator . se tTransformat ion ( RemoveMethodTransformation ) ;
operator . setTransformationMethod ( " removeMethod ( Class , S t r ing ) " ) ;
operator . addParameter ( th i s . methodRemoved ( ) . getName ( ) ) ;
operator . addParameter ( th i s . methodRemoved ( ) . ge tClass ( ) ) ;
return operator ;
}
This extension defines: (i) the method that will execute this operator in the
transformation tool; and (ii) a sequence of parameters that are necessary to re-
play it, which are retrieved by Epicea’s transformation event.More specifically, the
transformation tool has a classRemoveMethodTransfomation that, when itsmethod
removeMethod(Class, String) is called with the correct arguments, will remove the
method from the specified class.
The names of the parameters are unique and they are calculated automatically.
If two or more transformations have identical parameters during recording, i.e.,
the name of the class is the same in PackageManager’s working example, these
transformations will have a reference to a single parameter, e.g., named @class1,
as presented in Figure 5.2. Parameters can be also redefined as expressions by the
developer (see Section 5.2.2).
5.3.3 Replaying Code Transformations
Finally,MacroRecorder executes themacro. First, the toolmust obtain the param-
eters that each transformation operator requires. If a parameter was configured
either manually or automatically (next chapter), MacroRecorder assigns this pa-
rameter to its corresponding transformation operator. Otherwise, the parameter
will return the value as recorded. Ultimately, MacroRecorder executes the trans-
formation operators in sequence. The operators are performed by the IDE. The
IDE shows the result of the transformations in which the developer can check
whether they are correct.
5.4 Validation Experiment
In this section, we evaluate MacroRecorder with real sequences of code transfor-
mations in software systems. We presented these sequences in Section 4.4.1. Our
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evaluation follows the methodology used in related work [MKM11]. We evaluate
MacroRecorder’s complexitywhen onemust configure transformations manually
(see Section 5.5.1). We evaluate the tool’s accuracy to check whether the tool is able
to record and replay the transformations (Section 5.5.2). Finally, we evaluate the
similarity of the source code result of automatic transformations in comparison
with manual edition by the developer (Section 5.5.3).
5.4.1 Research Questions
We propose research questions to discuss the ability of MacroRecorder to per-
form transformation patterns. The challenge in such activity consists in replaying
code transformations in code locations that are similar, but non identical, to the
one in which the transformation pattern was recorded. We propose a main re-
search question:
RQ5.1 Can we use macros to perform transformation patterns with MacroRecorder?
Assessing MacroRecorder. To complement RQ5.1, we also evaluate MacroRe-
corder approach from the point of view of the developer (as a future user). Such
evaluation is important to motivate the developer to use the tool instead of manu-
ally and repetitively perform code transformations. We describe the complemen-
tary research questions as follows.
RQ5.2 How many parameters must be configured manually using MacroRecorder?
We investigate how many parameters are necessary to replay a macro in
another code location.
RQ5.3 Are macros performed accurately in each occurrence of a transformation pattern?
We investigate whether MacroRecorder is able to perform transformations
in other code locations.
RQ5.4 Is the source code result of transformations similar to the manual edition by the
developer? We investigate whether MacroRecorder generates source code
that is correct according to the manual edition from the developer.
5.4.2 Target Systems
Our dataset is based on the transformation patternswe identified in Chapter 4. Be-
causeMacroRecorder is currently implemented in Pharo,we selected the systems
implemented in this language for evaluation. From this selection, we had origi-
nally six instances of transformation patterns in three systems. Additionally, we
released MacroRecorder for the Pharo community in November of 2015.2 Thus
2http://forum.world.st/MacroRecorder-available-in-Pharo-td4865061.html
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far, we received instances of transformation patterns in two new systems from
the community, and an additional pattern in the PetitSQL tool. The additional
systems are described as follows.
MooseQuery is a framework to query dependencies between entities in the
FAMIX model [DAB+11]. It was restructured to be language independent
(the original implementation focused on object-oriented languages).
Pillar is a language and family of tools to write and generate documentation in
text, PDF, HTML pages, etc. The tests were restructured to provide a sim-
pler and reusable interface. It is also built using PetitParser, among other
frameworks.
Similar to our evaluation in Chapter 4, we evaluate two versions of each sys-
tem, e.g., before and after the systematic code transformation took place. Table 5.1
summarizes descriptive data about the systems, including the Pharo systems we
selected from Chapter 4. Exceptionally for Pillar, the developers did not perform
the transformation pattern manually. The developers described both (i) the trans-
formations that should be performed, and (ii) the collection of code entities to
which the macro should be applied. We used MacroRecorder to perform the
transformations.
Table 5.1: Size metrics of our dataset. Each line describes a rearchitecting between
two versions. Metrics are shown in pairs (before and after the rearchitecting). Pil-
lar is the project for which the developers did not perform the transformations
manually, therefore there is no version after the rearchitecting.
Packages Classes KLOC
PetitDelphi 0.210 / 0.214 7 / 7 313 / 296 8 / 9
PetitSQL 0.34 / 0.35 1 / 1 2 / 2 0.3 / 0.4
PackageManager 0.58 / 0.59 2 / 2 117 / 120 2.5 / 2.3
MooseQuery 0.245 / 0.266 2 / 2 3 / 3 0.2 / 0.2
Pillar 0.178 / – 24 / – 278 / – 14 / –
5.4.3 Recording Macros with MacroRecorder (RQ5.1)
In a practical setting, MacroRecorder requires two code entities as input: (i) the
recording entity, as the first code entity modified to record the macro; and (ii) the
replaying entity, where themacromust be replayed by our tool. We use the source
code before the rearchitecting effort to record one sequence of code transformations
using MacroRecorder.
We enable the recording in our tool, then we manually perform the sequence
of transformations that took place. For example, we perform a sequence of Remove
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Method and two Add Method transformations in PackageManager II, our working
example in this thesis. The recording entity is selected randomly from the occur-
rences of the pattern. This recording phase will produce onemacro for each of the
transformation patterns we found.
In order to replay each macro, we first need to configure them. Specifically, we
randomly select one code entity that is candidate to be transformed. The replay-
ing entity must be different than the one which was used to record the macro. We
iteratively configure as many parameters as needed until MacroRecorder auto-
matically performs the macro in the replaying entity with success. We perform
this configuration by manually defining expressions that will be evaluated when
a new code entity is selected to replay the macro (see Section 5.2.2). This process
is only executed once for each macro, in order to generalize it for a second oc-
currence. Once the macro is configured, we automatically perform it in all the
occurrences, including both the recording and replaying entities.
In total, we recorded ten macros: one macro for each transformation pattern
in the Pharo systems we investigated in Chapter 4 (totaling six macros), and four
new ones: a second macro in PetitSQL, two in MooseQuery, and one in Pillar.
Table 5.2 presents descriptive data about the macros we recorded. It describes, for
each example: the number of occurrences of the pattern, the number of operators
obtained after the recording stage, and the number of parameters as calculated
automatically by MacroRecorder. We reference the number of occurrences as a
metric (occurrences(M)) in Section 5.4.4. We discuss the number of parameters we
actually configured in Section 5.5.1.
Table 5.2: Descriptive metrics of macros we recorded.
Transformation Pattern Number of Number of
patterns occurrences operators parameters
PetitDelphi 21 2 3
PetitSQL I 6 3 5
PetitSQL II 98 3 6
PackageManager I 50 5 4
PackageManager II 19 3 5
PackageManager III 64 2 4
PackageManager IV 7 4 7
MooseQuery I 16 1 3
MooseQuery II 8 4 5
Pillar 99 4 9
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5.4.4 Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we present the metrics we use in the evaluation of our approach.
To evaluate the complexity of our approach, we measure how many parameters
must be configured to apply a macro in another code entity.
• Number of configured parameters is the number of parameters the devel-
oper needs to configure in order for MacroRecorder to perform the macro
in a new code entity.
We expect that only a subset of all parameters in a macro must be configured.
We showed in our working example in PackageManager that the methods being
systematically removed have the same signature, e.g., platform(). The parameter
that references this method does not need to be configured in this macro.
After selecting a replaying code entity, MacroRecorder reconfigures the pa-
rameters of the macro and tries to instantiate the transformations in this new lo-
cation. If successful, the macro will transform the source code in this location.
To check accuracy of the resulting code, we use the source code after the rearchi-
tecting as our gold standard. Note that using the manual transformations as gold
standard presents some difficulties as some transformation operators in Macro-
Recorder can be applied in differentways.We nowpresent an example of an issue
that might occur.
In MacroRecorder, the transformation operators are executed independently,
i.e., one operator has no knowledge of the operators that might have been per-
formed before.We observed one case inwhich one transformation, namelyRemove
Assignment Statement, was performed before a Add Assignment Statement transfor-
mation. However, the latter did not register the position fromwhich the statement
was removed. Consequently, MacroRecorder added code in a different position
in comparison with the developer. Nevertheless, the resulting source code might
be different but considered semantically equivalent, e.g., the code “x := 5; y := 4 ”
as produced by the developer, and “y := 4; x := 5 ” as produced by the tool are
equivalent.
In order to evaluate each time we replay a macro, we propose the following
non-exclusive classification.
• Matched is an occurrence in which all the transformation operators were
performed. This category relates to the ability of the approach to instantiate
the transformations in a new location;
• Correct is an occurrence in which the resulting code is behavior-equivalent
to the gold standard.Wemake this classification bymanual code inspection.
This category relates to the ability of the approach to transform code that is
accurate to the developer’s manual edition.
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Consequently, consider a macro M with occurrences(M) occurrences. There-
fore, matched(M) is the number of occurrences in which the macro M performed
all the transformations. Similarly, correct(P ) measures the number of occurrences
that are classified as correct. The following metrics are proposed in related work
on automated code transformation [MKM11].
coverage(M) =
matched(M)
occurrences(M)
(5.1)
accuracy(M) =
correct(M)
occurrences(M)
(5.2)
Therefore, coveragemeasures the percentage of the occurrences for which Ma-
croRecorder was able to instantiate and perform the transformations. Moreover,
accuracy measures the percentage of occurrences in which the modified code is
equivalent to the result of manual edition.
We additionally calculate for the correct occurrences, the similarity between
the result ofmanual and automatic transformations. For each changed code entity,
we retrieve itsAST tree c. Therefore, given the results of bothmanual (cmanual) and
automatic (cauto) transformations, similarity is defined as:
similarity(cmanual, cauto) =
|(cmanual ∩ cauto)|
|(cmanual ∪ cauto)|
(5.3)
Thus, similarity is also a percentagemetric. Similarly to coverage and accuracy,
the similarity in a transformation pattern P calculates the average similarity to all
the code entities modified in all the occurrences of this pattern.
5.5 Experiment Results
5.5.1 How many parameters must be configured manually using
MacroRecorder? (RQ5.2)
In this evaluation, we investigate how many parameters are necessary to be con-
figured so that a macro can replay the transformations in another code location.
Table 5.3 describes the number of parameters we had to modify to perform each
macro for all occurrences of the transformation pattern.
As expected, not all parameters needed to be configured in our macros, even
Pillar’s macro which has the most parameters in our dataset. Specifically, 62% of
the total number of parameters, or around three parameters per macro, needed to
be configured in our examples.
Although a subset of parameters must be configured, some of them might be
more complex to do so. We discuss an example of expression we wrote for Pack-
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Table 5.3: Number of configured parameters for each recorded macro.
Macros Manually Total Number of
configured parameters
PetitDelphi 2 3
PetitSQL I 2 5
PetitSQL II 3 6
PackageManager I 3 4
PackageManager II 3 5
PackageManager III 2 4
PackageManager IV 5 7
MooseQuery I 2 3
MooseQuery II 4 5
Pillar 6 9
Average 3 5
ageManager in Section 5.2.2. In order to retrieve the right parameter, the expres-
sion had to iterate over all of theAST nodes in amethod, look for a specificmethod
invocation, and then specify the body of the method to be added.
We found another case inwhich MacroRecorder is limited in the specification
of more complex macros. This limitation is also found in related work [MKM11],
and we found this case in PackageManager’s second macro (our running exam-
ple in this thesis). We observed five occurrences in which the platform() method
does not invoke themethod addProvision(String). Therefore, the expected behavior
would be not to add a method provisions() in these occurrences.
However, in MacroRecorder, the macros are executed as recorded, i.e., all the
transformation operators must be performed, even the one that adds a provisions()
method. If we configured this macro as presented in Section 5.2.2, replaying it in
these occurrences would raise an exception because the invocation to addProvi-
sion(String) does not exist, therefore the entire macro would not be applied. We
opted to return the parameter as it was recorded in this example, and the result
of transformations is shown in Listing 5.2.
In this case, the macro covered the variant occurrences of this transformation
pattern. However, the resulting code is not correct according to manual edition,
i.e., the method provisions() should not be created. We observed that this limita-
tion could be solved if MacroRecorder allowed the developer to add a custom
precondition to a subset of transformations, e.g., Add Method named provisions()
only if there was an invocation to addProvision(String) in the method platorm().
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Listing 5.2: Modified code in SeasideTestsPharoCanvasSpec. The addition of themethod pro-
visions is result from the transformation pattern as it was recorded.
− public void platform ( ) {
− package . addPlatformRequirement ( " squeakCommon " ) ;
− }
+ public S t r ing [ ] platformRequirements ( ) {
+ return { "squeakCommon" } ;
+ }
+ public S t r ing [ ] provis ions ( ) {
+ return { " Grease−Core−Platform " } ;
+ }
Summary. Almost two-thirds (64%) of the parameters of a macro needed to be
configured. However, defining their corresponding expressionsmight be complex
for developers. The results show that, with few limitations, we were able to con-
figureMacroRecorder to replay themacro in other locations.We discusswhether
MacroRecorder also transforms the remaining occurrences of the transformation
pattern in the next section.
5.5.2 Are macros performed in each occurrence of a transforma-
tion pattern? (RQ5.3)
We now investigate how the automated code transformation performed by Ma-
croRecorderwas applied considering all of the occurrences of the transformation
patterns. We measure both coverage and accuracy of the macros, as discussed in
Section 5.4.4. Table 5.4 summarizes the results.
Table 5.4: Accuracy results for each transformation pattern.
Macros Pattern Matched Correct Coverage Accuracy
occurrences (%) (%)
PetitDelphi 21 21 20 100 96
PetitSQL I 6 4 4 67 67
PetitSQL II 98 98 98 100 100
PackageManager I 50 10 10 20 20
PackageManager II 19 19 14 100 74
PackageManager III 64 64 64 100 100
PackageManager IV 7 7 7 100 100
MooseQuery I 16 15 14 94 88
MooseQuery II 8 8 8 100 100
Pillar 99 99 82 100 83
Average 88 84
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In general, 88% of the pattern occurrencesmatched. The lowest coverage result
was found in PackageManager’s first macro. In this system, packages are repre-
sented as data objects. Themethod dependencies() defines the packages onwhich a
package depends. Similar to the second pattern in PackageManager, the develop-
ers updated the dependencies definition so that it only provides data. Listing 5.3
shows the result of the transformations in a package defining one dependency.
Listing 5.3: Modified code in the class Seaside31Spec.
public dependencies ( ) {
− package . addDependency ( " Seaside−Group−Default " )
− . addVersion ( package . getVersion ( ) ) ;
+ dependencies = new Col l e c t i on ( ) ;
+ dependencies . add ( new Pair ( " Seaside−Group−Defaul t " , " 3 . 1 . 0 " ) ) ;
+ return dependencies ;
}
We recorded a macro in a package that defined one dependency. However,
other packages define more than one. Due to the fact that MacroRecorder is lim-
ited to replay the exact sequence of transformations as recorded, the tool tried to
replace the first invocation to addDependency(String), adding a return statement
in the middle of the method, e.g., other dependencies were specified after the
modified one. The resulting code could not compile, and the transformations of
the macro were not effectively applied. This limitation is also found in related
work [MKM11]. We observed that the coverage would increase if MacroRecor-
der allowed the developer to select a subset of transformations that could repeat
internally in each occurrence.
For accuracy, in 84% of the occurrences, the resulting source code is behavior-
equivalent to developer’smanual edition. Similar to coverage results, we observed
that the accuracy is low due to small variations in the source code. We discussed
in the previous section one of the examples in which a subset of the transforma-
tion operators of a macro should not be performed, leading to incorrect code in
comparison with the transformations performed by the developer.
These five pattern occurrences matched because all the transformations were
performed, however the resulting code is not correct according to manual edition.
We observed that the accuracy would increase if MacroRecorder allowed the de-
veloper to add a precondition to a subset of transformations, e.g., Add Method if a
condition applies.
Summary. The macros could be replayed in 88% of the occurrences. The result of
automatic transformation with MacroRecorder is 84% correct according to man-
ual edition by the developers. The results show that it is possible to perform trans-
formation patterns with MacroRecorder. We identified some limitations of our
approach when patterns occurred with small variations.
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5.5.3 Is the source code result of transformations similar to the
manual edition by the developer? (RQ5.4)
We investigate whether the source code transformed by MacroRecorder is sim-
ilar in comparison with the manual edition by the developers. These results are
complementary to the accuracy ones. More specifically, we measured similarity
in the occurrences where MacroRecorder performed the macro correctly, i.e., the
84% of correct occurrences in Section 5.5.2. Table 5.5 summarizes the results.
Table 5.5: Similarity results for each macro.
Macros Pattern Correct Similarity
occurrences (%)
PetitDelphi 21 20 100
PetitSQL I 6 4 85
PetitSQL II 98 98 99
PackageManager I 50 10 100
PackageManager II 19 14 87
PackageManager III 64 64 100
PackageManager IV 7 7 68
MooseQuery I 16 14 100
MooseQuery II 8 8 100
Pillar 99 82 100
Average 94
The resulting code in the correct occurrences is 94% similar to developers’
manual edition. Concerning the number of correct occurrences and similarity, the
macros in PetitDelphi and PackageManager (the third one) had the best results
in the study. In PetitDelphi, the pattern consists in removingmethods and classes
from the system. Our tool covered all of these occurrences. In PackageManager,
the macro creates methods with only one statement. Therefore, from the occur-
rences that matched the context, MacroRecorder replays them exactly like the
developer.
For PackageManager’s fourth macro, even though MacroRecorder produced
correct transformations, the transformed code is not completely similar to the
manual edition by the developer. In this case, the tool executed an Add Assign-
ment Statement in a different position in the source code, in comparison with the
developer. The result is shown in listings 5.4 and 5.5. In these cases, we consider
the code is still correct although it is slightly different from the developer’s edition.
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Listing 5.4: Result of manual edition in SolverResolvedDependencyForTest. The developer
basically edited the method invocation in place.
public testResolvedDependency ( ) {
/ / . . .
so lver = new Solver ( ) . add ( repos i to ry ) ;
dependency = new Dependency ( )
. setPackage ( package )
− ;
+ . se tVers ion (new Vers ionConstra int ( " 3 . 1 " ) ;
/ / . . . }
Listing 5.5: Result of automatic transformation in SolverResolvedDependencyForTest, via
MacroRecorder. The tool recorded the transformations as a removal then addition of
a method call, which was placed in another location.
public testResolvedDependency ( ) {
/ / . . .
+ dependency = new Dependency ( )
+ . setPackage ( package )
+ . se tVers ion (new Vers ionConstra int ( " 3 . 1 " ) ;
so lver = new Solver ( ) . add ( repos i to ry ) ;
− dependency = ∗new∗ Dependency ( )
− . setPackage ( package ) ;
/ / . . . }
The first modification was performed by the developer, retrieved from source
code history; the second one is result of automatic transformation using Macro-
Recorder. In this example, the correct statement was automatically removed from
code. However, to add the new statement, the transformation operator calculated
a different location.
Summary. In the occurrences where MacroRecorder performed the transforma-
tions correctly, 94% of the resulting code is similar to the manual edition from the
developer.
5.6 Threats to Validity
5.6.1 Construct Validity
The construct validity is related to whether the evaluation measures up to its
claims. In our evaluation, we measured complexity of our approach by the num-
ber of parameters that needed to be manually configured to replay the macro
(RQ5.2). However, we did not rely on real developers effectively using the tool.
Onemay argue that evenwith a low number of parameters to be configured, elab-
orating expressions for these parameters can still be a complex task.
We acknowledge this issue. In fact, measuring quantitively the complexity of
the expressions we described proved to be a difficult task. Moreover, we previ-
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ously discussed that the implementation of the tool is a proof-of-concept one. The
fact that only a subset of the parameters were configured is a good result. The
evaluation concerned the limitations of an automated support to apply macros.
We focus on the automated configuration of the parameters in Chapter 6, and we
intend to evaluate the usability of the tool with real developers in future work.
5.6.2 Internal Validity
The internal validity is related to uncontrolled factors that might impact the ex-
periment results. In our evaluation, we discussed examples in which our tool gen-
erated source code that was incorrect in comparisonwithmanual edition from the
developers (RQ5.3). During automatic code transformations with macros in a real
case, we do not consider the side effects caused by introducing incorrect code,
such as introducing bugs, adding unexpected behavior, etc.
We acknowledge this issue. However, using MacroRecorder’s prototype in a
practical setting, the developer must select each new occurrence, i.e., code that
should be transformed, instead of transforming all occurrences at once. The tool
then shows the result of the automated transformations before actually changing
the code (see Section 5.2.3). The developer can discard the transformations if the
code is incorrect, and the system is not compromised.
5.6.3 External Validity
The external validity is related to the possibility to generalize our results. First,
most of the systems in our dataset are small. This threat was discussed when
we discovered transformation patterns in these systems in Chapter 4. In Macro-
Recorder’s evaluation, four new transformation patterns were suggested by the
community. Two of them, PetitSQL II and Pillar, were considerably recurrent,
with 98 and 99 occurrences, respectively. This fact only reinforces that the size of
the system is not an issue.
And second, Pharo is a language with a simple grammar. One might argue
that the approach does not generalize for other languages and IDEs. We do not
acknowledge this fact as a threat. Using this proof-of-concept tool, we were able
to replay transformation patterns even in systemswe did not know, e.g., the Pillar
tool which was suggested by the community. In our evaluation, we found similar
limitations and results as related work.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented MacroRecorder, a proof-of-concept tool to record
and replay sequences of code transformations, e.g., macros. Using this tool, the
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developer records the sequence of transformations once, then generalizes the
recorded macro to apply it automatically in other code locations. We discussed
our approach which extends both development and transformation tools, to
record code transformations that are parametrizable and able to be replayed.
We evaluated our tool using real cases of systematic code transformation, as
presented in Chapter 4. Additional cases were also suggested by the Pharo com-
munity. We recorded macros for all the transformation patterns which were dis-
covered in Pharo systems.
To generalize the macros, we had to configure an average of three out of five
parameters per macro. However, this generalization phase was complex for some
systems. Employing the manual configuration, MacroRecorder was able to per-
form 88% of the examples with 84% accuracy. The source code resulting from
automatic transformation is 94% similar to manual code edition. We discussed
specific features in our case study that MacroRecorder can overcome in order to
improve its accuracy. The evaluation leads to the conclusion that customizable,
system specific, source code transformations can be automated.
We propose to automate the application of the macro in Chapter 6. First, we
propose automatic configuration of the parameters.We propose to analyze depen-
dencies between parameters to infer abstract expressions automatically. For exam-
ple, which AST nodes are similar between the code entity in which the macro was
recorded and the code entity where the macro should be replayed. And second,
we propose, after recording a macro and replaying it a couple of times, to recom-
mend other locations in the source code that could also be transformed by this
macro. Such automation would avoid errors of omission due to the manual reap-
plication of a macro, i.e., this automated support would transform all occurrences
of a transformation pattern at once.
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6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we proposed to record sequences of code transforma-
tions to later replay them in other code locations. Replaying a sequence of code
transformation in different, but similar, code locations requires the developer to
evaluate how the transformations should be configured in each new location. We
come back to the working example in this thesis to motivate such configuration.
Table 6.1 summarizes the parameters in the examples as first presented in Chap-
ter 4. We come back to this table later in this chapter.
Table 6.1: Parameters required to perform the transformations in the classes
GreasePharo30CoreSpec and SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec.
Parameter GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
Modified Class GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
Removed Method platform() platform()
Added Method platformRequirements() platformRequirements()
Added Return Statement { "pharo" } { "pharo2.x" }
Added Method provisions() provisions()
Added Return Statement { "Grease-Core-Platform" } { "Seaside-Canvas-Platform" }
The transformations were performed in two different classes, named Grease-
Pharo30CoreSpec and SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec. Some parameters are similar in
both examples, e.g., the signatures of the methods to be removed and added in
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Table 6.1, and therefore would not require configuration. However, other param-
eters are non-identical, e.g., both return statements in Table 6.1 are different from
one class to the other. Specifically in this case, they are retrieved from the source
code of method platform(). We found other cases in which parameters derive from
the name of the class, from the source code of a different class, etc. In Chapter 5,
we proposed manual configuration from the developer to replay a macro.
This chapter presents an approach to automatically configure a macro. In a
practical setting, the developer selects a different code location in which the tool
must replay the macro. The tool attempts to configure the transformations in this
new location, by comparing the selected location with the one in which the macro
was originally recorded. The automatic configuration approach adapts the param-
eters accordingly. If successful, MacroRecorder replays the transformations au-
tomatically in the selected location.
From the moment that a macro is ready to be replayed, MacroRecorder re-
quires from the developer to find all the code locations where the macro can be
applied, then to replay MacroRecorder in each new location. In our working ex-
ample in this thesis, one could notice that classes containing a method platform()
were transformed. We identified such “application condition” for the patterns we
found in Chapter 4 in Section 4.4.1. One could use this information as a hint to
identify other classes that need to be transformed.
However, it might not be clear for the developer whether this simple condi-
tion is correct, necessary, and/or sufficient to find all the correct locations in the
system. In other systems, the condition might be more complex than just consid-
ering the existence of a specific method. Such task involves inspecting the entire
source code of the system. As presented in Chapter 4 in Section 4.4, developers
forgot candidates for transformation, some of these appearing from time to time
as other transformations bring them to light.
This chapter also presents an automatic recommendation approach.We evalu-
ate three distinct code search approaches to find code locations that would require
similar transformations. We validate the resulting candidate locations from these
approaches on the systematic code transformation cases we study in this thesis.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.
• We propose and evaluate an approach to automatically configure a macro
after a new code location is selected.
• Wepropose and evaluate an approach to recommend code locations that are
candidate for transformation using a macro.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 6.2 presents the approach to automatically configure the parameters of
a macro. Section 6.3 presents the evaluation of the automatic configuration ap-
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proach. Section 6.4 presents the approach to recommend code locations for trans-
formation. Section 6.5 presents the evaluation of the recommendation approach.
Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Automatically Configuring Code Transforma-
tions
In this section, we present our solution for automatic configuration of transfor-
mation patterns. The developer selects a new code location to replay the transfor-
mation pattern (Section 6.2.1). The tool tries to match the parameters as recorded
with the code entities in the new location (Section 6.2.2). Then, the tool replays the
recorded operators with their newly computed parameters (Section 6.2.3).
6.2.1 Code Entity Selection
In MacroRecorder, the developer explicitly indicates the class (or the method,
statement, etc.) where the transformation patternmust be replayed. After pressing
the button “Replay” in the tool, MacroRecorder starts to listen to click events in
the IDE. By selecting a new code location, the developer explicitly specifies the
starting point where the replayed transformations should take place.
In our PackageManager example, the developer selects the method platform()
of the class SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec in the IDE. After this selection, MacroRe-
corder assumes this selected entity should match the first entity that was mod-
ified when recording the pattern. In this example, it was the method platform()
that was removed from the class GreasePharo30CoreSpec. Listing 6.1 summarizes
the code thatwill be compared by the tool to replay themacro in this new location.
Next, MacroRecorder tries to findwhich properties both entities have in com-
mon, and which properties differ. Here, both methods have the same signature.
However, they belong to different classes and they have different source code.
From this comparison, the tool tries to match the new code location and propa-
gate properties that differ to the parameters in the transformation pattern.
6.2.2 Code Entity Matching
The previous step results in a pair of code entities: (i) the recorded entity that was
first transformed when recording the transformation pattern, and (ii) the selected
entity that was explicitly indicated by the developer to replay the transformation
pattern. To replay the transformations in the selected entity, MacroRecorder tries
to replace the parameter values in the transformation pattern according to prop-
erties that differ between recorded and selected entities.
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Listing 6.1: Excerpt of modified code in PackageManager. The first method was removed
when recording themacro. The second onewas selected by the developer to replay the trans-
formations. Both methods have very similar structure.
c l a s s GreasePharo30CoreSpec {
− public void platform ( ) {
− package . addPlatformRequirement ( " pharo " ) ;
− package . addProvision ( " Grease−Core−Platform " ) ;
− }
}
c l a s s SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec {
public void platform ( ) {
package . addPlatformRequirement ( " pharo2 . x " ) ;
package . addProvision ( " Seaside−Canvas−Platform " ) ;
}
}
In this example, the matching between recorded and selected entities is
straightforward because both methods have very similar ASTs. However, some-
times the information necessary to configure the pattern is not in the code that
was transformed. For example, the receiver package on which addProvision(String)
is calledmight be named differently in each class, or the argument (“pharo”) might
derive from the class name. In such cases, an automatic approach must search for
common properties in the pair of entities, their classes, their class hierarchy, their
source code, and so on.
In MacroRecorder, the automatic configuration ofmacro parameters relies on
the notion of matching strategies.
Matching Strategies. A matching strategy is an algorithm that takes two code
entities as input, i.e., recorded and selected, and searches for a particular prop-
erty in them. The result of a matching strategy algorithm is a map of properties
(propertyrec , propertysel ) that are different between these respective entities.
For example, the strategy ClassInfo takes two class objects as input, and com-
pares the full names of these classes and their superclasses. Identical properties,
e.g., same superclass, are discarded from the result. Names of attributes are not
compared because they are not ordered, i.e., it is not possible to perform a one-
to-one match between two unordered collections of attributes. In our example in
Listing 6.1, this strategy returns the pair of properties (“GreasePharo30CoreSpec” ,
“SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec”).
We now briefly describe the strategies available in MacroRecorder.
ClassInfo compares the full name of two classes and their superclasses.
ClassTokens extends ClassInfo strategy, however it compares tokens in the name
of two classes (see example in Table 6.2).
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ClassMethods searches, in two classes, for pairs of methods having the same sig-
nature, then compares these pairs separately using all the method strategies
described below.
MethodName compares the full name of a method, similar to ClassInfo strategy.
MethodNodes searches for similar syntactic subtrees in the AST’s of two meth-
ods. This strategy is a generalization and extension of the approach pro-
posed by Meng et al. that retrieves the longest common subsequence of
AST nodes between two methods [MKM13]. Matching nodes (e.g., Argu-
mentNode) with different values, e.g., “pharo” and “pharo2.x” in Listing 6.1
are mapped with this strategy.
MethodTokens extends MethodNodes strategy, by comparing similar tokens in
pairs of AST nodes (see example in Table 6.2).
MethodInSuperclass checkswhether amethodM1 is overriding anothermethod
M2 in the superclass; if so, the strategy compares the pair ofmethodsM1 and
M2, using all the method strategies.
MethodCalls checks whether two methods invoke other methods in common,
then it compares the full names of the receiver and the collection of argu-
ments in both invocations.
Concrete Example. Table 6.2 describes the strategies that were applicable in the
PackageManager example. MacroRecorder executes all the matching strategies
discussed above by default. Each resulting mapping represents a property found
in the recorded entity (e.g., GreasePharo30CoreSpec.platform()) and a property
found in the selected entity (e.g., SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec.platform()). It is worth
noting that the matching strategies look for properties by analyzing the source
code. At this point, the strategies do not know the transformations parameters as
they were recorded.
The matching results in Table 6.2 are candidate substitutions for this example.
We refer to Table 6.1 in the beginning of this chapter, in which the parameters
are similar to the candidate substitutions that the matching strategies found, as
presented in Table 6.2.
The strategy ClassNamematched the names of the classes (Table 6.2, line 1), and
the strategy ClassTokens only considered a fragment in their nameswhich is differ-
ent, i.e., removing the token Spec (line 2). Note that these candidate substitutions
produce the same result. Also, the strategy MethodNodes matched arguments in
the two invocations inside the method platform() (lines 3 and 4). And finally, the
strategy MethodTokens matched substrings in the names of these nodes (line 5).
Again, note that the substitutions in lines 4 and 5 produce the same result. We
discuss the implications of this behavior in the next section.
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Table 6.2: Matching Strategies results in PackageManager example. Columns
propertyrec and propertysel describe matching properties between recorded and
selected methods, respectively.
Strategy propertyrec propertysel
ClassInfo GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
ClassTokens GreasePharo30Core SeasideCanvasPharo20
MethodNodes “pharo” “pharo2.x”
MethodNodes “Grease-Core-Platform” “Seaside-Canvas-Platform”
MethodTokens Grease-Core Seaside-Canvas
6.2.3 Configuring the Parameters of a Macro
In this final step of automatic configuration, MacroRecorder checks whether
a candidate substitution can be applied in the recorded parameters. If an exact
textual match is found, the tool replaces the value of the parameter automatically.
Furthermore, the tool also tries to find partial substitutions. For example, the
string “pharo” in the parameter @methodContent1 matches a candidate substitu-
tion (Table 6.2, line 3), Then, this parameter fragment is modified to “pharo2.x”
accordingly. Figure 6.1 shows the result of the automatic configuration.
(a) List of Parameters as recorded, as first shown in Figure 5.2.
(b) List of Parameters after selecting class SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec to replay the macro.
Figure 6.1: Recorded (left) and reconfigured (right) parameters. All substitutions
available for this example are listed in Table 6.2.
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MacroRecorder also found two substitutions for the same parameter. Both
strategies ClassInfo and ClassTokens (see Table 6.2, lines 1 and 2) can substitute the
name of the class to be transformed, e.g., GreasePharo30CoreSpec. The same be-
havior occurred with MethodNodes and MethodTokens strategies. In both cases,
the substitutions produce the same reconfigured value, i.e., substituting Seaside-
CanvasPharo20Spec or SeasideCanvasPharo20 in the name of the class will produce
the same value: SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec. When there are multiple substitutions
producing the same reconfigured value, MacroRecorder reconfigures these pa-
rameters automatically. On the other hand, if multiple substitutions produce dif-
ferent configuration, the tool allows the developer to choose which one is correct.
We discuss some configuration issues in Section 6.3.4.
6.3 Validating Automatic Configuration
In this section, we describe the evaluation of MacroRecorder with real cases of
sequences of code transformations. In Chapter 5, the macros we evaluated were
configuredmanually. In this thesis, we focus on the automatic configuration using
matching strategies.
6.3.1 Research Questions
We propose research questions to discuss MacroRecorder’s ability to auto-
matically configure macros. The challenge in such activity consists in identifying
matching properties in code locations that are similar, but non identical, to the one
in which the macro was recorded. In this evaluation, we focus on the automatic
configuration of parameters. We already evaluated the result of transformations,
i.e., after replaying a macro, in Chapter 5 in Section 5.4.
RQ6.1 How many parameters are configured automatically by MacroRecorder? We
investigate how many parameters from the transformation patterns could
be configured using our proposed automatic configuration approach.
RQ6.2 Are there parameters more likely to be configured by MacroRecorder? We in-
vestigate whether the type of the parameter, e.g., method signature, class
name, or a segment of source code, has impact on the fact that the parame-
ter will be configured by MacroRecorder. The evidence of such association
might indicate for which parameter types our matching could be disabled.
RQ6.3 How many parameters are configured correctly by MacroRecorder? We in-
vestigate whether the matching strategies available in MacroRecorder pro-
vided correct configuration in our examples.
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RQ6.4 Are there parameters more likely to be configured correctly by MacroRecorder?
We investigate whether the type of the parameter has impact on the fact
that the parameter will be configured correctly by MacroRecorder. The ev-
idence of such association might indicate which parameters are more likely
to require manual configuration by the developer.
RQ6.5 Are there matching strategies more likely to provide correct configuration? We
investigate whether the matching strategies proposed in our approach have
impact on the fact that parameters are configured correctly. The evidence of
such associationmight indicatewhichmatching strategies could be disabled
for automatic configuration.
6.3.2 Recording and Replaying Macros
Our dataset consists of the macros we recorded in Chapter 5. We refer the reader
back to Table 5.2 (on page 64) which describes the number of occurrences of the
macro, the number of operators obtained after the recording stage, and the num-
ber of parameters as calculated automatically by MacroRecorder.
Our methodology for recording and replaying transformation patterns is sim-
ilar to the one in Chapter 5. The main differences are: (i) we now perform auto-
matic configuration, tominimize the number of parameters that need to be config-
uredmanually, and (ii) we perform all the permutations for recording and replay-
ing transformation patterns, as opposed to selecting one random occurrence for
recording and replaying on the remaining occurrences as presented in Chapter 5.
We describe the evaluation as follows.
Recording Macros. Concretely, we use the source code before the rearchitecting
effort (see Table 5.1 on page 63) to record the transformations. We select one oc-
currence of the pattern as the one from which the macro will be recorded. For
example, a sequence of Remove Method and two Add Method transformations are
performed to record a macro in PackageManager II.1
Replaying Macros. We select a second occurrence that will be the input for the
automatic configuration approach. All matching strategies are enabled for auto-
matic configuration. As result, the candidate substitutions are collected for further
analysis.
Measure and Compare Results. We investigate whether the parameters of the
macro would be configured using our approach. We also investigate whether the
candidate substitutions are correct in the replayed occurrence. We present the au-
tomatic configuration evaluation in the next section.
1Note that three other macros were found in PackageManager.
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Repeat for all pairs of occurrences. We repeat the steps discussed above for all
the occurrences of the transformation pattern, including the one that was used
to record the macro. For example, we record 19 distinct macros in PackageMan-
ager II. Then,we execute eachmacro to all the 19 occurrences, totalizing (19×19 =)
361 permutations of record-and-replay executions for this pattern.
Note that onemacro should be recorded for each occurrence. We automate the
macro recording step by programming the transformations that will be recorded
by the tool. The transformations might be complex, however we already have
knowledge, from our evaluation in Chapter 5, which and where the macro trans-
formations should be applied.
6.3.3 Evaluating Automatic Configuration
As discussed in Chapter 5 in Section 5.5.1, only a subset (64%) of the parame-
ters need to be configured to apply the macro in another location. Additionally,
our evaluation in Chapter 5 granted us knowledge of the right parameter con-
figuration for each macro occurrence, because we already performed MacroRe-
corder on those occurrences. After performing our automatic configuration ap-
proach, our matching strategies propose a collection (sometimes empty) of candi-
date substitutions for eachmacro parameter. The candidate substitutions however
might be incorrect in comparison with the right configuration. We categorize the
parameters, after selecting an occurrence for replay, as follows.
• Unchanged (UNCH) means that the parameter should not be changed and
no matching strategy found a candidate substitution for this parameter.
Therefore, the parameter value remains correct.
• Changed (CHAN)means that the parameterwas changed,whether the sub-
stitution was correct or not (see other categories later in this section).
This categorization is complementary. For each parameter, the sum of the oc-
currences where the parameter was unchanged and the occurrences where the pa-
rameter was changed equals to the total number of executions, e.g., 361 in Package-
Manager II.
Evaluation for RQ6.1 and RQ6.2. We use the categorization above for RQ6.1 to
investigate how many parameters were configured using our approach. Specially
for RQ6.2 we also want to know whether the type of the parameter does have im-
pact to the fact that the parameter will be configured. We elaborate the following
hypotheses.
HRQ6.20 Parameter type does not influence whether a parameter will be changed.
HRQ6.2a Parameter type influences whether a parameter will be changed.
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The independent variable is the parameter type, which is categorical and in our
evaluation it can take six values:
• class: represents the name of a class;
• method: represents the signature of a method;
• pragma: special construct on Pharo, which is similar to method annotation:
it contains signature and a collection of arguments;
• protocol: method classification in Pharo, it is represented by a short text;
• sourceCode: represents a segment of source code, e.g., the value in an assign-
ment, or the expression of a return statement; and
• variable: represents the name of a variable.
The dependent variable is the parameter configuration as computed by Macro-
Recorder. It is also categorical and it can take two values: unchanged and changed.
The subjects for these experiments will be the parameter configurations, consid-
ering all the combinations of record-and-replay in our dataset.
Concerning whether the configuration proposed by our approach is correct,
we propose the following categorization:
• Incorrect Matching (INCO) means that: (i) the parameter should not be
changed, however one (or more) candidate substitutions were proposed
for this parameter; (i) the parameter should be changed, however matching
strategy was able to find a candidate substitution for it; or (ii) the parameter
should be changed, one (or more) candidate substitutions were proposed,
however all of them would generate an incorrect parameter value, if config-
ured automatically.
• Correct (CORR) means that the parameter was configured correctly, and it
equals to the total number of executionsminus the ones classified as Incorrect
Matching. A correct configuration might appear on three ways.
– Unchanged (UNCH) as previously described, because it means that
the parameter should not be changed and the approach did not find a
candidate substitution for this parameter.
– Automatically Configured (AUTO) means that the parameter should
be changed and one (or more) matching strategies found a correct
candidate substitution for this parameter. In the case where multiple
matching strategies found candidate substitutions, we categorize the
parameter as automatically configured when all the substitutions
produce the same reconfigured value (see Table 6.2 on page 80).
– Manually Selected (MANU) means that the parameter should be
changed, multiple matching strategies found substitutions that pro-
duce different reconfigured values, and only one of these substitutions
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is correct. In a practical setting, MacroRecorder allows the developer
to choose which substitution is the correct one.
This categorization is also complementary. For each parameter, the sum of the
occurrences where the parameter was incorrect and the occurrences where the pa-
rameter was correct equals to the total number of executions, e.g., 361 in Package-
Manager II.
Evaluation for RQ6.3 and RQ6.4. We use the categorization above for RQ6.3 to
investigate how many parameters were configured correctly using our approach.
Specially for RQ6.4 we also want to know whether the type of the parameter
does have impact to the fact that the parameter will be configured correctly. We
elaborate the following hypotheses.
HRQ6.40 Parameter type does not influence whether a parameter will be config-
ured correctly.
HRQ6.4a Parameter type influences whether a parameter will be configured cor-
rectly.
The independent variable is the parameter type, which is categorical andwe pre-
viously described to evaluate RQ6.1. The dependent variable is the parameter con-
figuration as computed by MacroRecorder. It is also categorical and it can take
two values: incorrect and correct.
Evaluation for RQ6.5. Specially for RQ6.5wewant to knowwhether thematching
strategies have impact to the fact that the parameter will be configured correctly.
We elaborate the following hypotheses.
HRQ6.50 Matching strategy does not influence whether a parameter will be con-
figured correctly.
HRQ6.5a Matching strategy influences whether a parameter will be configured
correctly.
The independent variable is the matching strategy as proposed in our approach.
We refer the reader to Section 6.2.2 for a short description on these strategies. The
dependent variable is the parameter configuration as computed byMacroRecorder.
It is categorical and it can take two values: incorrect and correct.
Experiment Design. To test the hypotheses we use the Chi-squared test, which
can be used when there are two categorical variables. A resulting p-value lower
than the 0.05 significance levelmeans thatwe can reject the null hypothesis, i.e., we
can conclude that there is an association between the parameter type (ormatching
strategy) and the fact that it was changed (or correctly configured) by MacroRe-
corder.
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6.3.4 Experiment Results
This section presents our experiments to evaluate the automatic configuration per-
formed by MacroRecorder.
6.3.5 Howmany parameters are configured automatically by Ma-
croRecorder? (RQ6.1)
In this evaluation, we investigate how many parameters from the transformation
patterns can be automatically configured using our proposed configuration ap-
proach. Table 6.3 summarizes the configuration results in our dataset. The cate-
gories for each parameter were discussed in Section 6.3.3. For this research ques-
tion, we focus on the parameters that were changed (column CHAN in Table 6.3).
We discuss later in Section 6.3.7 whether the configuration was correct.
As expected, only a subset of the total number of parameters actually changed.
Specifically, the parameters were changed in 59% of the total number of execu-
tions. This result is lower than the one we observed in Chapter 5 (64%), which
was obtained from one execution for each macro.
We observe few parameters were unchanged in the majority of executions (i.e.,
CHAN≈ 0% in Table 6.3). In our working example in this thesis, the method to be
removed in PackageManager II is always the same (CHAN = 0% for parameter
@method1 in Table 6.3). These results indicate common properties between the
most of the occurrences of the macro. Seven out of ten macros have at least one
parameter with such behavior.
Summary. Considering all combinations of executions with MacroRecorder,
59% of the parameters were changed by our automatic configuration approach.
In seven out of ten macros, at least one parameter per macro was unchanged in
the majority of executions.
6.3.6 Are there parameters more likely to be configured by Ma-
croRecorder? (RQ6.2)
Table 6.4 aggregates the type of parameter and the number of occurrences
in which these parameters were changed. The parameters that were mostly un-
changedwere (i) class name, in 57% of the executions in Table 6.4, and (ii) protocols,
i.e., method classification in Pharo, in 99% of the executions. In PetitDelphi and
PetitSQL II, the class (@class1) from which the method (@method1) is removed is
always the same (CHAN = 0% for this parameter in Table 6.3).
We applied Chi-square to test if there is an association between parameter type
and the fact that it was changed. According to the test (p-value = 2.2e−16), we
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Table 6.3: Automatic configuration results. See text for column descriptions.
Macro Parameter UNCH AUTO MANU INCO ALL CHAN CORR
PetitDelphi
@method1 21 417 3 0 441 95.24% 100.0%
@class1 441 0 0 0 441 0.00% 100.0%
@class2 40 381 1 19 441 90.93% 95.7%
PetitSQL I
@method1 5 19 9 3 36 86.11% 91.7%
@selector1 28 0 0 8 36 22.22% 77.8%
@source1 4 0 0 32 36 88.89% 11.1%
@protocol1 28 0 0 8 36 22.22% 77.8%
@class1 28 0 0 8 36 22.22% 77.8%
PetitSQL II
@method1 98 9506 0 0 9604 98.98% 100.0%
@source1 98 2 0 9504 9604 98.98% 1.0%
@class2 9604 0 0 0 9604 0.00% 100.0%
@protocol1 9507 0 0 97 9604 1.01% 99.0%
@variable1 98 9506 0 0 9604 98.98% 100.0%
@class1 9604 0 0 0 9604 0.00% 100.0%
PackageManager I
@return1 1 0 0 499 500 99.80% 0.2%
@class1 1 39 10 450 500 99.80% 10.0%
@selector1 1 39 0 460 500 99.80% 8.0%
@method1 499 0 0 1 500 0.20% 99.8%
PackageManager II
@class1 1 18 0 342 361 99.72% 5.3%
@protocol1 361 0 0 0 361 0.00% 100.0%
@source2 0 0 0 266 266 100.00% 0.0%
@method1 361 0 0 0 361 0.00% 100.0%
@source1 144 0 84 133 361 60.11% 63.2%
PackageManager III
@value1 3115 256 143 582 4096 23.95% 85.8%
@class1 1 30 33 4032 4096 99.98% 1.6%
@selector1 4093 0 0 3 4096 0.07% 99.9%
@method1 4054 0 0 42 4096 1.03% 99.0%
PackageManager IV
@class1 13 18 3 15 49 73.47% 69.4%
@value2 15 0 1 33 49 69.39% 32.7%
@selector2 49 0 0 0 49 0.00% 100.0%
@method1 9 40 0 0 49 81.63% 100.0%
@variable1 25 16 0 8 49 48.98% 83.7%
@value1 16 6 7 20 49 67.35% 59.2%
@selector1 49 0 0 0 49 0.00% 100.0%
MooseQuery I
@pragma1 12 20 21 172 225 94.67% 23.6%
@class1 1 0 14 210 225 99.56% 6.7%
@method1 177 0 0 48 225 21.33% 78.7%
MooseQuery II
@method1 49 50 0 1 100 51.00% 99.0%
@pragma1 2 0 0 98 100 98.00% 2.0%
@method2 2 14 4 80 100 98.00% 20.0%
@pragma2 2 0 0 98 100 98.00% 2.0%
@class1 4 12 4 80 100 96.00% 20.0%
Pillar
@method1 261 9050 488 2 9801 97.34% 100.0%
@source3 12 0 1 9788 9801 99.88% 0.1%
@source1 2 0 51 9748 9801 99.98% 0.5%
@class2 210 2811 3285 3495 9801 97.86% 64.3%
@protocol1 9761 0 0 40 9801 0.41% 99.6%
@class4 7133 0 0 2668 9801 27.22% 72.8%
@source2 12 0 1 9788 9801 99.88% 0.1%
@class3 9565 0 0 236 9801 2.41% 97.6%
@class1 211 2794 3567 3229 9801 97.85% 67.1%
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reject the null hypothesis, i.e., we can conclude that there is an association between
the parameter type and whether this parameter is changed or not.
Table 6.4: Aggregated results per parameter type. @class also includes @super in
Table 6.3. Similarly, @method includes @selector, i.e., equivalent of method signa-
ture in Pharo. And @sourceCode includes @source, @value, and @return.
Parameter Type UNCHANGED CHANGED
@class 36875 27884
@method 9756 20287
@pragma 16 409
@protocol 19705 146
@sourceCode 3419 40945
@variable 123 9530
Summary. There is an association between the type of parameter and the fact that
it is changed by our automatic approach.An evidence of such association indicates
that parameters such as @protocol might be disabled for automatic configuration
when replaying a macro.
6.3.7 How many parameters are configured correctly by Macro-
Recorder? (RQ6.3)
In this evaluation, we investigate whether the matching strategies were able to
provide correct configuration when replaying a transformation pattern. There-
fore, for this research question, we focus on the parameters that are correct (col-
umn CORR in Table 6.3). In average, the parameters were configured correctly in
60% of the total number of executions.
In our study, the matching strategies available in our tool were not capable
of fully supporting the configuration of the macros. In our working example, the
source code of method provisions() in PackageManager II was configured incor-
rectly in all of the executions of thismacro (i.e., CORR= 0% for parameter@source2
in Table 6.3). Seven out of tenmacros have at least one parameter with such behav-
ior (i.e., CORR ≈ 0% in Table 6.3). In these cases, and in 40% of the total number
of executions, some manual configuration is necessary.
Summary.Considering all combinations of executionswithMacroRecorder, 60%
of the parameters were configured correctly by our automatic approach. We ob-
served an overestimation of the matching results, meaning that our matching
strategies provided incorrect matchings in some examples.
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6.3.8 Are there parameters more likely to be configured correctly
by MacroRecorder? (RQ6.4)
Table 6.5 aggregates parameter type and the number of occurrences in which its
configuration was correct. We observe that, most of the times, parameters rep-
resenting source code, i.e., the content of a method, a return statement, or the
value of an assignment, were configured incorrectly. For example, in PetitSQL II,
this parameter type was correct in only 1% of the executions. Considering all the
macros, this parameter was incorrect in 92% of the executions.
On the other hand, the parameters that were configured correctly most of the
times were: variable name, in 99% of the executions in Table 6.5, protocol (99%)
and method signature (98%). This fact seems to indicate with which parameter
types ourmatching strategies aremore likely to succeed and, consequently, which
types of parameters are more likely to require manual configuration.
Table 6.5: Aggregated accuracy results per parameter type. @class also includes
@super in Table 6.3. Similarly, @method includes @selector, i.e., equivalent of
method signature in Pharo. And @sourceCode includes @source, @value, and @re-
turn.
Parameter Type CORRECT INCORRECT
@class 49895 14864
@method 29395 648
@pragma 57 368
@protocol 19705 146
@sourceCode 3971 40393
@variable 9645 8
We applied Chi-square to test whether there is an association between the pa-
rameter type and the fact that it was configured correctly. According to the test
(p-value = 2.2e−16), we reject the null hypothesis, i.e., we can conclude that there
is an association between the parameter type and whether this parameter is cor-
rectly configured or not.
Summary. There is an association between the type of the parameter and the like-
lihood of the parameter to be configured correctly. An evidence of such associ-
ation means that some parameters, such as @sourceCode and @pragma, are more
likely to require manual configuration by the developer. For such parameters, it
will be required for the developer, at each time the macro is replayed, to inspect
the candidate substitutions for all parameters and resolve which one is correct.
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6.3.9 Are therematching strategiesmore likely to provide correct
configuration? (RQ6.5)
Table 6.6 aggregates matching strategies and the number of occurrences in which
its configuration was correct. These results are considerably higher than the ones
in Table 6.5 because multiple matching strategies might suggest a candidate sub-
stitution for the same parameter. Table 6.6 then reports the categorization (correct
or incorrect) for each candidate substitution separately.
We observe that MethodCalls strategy noticeably proposes more incorrect
results, i.e., 228702 incorrect and 74089 correct substitutions (two times more).
Among the strategies that propose more correct substitutions, MethodName and
ClassTokens stand out.
Table 6.6: Aggregated accuracy results per matching strategy.
Matching Strategy CORRECT INCORRECT
ClassInfo 80201 88757
ClassTokens 86150 83303
ClassMethods 103703 183725
MethodName 103928 65030
MethodNodes 75543 98412
MethodTokens 84565 104447
MethodInSuper 75415 94561
MethodCalls 74089 228702
We applied Chi-square to test whether there is an association between the
matching strategy and the fact that it proposes correct configuration. According to
the test (p-value = 2.2e−16), we reject the null hypothesis, i.e., we can conclude that
there is an association between the parameter type and whether this parameter is
correctly configured or not.
Summary.There is an association between the type of the parameter and the likeli-
hood of the proposed substitutions to be correct. An evidence of such association
means that some matching strategies such as MethodCalls could be disabled for
automatic configuration.
6.3.10 Threats to Validity
Considering the automatic configuration approach is an extension of MacroRe-
corder, we refer the reader to threats to validity that we discussed in Chapter 5.
Those discussions still apply to this approach because focused on the configura-
tion of the macros.
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External Validity. With this automatic approach, we specifically alleviated one
aspect of External Validity. In our previous evaluation in Chapter 5 in Section 5.4,
we randomly selected one occurrence of the transformation pattern to record the
macro. We alleviated this threat by evaluating all combinations of recording and
replaying a macro, i.e., considering all occurrences of the transformation pattern.
In a practical setting, MacroRecorder shows the candidate substitutions to the
developer after he/she selects a code entity to replay the macro. The tool then
requires the developer to discard incorrect substitutions, if existing, and therefore
manually configure the parameters necessary to replay the macro.
6.4 Recommending Code Locations for Systematic
Transformation
In this section, we present our solution to automatically recommend code loca-
tions that are candidate to be transformed by amacro (Section 6.4.1). We use three
code search approaches, using basic concepts from the literature, to find similar
code locations that would require similar transformations (Section 6.4.2). We eval-
uate these approaches on the macros we recorded in Chapter 5 (Section 6.5).
6.4.1 Our Recommendation Approach in a Nutshell
To recommend source code locations that are likely candidates to apply a macro,
one needs examples of such locations, given by the developers, from which other
similar code entities can be retrieved.
Definition 9 A code example is a location in the source code where the macro
was successfully applied.
As an example, the macro on PackageManager II starts by removing the plat-
form() method to the class GreasePharo30CoreSpec. The first code example is the
one where the macro was created, i.e., recording the macro supposes that the de-
veloper successfully performed the transformations in this code location. This first
code example might give initial data on the properties necessary to replay the
macro in other locations.
Definition 10 A candidate location is an entity in the source code that is can-
didate to be a code example. Candidate location can be incorrect in two senses:
(i) the macro cannot be replayed on it; or (ii) the macro could be replayed, but
the developer does not wish to do so because it does not meet the, possibly
informal, application conditions.
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To find candidate locations for a given macro, we start from the assumption
that similar code entities might be transformed in a similar way. Clone detection
and code search tools can be used to identify similar code entities. We discuss
some of these approaches in Chapter 3 in Section 3.4.2. In general, these tools use
as input the source code of the system and one source code example. Figure 6.2
(upper part) depicts the expected behavior of such code search tools.
Figure 6.2: Searching code with code. Our approach retrieves code entities from
an example and refine the results based on a recorded macro.
As a result, code search tools generate a list of code locations that are similar to
the given example. However, for each candidate, they still require the developers
to manually: (i) check whether the candidate is a correct recommendation and, if
so, (ii) to effectively transform the code, i.e., apply the macro. To avoid incorrect
candidate locations, we propose to validate each candidate by effectively trying to
apply the macro, see Figure 6.2 (lower part).
6.4.2 Approaches to Recommend Code Locations
In this section, we present our approaches to find code locations that are can-
didates for systematic transformation. Concretely, our approach has specific re-
quirements:
• the source code of the entire system must be available. As a starting point,
all entities in the entire source code are candidate locations;
• a macro has been created;
• one or more code examples have been specified. The code entity on which
the macro was recorded already counts as one example.
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The code search approaches we use are inspired by approaches in the litera-
ture. First, we search for code in similar locations, e.g., same package, same su-
perclass, etc. (Section 6.4.2.1). Second, we search for code with similar structure,
as represented by their ASTs (Section 6.4.2.2). And third, we search for code with
similar identifiers and comments (Section 6.4.2.3). Additionally, we use the macro
to refine the list of candidate locations by checking whether the transformations
can be performed on them. This processmight be considered as a fourth approach
(Section 6.4.2.4).
6.4.2.1 Structural approach
Nguyen et al. [NNP+10] identified recurring bug fixes in the code history of five
real open-source systems. The recurring fixes often occurred in code locations
with similar properties, such as methods containing code clones, classes extend-
ing the same superclass or implementing the same interface, methods overriding
the same parent method, or classes implementing the same design pattern.
Based on these findings, we implemented a location code search approach
which depends on two or more code examples. We call this approach “Structural”
because it considers basic information of where the code is located. We use work-
ing example from PackageManager II to show how the approach works.
In this case, developers modified two methods with similar basic properties,
as shown in Table 6.7. Both methods belong to classes in the same package (line
“package”) and inheriting from the same superclass (line “superclass”).
Table 6.7: Properties from examples in PackageManager II. Properties are ex-
tracted from the signature of the method itself, the name of the class, superclass,
and the name of the package.
GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
.platform() .platform()
package TestResources TestResources
superclass PackageSpec PackageSpec
class GreasePharo30CoreSpec SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec
method platform() platform()
The structural approach then searches other entities in the system sharing
the same similar properties. In the example presented in Table 6.7, the approach
searches for methods with signature platform() in subclasses of PackageSpec lo-
cated at the package TestResources.
The search is an all-inclusive one, i.e., it assumes that all classes (ormethods) in
the same location, whether physical (e.g., package) or logical (e.g., superclass), re-
quire similar transformations. In the worst case, i.e., if no similar properties (pack-
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age, superclass, etc.) are found, the approach will recommend the original candi-
date set, e.g., all the code entities in the entire system.
6.4.2.2 AST-based approach
Some tools have been proposed to analyze code examples to find candidates for
transformations. These tools, namely LASE [MKM13] and Critics [ZSPK15], look
for methods that have similar statements in comparison with two or more code
examples. In some sense, both tools look for instances of clones, relying on the
AST ofmethods under analysis. Based on this idea, we implemented a code search
approach which depends on a single code example (as opposed to the prior work
that required two).2
In the concrete example with PackageManager II, we compare the method
platform() which was removed from the class GreasePharo30CoreSpec as the first
transformation performed to record the macro. Assuming we want to know
whether the method platform() in the class SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec is a good
candidate to replay the macro, we would try to match the ASTs of both platform()
methods. Listing 6.2 summarizes the code that will be compared by the tool. This
example is the same we presented in Section 6.2.1.
Listing 6.2: Excerpt of modified code in PackageManager. The first method was removed
when recording the macro. The second method will be compared to the first one to check
whether it can be a candidate location.
c l a s s GreasePharo30CoreSpec {
− public void platform ( ) {
− package . addPlatformRequirement ( " pharo " ) ;
− package . addProvision ( " Grease−Core−Platform " ) ;
− }
}
c l a s s SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec {
public void platform ( ) {
package . addPlatformRequirement ( " pharo2 . x " ) ;
package . addProvision ( " Seaside−Canvas−Platform " ) ;
}
}
First, we use a greedy text-based algorithm to compute the longest com-
mon subsequence (LCS) [Mye86] of code. When two methods have differ-
ent source code, the LCS algorithm aligns what is the most common code
between them. In this case, both methods have the same access to an at-
tribute named package, and the same invocation to method addPlatformRe-
quirement(String). Therefore, the longest common subsequence in this case is
“package.addPlatformRequirement("pharo”. Note that the subsequence does not
2This algorithm was inspired by a similar one in LASE [MKM13].
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include the entire statement, because the arguments are different between the
two methods under analysis.
The approach then retrieves the sequence of nodes, in the AST of both meth-
ods, that contains this subsequence. It is worth noting that the LCS algorithm is
used only to retrieve the most similar code and, consequently the sequence of
nodes that contains this code. From there on, we compare each node of the se-
quence separately. In this example, the computed sequence of nodes comprises:
• the invocation to method addPlatformRequirement(String), which comprises
• the access to variable package as the receiver of this invocation, and
• the declaration of a string value ("pharo2.x").
The method in SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec shares three nodes with the one in
GreasePharo30CoreSpec. Note that the invocation to addProvisions(String) is also
common between the two methods. However, only the subtree containing the
longest subsequence of code is considered for analysis.
This result is used to rank the candidate set, i.e., to determine which locations
are more similar to the example. The top ranking locations are then considered
candidate locations. Table 6.8 shows the top ranked entities in comparison with
method platform() in GreasePharo30CoreSpec.
Table 6.8: Top-10 most similar methods to GreasePharo30CoreSpec.platform().
Method signature Similarity (#nodes)
SeasidePharoFlowSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharoToolsSpecSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharoDevelopmentSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharoEnvironmentSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharoWelcomeSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharoContinuationSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharoEmailSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharo20ToolsWebSpec.platform() 3
SeasidePharo20CoreSpec.platform() 3
SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec.platform() 3
6.4.2.3 IR-based Approach
Information retrieval (IR) techniques use lexical analysis to search documents rel-
evant to a query (the best known example would be the Google search engine).
One of the most widely used searching model is called bag-of-words. Under this
model, documents (in our case, source code text) are represented as unordered
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sets of terms. Then, given a query, which is also a set of terms, the IR engine re-
trieves documents that contain similar terms. To account for the relative impor-
tance of a term in all documents of the corpus and in each individual document, a
reasonable similarity function is the cosine similarity of term frequency and inverse
document frequency, known as TF-IDF [BR11].
We implemented a search engine which indexes source code. This approach
views methods (or classes) as documents and terms are retrieved from identifiers
and comments. We process each term to (i) split identifiers with the camel case
and underscore naming convention; (ii) remove affixes and suffixes, (ii) discard
commonwords that do no addmeaning (stop-words); and (iii) discardwords that
are keywords from the programming language (additional stop-words). Table 6.9
shows set of terms extracted from SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec, where the term “re-
quir” is the result of processing the original term “requirement”.
Table 6.9: Set of terms extracted from method platform() in SeasideCanvas-
Pharo20Spec. Terms such as “spec” were extracted from the name of the class.
pharo spec seasid canva
provis platform requir
This approach works with a single code example as the previous one. This
code example is processed and provided to the search engine as a query. Our IR-
based approach computes a numeric score on how much each source code entity
is similar to the query (the code example). Then, we rank the candidate set, e.g., all
the methods in the system, according to their cosine similarity. The top ranking
entities are then considered as candidate locations.
Again, consider the case on PackageManager II in which a developer trans-
forms the method platform() in the class GreasePharo30CoreSpec. Table 6.10 shows
the top ranked entities in comparison with this method.
6.4.2.4 Replayable Approach
Given a list of candidates for transformation, it is not clear for a code search ap-
proach whether the transformations can be actually replayed in each candidate
location. To validate their recommendations, we propose to use the macro (when
it is available) and try to replay it. Concretely, we extended MacroRecorder to
return a binary value indicating whether it was successful in replaying the macro
in the code location.
The replaying operation will fail if: (i) an exception is thrown during the trans-
formation, i.e., the code entity to be transformed could not be retrieved in the can-
didate location; or (ii) the transformations in the macro produced code that was
not compilable, consequently MacroRecorder rolls back the all the changes done
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Table 6.10: Top-10 most similar methods to GreasePharo30CoreSpec,platform().
Method Signature Cosine Similarity
SeasidePharo20CoreSpec.platform() 0.912
SeasideTestsPharo20CoreSpec.platform() 0.901
SeasidePharoWelcomeSpec.platform() 0.889
SeasidePharoDevelopmentSpec.platform() 0.839
SeasidePharo20ToolsWebSpec.platform() 0.836
SeasidePharoToolsSpecSpec.platform() 0.836
SeasideCanvasPharo20Spec.platform() 0.835
SeasideCanvasPharo30Spec.platform() 0.835
SeasidePharoEmailSpec.platform() 0.829
JavascriptPharo20CoreSpec.platform() 0.826
by the macro. In such cases, we assume the candidate locationwas an incorrect one
and we remove it from the list of recommendations.
It is worth noting that MacroRecorder does not perform the transformations
immediately on code. The tool first performs them on a model to check precondi-
tions and display the modified code to the developer, who will ultimately accept
or reject the modifications.
6.5 Validating Recommendations
In this section, we evaluate precision and recall of the code search approaches pro-
posed in this thesis. Section 6.5.1 presents how we compute candidate locations
for the transformations. Then, we describe the metrics we used in this evaluation
in Section 6.5.2. We evaluate structural, AST-based, and IR-based approaches in
Section 6.5.3. We evaluate our fourth approach, i.e., using the macro to validate
the recommendations, in Section 6.5.4. We discuss two approaches that compute
ranked recommendations, namely AST-based and IR-based approaches, in Sec-
tion 6.5.5. Finally, we present threats to validity in Section 6.5.6.
6.5.1 Finding Candidates for Transformation
Our dataset consists of the macros we recorded in Chapter 5. Our goal is to
compute candidate locations for transformation with these macros, using the ap-
proaches we proposed in Section 6.4.2. Additionally, as discussed in Section 6.4.2,
our approaches require some input which is retrieved from our dataset as follows.
• The source code under analysis are indicated in Table 5.1 (page 63). Only
the versions before rearchitecting are considered for analysis. All classes and
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methods of the systems are used as input, i.e., all code entities are considered
potential candidate locations.
• We used the macros as recorded by MacroRecorder in Chapter 5 in Sec-
tion 5.4.3. The macro is used as our “fourth” approach to filter the candidate
list by dropping those candidates where the macro cannot be replayed (Sec-
tion 6.4.2.4). We assume at this point that the macro is configured, i.e., it was
already replayed to at least one more location. This way, it is expected that
the macro will not reject correct candidate locations from the candidate list.
• Our approaches require one (forAST-based and IR-based) ormore (for struc-
tural) code examples. These code examples are selected randomly from all
the actual occurrences of the macro (see again Table 5.2). To alleviate the
threat that the result of code search might depend on the selection of code
examples, we execute the approaches several times with different code ex-
amples.We report in this thesis results inwhich the selection producedmost
candidate locations.
Each approachwill generate a list of candidates for transformation fromwhich
we can compute precision and recall according to our oracle.
6.5.2 Evaluation Metrics
In this section,we present themetricswe use in the evaluation.Our approaches re-
turn a list of candidate locations as a result (theCandidates set). For each instance
of macro, the oracle set represents the code locations that were in fact modified
by the developers (the Correct set).
Precision is the percentage of identified candidates that are correct. Recallmea-
sures the percentage of correct locations identified by a given approach. These
metrics are also described more formally as follows:
precision =
|Correct ∩ Candidates|
|Candidates| (6.1)
recall =
|Correct ∩ Candidates|
|Correct| (6.2)
Typically, a better recall comes with lower precision, and vice-versa. On one
hand, recall is important because we want to avoid omissions, i.e., the approach
should be able to find all the correct transformation opportunities. On the other
hand, as a recommendation tool for the developer, it is also important that the
approach returns as little incorrect candidates as possible (i.e., a high precision).
Therefore, we aim for higher precision rather than higher recall.
On top of these twometrics, we added a third one for AST-based and IR-based
approaches. Both rank their list of candidates in decreasing order of similarity.
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In this case, special ranking metrics, such as the Discounted Cumulative Gain
(DCG) [JK00], were proposed by practitioners to weight correct recommendations
based on their ranking position. Concretely, DCGweights correct results near the
top of the ranking higher than in lower positions of the ranking. The assumption
is that a developer is less likely to consider elements near the end of the list.
In the following formula, reli indicates the relevance of an entity at rank i and
decreases as i augments.
DCGp =
p∑
i=1
2reli − 1
log2(i+ 1)
(6.3)
We compare the AST-based and IR-based approaches using this metric. It is
worth noting that DCG is not normalized. Therefore, we only compare both ap-
proaches under the same setting, i.e., for the same system under analysis. More-
over, themetric is cumulative; it increases asmore candidates are provided. There-
fore, we can only compare both approaches under the same candidate list as well.
6.5.3 Overall Results
Table 6.11 presents precision and recall values for the approaches we proposed in
this chapter.
Table 6.11: Structural, AST-based, and IR-based results. Occ.: number of occur-
rences of the oracle (as shown in Table 5.2); Prec.: precision; Rec.: recall. High-
lighted cells indicate the best precision results for each macro.
Occ. Structural AST-based IR-based
Macro Prec.(%) Rec.(%) Prec.(%) Rec.(%) Prec.(%) Rec.(%)
PetitDelphi 21 12 100 4 100 2 4
PetitSQL I 6 24 100 27 100 16 66
PetitSQL II 98 40 100 32 100 94 32
PackageManager I 66 100 100 74 100 92 89
PackageManager II 19 100 100 100 100 54 100
PackageManager III 64 100 100 100 100 87 100
PackageManager IV 7 66 57 66 57 5 100
MooseQuery I 16 41 100 34 100 19 100
MooseQuery II 8 12 20 2 80 16 10
Pilar 99 19 100 77 100 75 100
Average 51 88 51 94 46 70
Concerning precision, we observed that Structural approach performed as
well as AST-based approach, with an average precision of 51% for both ap-
proaches. Although the Structural approach only considers package, class, and
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method names, it performed reasonably well in comparison with the other ap-
proaches, including three cases in which all recommendations are correct, i.e.,
100% precision. IR-based approach achieved an average precision of 46%, and
it had the worst results for some cases such as PetitDelphi (2% precision) and
PackageManager IV (5%).
We also observed overestimation with the Structural approach as well. In four
cases, less than 25% of candidate locations are correct. For example, in PetitDel-
phi, developers systematically removedmethods of one class which represented a
specific grammar rule. The structural approach recommended all the methods of
this class as candidate locations, whether or not they did represent this grammar
rule. This behavior occurs mainly because the structural approach does not look
at the AST. Similar situation occurred in PetitSQL II.
In PackageManager IV and Pillar, some candidates were not found because
theywere contained in other package than the one from the examples. These cases
are exceptions, as can be seen by the good recall.
Concerning recall, the structural approach also gives good results with an av-
erage recall of 88%, and eight out of ten cases with 100% recall. AST-based and
IR-based approaches achieved an average recall of 94% and 70% respectively.
Regardless of the lower precision and recall, both AST-based and IR-based ap-
proaches raised important scalability issues. For example, performing code search
around one thousand methods in PetitDelphi (a medium system in our dataset)
took more than 15 minutes. It turns out that comparing source code ASTs or pro-
cessing identifiers takes too long to deploy such approaches into the development
environment.
Summary. The Structural approach gives good results concerning both precision
and recall. It performed as well as AST-based approach, although the latter raised
some scalability issues with medium to large systems. These results indicate that
repetitive transformations usually affect similar code locations, e.g., classes in the
same package, with the same superclass, or methods in the same class.
6.5.4 Replayable approach results
In this section,we evaluate our replayable approach, i.e., we validate the candidate
locations computed by structural, AST-based, and IR-based approaches by trying
to replay the macro in each location. We report only precision results because it is
expected thatmacros are configured to be replayed on correct candidate locations.
Therefore, the replayable approach does not affect recall.
Table 6.12 shows that the precision increased in four out of ten cases, with two
very significant increases observed in PetitSQL I (from 24% to 85%), and Pillar
(from 19% to 93%). Similarly to PetitDelphi and PetitSQL, the structural approach
recommended all the methods in the hierarchy of document classes in Pillar. We
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manually inspected each case and, although MacroRecorder could replay the
macro, the resulting code would have been incorrect.
Table 6.12: Replayable approach results. Precision results without replayable ap-
proach were presented in Table 6.11. Highlighted cells indicate the best precision
results for each macro.
Structural AST-based IR-based
+Replayable +Replayable +Replayable
Macro Prec.(%) Prec.(%) Prec.(%)
PetitDelphi 12 4 2
PetitSQL I 85 85 57
PetitSQL II 40 32 94
PackageManager I 100 74 92
PackageManager II 100 100 54
PackageManager III 100 100 87
PackageManager IV 66 66 5
MooseQuery I 66 48 31
MooseQuery II 40 10 33
Pilar 93 93 93
Average 70 60 54
Summary.Although simple, the Structural-Replayable approach gives very good
results with an average precision of 70%. The replayable filter is also easy to im-
plement, when there is a record-and-replay tool availabel, and improves precision
for all the other approaches.
6.5.5 Combining Structural with AST-based and IR-based ap-
proaches
In particular cases, e.g., Pillar, we observed that AST-based and IR-based ap-
proaches performed better than the structural one, despite some performance
issues. However, the structural approach performed better and required less re-
sources in most of the systems. In this section, we use the list of candidates gener-
ated by the structural approach as the candidate set for AST-based and IR-based
approaches (instead of the entire system). For this analysis, we focus on the results
of structural approach before validation with the macro.
Table 6.13 presents ranking results, using precision of the candidates at the
top-20 position and DCGmetric. The DCGmetric measures the entire ranking. In
the majority of the cases, the AST-based approach produced better rankings than
the IR-based one. The precision of the top-20 recommendations was higher in five
cases, and three with a tie. In the second and third macros of PackageManager,
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all the candidates calculated by the structural approach are correct. Therefore, it
is expected that the ranked candidates will have the same precision.
Table 6.13: AST-based and IR-based precision and DCG results. P-20: precision of
the top-20 candidates. Higher DCG is best.
P-20 (%) DCG
Macro AST-based IR-based AST-based IR-based
PetitDelphi 10 10 2.19 2.05
PetitSQL I 30 28 3.31 1.52
PetitSQL II 100 85 20.41 19.26
PackageManager I 100 100 15.61 14.78
PackageManager II 100 100 6.81 6.34
PackageManager III 100 100 15.28 13.94
PackageManager IV 25 30 2.89 1.54
MooseQuery I 70 40 5.62 3.72
MooseQuery II 30 10 1.87 0.82
Pilar 95 90 20.46 19.86
Average 66 59 9.38 8.38
Concerning the DCG metric, which measures the entire ranking, AST-based
approach performed better than the IR-based one in all of the cases. In most of
the systems, a higher precision for either AST or IR-based approach also implied a
higher DCG. In PackageManager I, the AST-based approach have lower precision
but higher DCG. Since DCG is a cumulative metric, its result indicates that the
AST-based approach places correct recommendations (after the 20th position) in
a higher position in comparison with the IR-based approach.
However, both approaches did not improve PetitDelphi’s precision. In Sec-
tion 6.5.3, we discussed that developers removed all the methods representing
a particular grammar rule. This particularity is represented by using the opera-
tor “,” (a comma).3 The IR-based approach does not consider this operator as a
term; instead, the similarity considered only the name of the method. Moreover,
the AST-based approach only produce high similarity for methods with the same
number of comma operators.
Other limitations appeared when the candidates have few properties in com-
mon. For example, in MooseQuery II, themethods transformed by themacro have
short names (e.g., from and to), and they only share one return statement in com-
mon. Thus, both AST and IR similarities will be low even between correct candi-
dates; the recommendations will then be sorted with incorrect ones. Similar cases
occurred in PetitSQL I and PackageManager IV.
3Pharo allows one to override operators such as “,” or “=”.
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Summary. The AST-based approach produced more correct ranking in compari-
son with the IR-based approach. Most of the top-20 recommendations ranked by
AST similarity were correct.
6.5.6 Threats to Validity
6.5.6.1 Construct Validity
The construct validity is related to whether the evaluation measures up to its
claims. In our evaluation, we use the occurrences of the transformation pattern
as our oracle. However, we discussed in Chapter 4 in Section 4.4 that developers
missed some candidate locations as well. We also acknowledge this threat. In a
practical setting, the list of candidates that our approach produces, either selected
by the macro or ranked by AST or lexical similarity, is shown to the developer as
a recommendation. Our approach still requires the developer to accept (or reject)
the recommendation, either it will be a surprising recommendation or not.
6.5.6.2 Internal Validity
The internal validity is related to uncontrolled factors that might impact the ex-
periment results. In our study, the developers of the systems under analysis are
members of our research group. One could assume that results are less signifi-
cant, because we designed a searching process looking at our own source code.
While the identification bias is relevant, it does not affect the essence of the study.
The repetitive transformations we found occurred before our study, and therefore
they were not influenced by our approach. Our participation in the development
only helped us to re-discover them.
6.5.6.3 External Validity
The external validity is related to the possibility to generalize our results. Most
of the systems under analysis are small. One may argue that it is easier to find
candidate locations in a smaller system. Again, we discussed in Chapter 4 in Sec-
tion 4.4 that developers missed some candidate locations even in a small system
such as PetitDelphi. Moreover, the cases in PetitSQL and Pillar, considered as
small, seem to indicate that the size is not an issue. The macros we found in these
systems repeated 98 and 99 times, respectively.
6.6 Summary
During a systematic code transformation effort, replaying a sequence of code
transformation requires the developer to indicate to the code transformation
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tool, where is the code to be transformed in each occurrence of a transformation
pattern. Additionally, it is also required from the developer to select all the code
entities that are candidate for automatic transformation. We discussed challenges
on performing these tasks in Chapters 4 and 5.
In this chapter, we presented two approaches to automate the process of re-
playing sequences of code transformations, i.e., macros.
The first approach focused on automating the configuration of themacrowhen
a new code entity is selected to replay the transformations. The approach tries to
match the selected entity with the onewhere themacrowas recorded. The param-
eters of the macro are then configured according to this matching. We reiterate
here the most interesting results we found when evaluating this approach.
• Considering all combinations of executions with MacroRecorder, 59%
of the parameters were automatically configured by this approach. How-
ever, this approach did not provide full configuration in all the macros we
recorded, i.e., at least one parameter still require manual configuration from
the developer.
• Considering whether a parameter was configured or not, 60% of the param-
eters were configured correctly by this approach. This result means that, in
almost two-thirds of all the occurrences of a transformation pattern, the pa-
rameters are configured correctly by our approach. The evaluation leads to
the conclusion that customizable, system specific code transformations can
be automated with the assistance of developers.
The second approach presented different code search techniques to retrieve
similar code entities, from one or more code examples, which are candidate for
transformation. This approach requires one or more examples where the macro
was applied, i.e., where the macro was recorded or replayed. Additionally, the
macro itself is also required to validate the list of candidate locations retrieved by
the proposed code search techniques. We reiterate the most interesting results we
found evaluating this approach.
• Simply filtering code entities based on their location, e.g., classes in the same
package, with the same superclass, or methods in the same class, already
produced considerably good results in terms of precision (51%) and recall
(88%).
• Additionally filtering the candidate list using the macro, e.g., by testing
whether the macro can be replayed in each candidate location, improved
precision results in most of the cases. The combination of Structural and
Replayable approaches produced better precision results.
• Finally, ranking the candidate list by an analysis of similar AST nodes im-
proved precision results (of the top-20 candidates) in three out of ten cases.
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The combination of Structural and AST-based approaches produced better
ranking results.
For future work, we propose to allow the developer to edit the transformation
operators in cases where they should be performed with small variances. For ex-
ample, to allow the developer to customize preconditions in the transformation
operators. We discussed examples in our case study that MacroRecorder can
overcome in order to improve its accuracy. In this case, MacroRecorder would
not limited to perform the sequence of transformation operators exactly as they
were recorded.
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7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters,we proposed automated support for repetitive sequences
of code transformations that can be applied to the system at large. Due to such
systematic impact, it is expected that the system undergoes some intermediate
and unstable state until the evolution is completely performed.
In this chapter, we consider code transformations in a more elaborated flow of
actions. For example, developers were checking, after moving a class to another
package, whether its subclasses should also be moved. If so, additional transfor-
mations, i.e., move each subclass, should be performed. These additional transfor-
mations are (i) specific for the first performed transformation1; (ii) manual, and
(iii) repetitive, therefore they would require some automation.
Moreover, we identified that checking whether the hierarchy of a class is
placed in the same package is a special case of a design smell, namely Scattered
Functionality (as presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1). Design smells may not
produce errors, therefore they might remain latent in the system until a major
preventive effort takes place (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2). In the case when
such transformations have to be performed systematically, either manually or
using automated support such as MacroRecorder, design smells could also be
systematically introduced to the system. Consequently, future correction of these
design smells would be compromised: the longer the smell remains latent in the
system, the higher the cost to correct it [LGS13].
We propose a tool to recommend additional transformations after a specific
transformation is performed, e.g.,Move Class. This support consists in monitoring
code transformations performed by the developer in a development tool. In the
specific example of design smells detected when a transformation is performed,
1As opposed to system-specific transformations that we discuss in this thesis.
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the tool recommends additional transformations to correct it. This is only one ex-
ample of possible applications of such recommendation approach. Other appli-
cations include the correction of bugs that might be introduced, tests that might
fail, or compilation errors that might be introduced after a transformation is per-
formed. The transformations as well as the design smells discussed in this chapter
were identified by inspecting the flow of actions performed by developers in the
systems under analysis.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.
• code transformations are self-aware of potential quality violations that
they might introduce. In particular, we identified code transformations that
might introduce design smells; this association is supported by evaluation
in real systems.
• we propose a tool that recommends additional transformations after a
code transformation is performed and, particularly, might introduce design
smells. We evaluated the recommended transformations with real users
when they were performing two particular and well-known refactoring
transformations: Move Class and Extract Method.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 7.2 presents our approach that recommends additional transformations
after a design smell is detected. Section 7.3 presents two case studies in which
we evaluate the recommended transformations in real cases. Section 7.4 presents
threats to validity, and Section 7.5 concludes the chapter.
7.2 Improving Code Transformations
In this section, we introduce our approach to recommend additional code trans-
formation to the developer. Using our approach in practice, the developer per-
forms code transformations in the development IDE, either manually or using au-
tomated transformation tools. Each code transformation is stored as a first-class
object, from which one can inspect the class/method that was transformed, for
example see Section 7.2.1.
After a transformation is performed, the approach tries to detect design viola-
tions. In this study, we focused on the detection of design smells. However, other
analyses can be performed to checkwhether the system is in an undesired state. In
this thesis, we identified (non-exhaustively) code transformations that are more
likely to introduce a design smell. We discuss some examples in Section 7.2.2.
Finally, when a design smell is detected, we suggest a sequence of transforma-
tions to remove this smell. We present examples of design smell correction in Sec-
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tion 7.2.3. Considering the number of existing code transformations and design
smells, we focus on two particular transformations, e.g., Move Class and Extract
Method. The design smells we study were presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1.
Selection Criteria. The transformations we study in this chapter were systemati-
cally performed by developers in our case studies (Section 7.3). We then collected
information on these transformations for analysis. Moreover, the rearchitecting
in these case studies were simple in the sense that only one code transformation
was repeatedly performed, e.g.,Move Class and Extract Method separately in differ-
ent systems. Therefore, the use of our MacroRecorder tool was not required for
this study. We discuss issues on the generalization of this approach on Threats to
Validity in Section 7.4.
Concerning the design smells we studied, they were motivated by the flow
of actions the developers were performing. As discussed in the beginning of this
chapter, developers were manually checking a special case of Scattered Function-
ality design smell. For this reason, we implemented the detection of this smell,
and the recommendation of transformations to fix it, specifically for this system.
We also discuss this issue on Threats to Validity in Section 7.4.
7.2.1 Recording Code Transformations
Our approach requires a “recorder” tool to monitor code transformations per-
formed by the developer. We rely on Epicea [DBG+15], the same tool we use in
MacroRecorder to record code transformations from the Pharo IDE, as presented
in Chapter 5 in Section 5.3. This monitoring process operates in the background,
while the developer is editing the code or performing transformations automat-
ically. Similarly in the Java world, Mylyn [KM06] and COPE [NCDJ14] are other
examples of recording tools.
Wepresent the scenarios inwhich Epicea records the transformationsweuse in
this chapter as follows. Both scenarios are activated by events in the development
IDE, therefore tools that infer refactoring transformations from code edition, such
as RefFinder [KGLR10], are not required in our approach.
Move Class. This transformation consists in moving a class C from a package PA
to another package PB . In the IDE, this transformation might be activated either
(i) by a code browsermenu “Move to package” then indicating the target package in
a second menu, or (ii) by manually dragging and dropping the class to the target
package in the code browser.
Extract Method. This transformation consists in extracting a piece of code into a
newmethodM in the same class. The extracted code is replaced by an invocation
to this new method. In the IDE, this transformation is activated via a menu in the
code browser, e.g., select the code to be extracted, then select “Extract Method”.
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Particularly in Epicea, the Extract Method transformation event also stores: (i) an
AddMethod event corresponding to the extracted method, then (ii) a sequence of
Code Replacement events corresponding to the replacement of old code with an
invocation to the extracted method.
7.2.2 Checking Design Smells
After a code transformation is recorded in the IDE, our approach performs the
detection of design smells. In this case, the approach detects not only the intro-
duction of a design smell, but it also checks whether design smells already existed
in the first place.
There are two main considerations in the detection phase. First, the detection
takes place locally in themodified code, instead of detecting the smell in the entire
source code of the system. For example, after moving class C, we detect design
smells in C and optionally in other classes related to this one. And second, only a
subset of design smells are checked for each transformation, instead of checking
the entire catalog of design smells in each modified location.
In this section, we present our heuristics to detect the design smells we intro-
duced in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1. We also discuss why the transformations we
record in this chapter might introduce these smells.
Scattered Functionality. This smell appears when a single concern is scattered
across multiple components. In this study, we consider components as modules,
or packages; and we focus on one type of dependency to represent a concern:
inheritance. This smell then indicates that a subclass of a class C is placed in a
different package from C. The detection of this smell is performed for a given
class C as follows.
• C is discarded from analysis if it is a class provided by the system, e.g., a
collection or a stream, or provided by a framework. These dependencies are
considered acceptable [GPEM09].
• Then, all subclasses of C that are not located in the same package are de-
tected as design smells.
The automatic detection thus identifies classes of the application whose su-
perclasses also belong to the application (not a framework) and are located in a
different package.
Rationale. Performing a Move Class transformation, i.e., moving a class C from a
package PA to another package PB might negatively affect the modularization
of the system. More specifically, all subclasses of C might be left in the former
package PA. Consequently, the concern represented by the hierarchy of C will be
scattered in two packages, PA and PB . In practice, after a Move Class transforma-
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tion is performed, we check Scattered Functionality smell on the moved class C.
UnfactoredHierarchy.Considering duplicated code in a type hierarchy, this smell
can manifest in two ways: (i) sibling types have similar code that can be pulled up
to one of their supertypes; and (ii) super and subtypes have similar code which
indicates redundancy, as presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1. We focus on the
latter: given a method M in a class C, we perform an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)
search, described as follows.
• TheAST representingmethodM is normalized, obtainingMn. Nodes repre-
senting attributes, arguments, temporary variables, and values are marked
as wildcards; return declarations are discarded from the tree.
• Then we search, among all the methods in C and its subclasses, which ones
match Mn. A tree matching algorithm proposed by Meng et al. [MKM13] is
used in this process; we do not focus on the implementation of this algo-
rithm. The matching methods are detected as design smells.
We come back to the example we presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1. List-
ing 7.1 presents a method iconNamed(String) which code is duplicated in one of
the subclasses of Model class.
Listing 7.1: Example of a method iconNamed(String) which code is duplicated in a subclass
(highlighted in the second method).
c l a s s Model {
public iconNamed ( S t r ing iconName ) {
return Smal l ta lk . ui ( ) . ge t I cons ( ) . iconNamed ( iconName ) ;
} / / . . . }
c l a s s GLMUIThemeExtraIcons extends Model {
/ / method with similar code
public instVarRefactoringMenu ( bui lder ) {
return ( bui lder . newItem ( "Remove " ) )
. s e tParen t ( " I n s t Var Refac tor ing " )
. s e t I con ( Smal l ta lk . ui ( ) . ge t I cons ( ) . iconNamed ( " removeIcon " ) )
. setOrder ( 200 ) ;
} / / . . . }
Considering the method Model.iconNamed(String) was extracted in Model
class, we perform the detection of Unfactored Hierarchy on the method icon-
Named(String). Therefore, we aim to detect other methods in the hierarchy of
Model class that should invoke iconNamed(String). The node representing the
argument (iconName) is normalized, and the automatic detection will search
all the methods containing (i) a reference to class Smalltalk, followed by (ii) an
invocation to the methods ui(), getIcons(), and iconNamed(String) respectively,
independent of the argument.
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Rationale. After adding a method M , particularly as consequence of an Extract
Method transformation, there might be other places in code which also could in-
voke M . In Eclipse IDE, the Extract Method transformation replaces duplicated
code throughout the entire file (i.e., the extractedmethod class). However, this de-
tection is not done for the subclasses. Concretely, after an Extract Method transfor-
mation is performed,we checkUnfactoredHierarchy smell on the recently created
method M .
7.2.3 Recommending Code Transformations
When a design smell is detected, our approach proposes a correction, i.e., a
sequence of transformations which will remove the smell. Suryanarayana et
al. [SSS14] proposes high-level suggestions and a desired design which does not
contain a given design smell. However, the authors mostly do not propose the
sequence of transformations that shall be performed into smelly design to become
the desired one.
In this section, we present the sequence of transformations for fixing design
smells checked in Section 7.2.2. These sequences were defined programmatically,
making use of the transformation tools available in Pharo.
Scattered Functionality. This smell indicates that a subclass of a class C is placed
in a different package from C. The correction of this design smell consists in mov-
ing this subclass to the same package of C. The computed transformations are
shown to the developer as recommendations. Figure 7.1 shows the sequence of
transformations proposed to correct the smell. The subclasses were found by the
Scattered Functionality smell detection. The developer can either accept or reject
each proposed transformation.
Figure 7.1: Sequence of transformations proposed to the developer. A preview
of the changes is shown in the lower panel, which the developer can accept or
discard.
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Unfactored Hierarchy. This smell indicates that the source code of a method M
is partially implemented in another method in the same class or its superclasses,
indicating code duplication. The correction of this design smell consists in replac-
ing the duplicated code in M by an invocation to the method Mi which already
implements the duplicated code. The calculated transformations are shown to the
developer as recommendations. Figure 7.2 shows the sequence of transformations
proposed to correct the smell.
Figure 7.2: Sequence of transformations proposed to the developer. A preview
of the changes is shown in the lower panel, which the developer can accept or
discard.
7.3 Validation Experiment
In this section, we evaluate our approach for recommending additional transfor-
mations after a design smell is detected.Wemeasure the precision of our approach
to check whether the recommended transformations are accepted by the devel-
oper. Moreover, we measure recall to check how many transformations are auto-
mated by our approach, i.e., the developer did not need to perform themmanually.
We separate this evaluation in two studies. In the first study, we replay a se-
quence ofMove Class transformations performed in a real case of module decom-
position (Section 7.3.1). The second study is conducted with a developer perform-
ing Extract Method transformations with our approach, in a real case of adaptive
maintenance (Section 7.3.2).
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7.3.1 Case Study I – PolyMorph
In this study,we investigate a substantialmaintenance effort in a real project. Poly-
Morph is an extending layer for the default user interface framework of Pharo,
named Morph. It contains more than 20 new widgets and it introduces new vi-
sual effects, while it systematically added patches to the system. The project was
designed and packaged monolithically with the hypothesis that Morph could not
be changed to enable extensions such as PolyMorph. PolyMorph was then inte-
grated in Pharo with the goal to revisit the underlying UI framework.
Themaintenance in this project consisted in decomposing the biggest package,
PolyMorph-Widgets, into smaller ones. The new packages were named Morphic-
Widgets-* where the last name denominates a set of similar widgets, e.g., Tabs,
Scrolling, Basic, etc. Classes from other packages, which implemented similar UI
widgets, were also included into this new organization. Consequently, numerous
Move Class transformations were performed, either manually or with automated
support, in not one but several versions.
Data Collection. We retrieved the version 3.0 of Pharo, released in May 2014. In
this version, the package PolyMorph-Widgets was still monolithic. Then, we chose
the latest Pharo version (6.0), under development since May 2016, as our target
version. Table 7.1 presents information about this project.
Table 7.1: Descriptive data about PolyMorph project. The number of classes de-
creased because someweremoved to packages other thanMorphic-Widgets. These
transformations are out of the scope of this study.
Pharo v3.0 Pharo v6.0
Number of Packages 9 20
Number of Classes 963 492
KLOC 177 145
We computed: (i) classes that were moved from package PolyMorph-Widgets to
any of Morphic-Widgets-* packages; and (ii) classes already existing in the system
that eventually were moved to one of Morphic-Widgets-* packages. In Pharo, the
class container is specified in the class declaration. We detected classes that were
moved by identifying modification in the class meta-information. Classes created
and eventually moved during the evolution of PolyMorph, i.e., between versions
3.0 and 6.0, are discarded from this analysis. A total of 132 classes were moved to
one of the new Morphic-Widgets packages from versions 3.0 to 6.0.
Measuring Accuracy. We performed each of the 132 Move Class transformations
using our approach. In this study, we aim to compute all the recommendations
that our approach can propose.
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Each transformation might generate recommendations, i.e., suggest to ad-
ditionally move more classes when a Scattered Functionality design smell is
detected. Additional transformations might affect future recommendations and
therefore the recommendations are not effectively accepted. A recommendation,
e.g., move class C to package PB , is considered correct if class C was originally
moved to package PB in the code history of PolyMorph, i.e., the transformation
is one of the 132 we identified. Hence, we measure:
• Precision is the percentage of recommendations that were performed pre-
viously in PolyMorph.
• Recallmeasures the percentage of correct recommendations identified over
all (132) moved classes in PolyMorph. In other words, recall measures the
percentage of the originally moved classes that would be automatically
moved using our approach.
Results. Table 7.2 summarizes the results in this case study.
Table 7.2: Recommending additional transformations in PolyMorph. Values be-
tween parenthesis represent recommendations that were not applied in Poly-
Morph’s code history, but later validated with developers.
#Transformations 132
#Recommendations 79
#Correct 43 (+19)
Precision 78%
Recall 32%
Our approach recommended 79 Move Class transformations in PolyMorph.
More than a half (43 out of 79) of these recommendations were performed during
the code history of this project, and therefore they were considered correct. This
result also means that 36 classes were detected as Scattered Functionality in the
project, and they were left uncorrected.
We consulted with developers on these 36 classes:
• Four classes were completely removed from the system in version 6.0;
• Seven classesweremoved toMorphic-Widgets-*packages other than their su-
perclasses’ because they represented specific widgets. The developers then
created a separated package for these widgets;
• Five classes were suggested by developers to move to other packages be-
cause these classes represented basic widgets, i.e., commonly composed into
more complex ones. Developers moved these classes to a core package;
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• One class was marked as bad use of inheritance, i.e., it should be a com-
position of widgets and not a subclass of one. The recommendation thus
indicated this bad use of design;
• Finally, the remaining 19 recommendations were considered correct by the
developers, as they acknowledged that the decomposition of PolyMorph
was still in progress. Therefore, we count (43 + 19) 62 correct recommenda-
tions, and a precision of 78%.
Concerning recall, almost one third (43 out of 132) of Move Class transforma-
tions could be automated by our approach, i.e., the developer could have avoided
to performMove Class 43 times. Although this transformation has automated sup-
port in the IDE, it is required for the developer to explicitly select the class tomove
and the target package each time. In summary, this case study is a small example
of how additional quality checks are important to automate transformations that
would be performed repetitively otherwise.More importantly, our approach iden-
tified transformation opportunities thatwould be forgotten by developers, e.g., the
19 additional correct recommendations.
Summary. 78% of the recommendations are considered correct. This result in-
cludes 19 recommendations that developers forgot to perform. Moreover, 32% of
the transformations were computed automatically, i.e., the developer could have
avoided to performMove Class 43 times using our approach.
7.3.2 Case Study II – Revamping Icon Management
In this study, we investigate an ongoing maintenance effort in Pharo. To access
icons, developers were using a coding idiom based on global registry that was in
fact a disguised access to a global variable. This practice became so common that
even experienced programmers forgot that they can define amethod to factor such
global invocation, limiting the impact of future maintenance.
As a result of this common practice, the invocation to this global registry was
duplicated over the entire Pharo ecosystem. It was an explicit concern by the
developers to reduce this duplication. Listing 7.2 presents an example of such
invocation that previously presented in Section 7.2.2. In this example, Smalltalk
is a global dictionary which contains classes, global variables, and all registered
icons in the system.
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Listing 7.2: Example of a method in Glamour which is candidate for maintenance. It con-
tains a direct reference to a global registry (with “Smalltalk”).
public instVarRefactoringMenu ( bui lder ) {
return ( bui lder . newItem ( "Remove " ) )
. s e tParen t ( " I n s t Var Refac tor ing " )
. s e t I con ( Smal l ta lk . ui ( ) . ge t I cons ( ) . iconNamed ( " removeIcon " ) )
. setOrder ( 200 ) ;
}
In this example, the maintenance consisted in extracting the invocation
“Smalltalk.ui().icons().iconNamed(String)” to a new method: iconNamed(String).
Concretely, Extract Method transformations were performed in a bottom-up way:
(i) first factor all invocations inside a method, as the one presented in Listing 7.2;
(ii) then at the class level, i.e., replace invocations in all the methods of one class;
(iii) then at the level of a class hierarchy, i.e., pull up method iconNamed(String)
and perform (ii) in the superclass.
Consequently, several code replacements were also performed. Listing 7.3
presents the solution of the example in Listing 7.2. The desired result is as few as
possible places that directly invoke such global registry. This way, future versions
of Pharo can freely decide how to manage and eventually replace icons.
Listing 7.3: Results of transformations performed in the example presented in Listing 7.2.
Other invocations in the same class should be replaced with an invocation to the recently
extracted method. The method iconNamed(String) will be eventually pulled up in the hi-
erarchy of this class.
public iconNamed ( S t r ing iconName ) {
return Smal l ta lk . ui ( ) . ge t I cons ( ) .
iconNamed ( iconName ) ;
}
public instVarRefactoringMenu ( bui lder ) {
return ( bui lder . newItem ( "Remove " ) )
. s e tParen t ( " I n s t Var Refac tor ing " )
. s e t I con ( th i s . iconNamed ( " removeIcon " ) )
. setOrder ( 200 ) ;
}
The maintenance impacted the entire Pharo ecosystem. The modified code
was submitted in slices for continuous integration, and the maintenance was
reported as “Clean Up” issues in Pharo’s issue tracking system.2 We selected these
issues to identify the commits we will analyze in this study.
Data Collection. We retrieved an early version 6.0 of Pharo. Specifically, the ver-
sion 60033 is the last one before developers started performing this maintenance.
2https://pharo.fogbugz.com/
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Then, we retrieved the slices in the continuous integration repository.3 Table 7.3
presents descriptive data about this maintenance effort.
Table 7.3: Descriptive data about Pharo icon management maintenance.
Number of Open Issues 11
Number of Commits 14
Date of First Commit 22-05-2016
Date of Last Commit 23-09-2016
Number of Extract Method 19
Number of Replacements 389
We computed: (i) methods iconNamed(String) added to the system, and (ii)
methods inwhich a replacement from“Smalltalk.ui().getIcons().iconNamed(String)”
to “this.iconNamed(String)” was performed. We identified code replacements
manually because we had a reasonable number of commits under analysis, and
the replacement itself concerns a couple of lines of code in each method. Up
to September 2016, 19 methods were created and 389 code replacements were
performed related to this issue.
Measuring Accuracy. We performed each of the 19 Extract Method transforma-
tions in an early version of Pharo, namely version 60033. These transformations
are the ones that recommend additional code replacement transformations.
Each transformation might generate recommendations, i.e., suggest to invoke
the extracted method in the class and its subclasses. A recommendation, e.g.,
code replacement, is considered correct if it was performed by the developers
and submitted to the code repository, i.e., it is one of the 389 replacements we
identified (see Table table:iconnamed).
Results. Table 7.4 summarizes the results in this case study.
Table 7.4: Recommending additional transformations with Extract Method trans-
formation. Values between parenthesis represent recommendations that were not
applied in Pharo, but they were later validated with developers.
#Transformations 19
#Recommendations 352
#Correct 278 (+58)
Precision 95%
Recall 71%
Our approach recommended 352 code replacements, i.e., replace “Smalltalk.-
ui().getIcons().iconNamed(String)” to “this.iconNamed(String)” when the class or
3http://smalltalkhub.com/#!/~Pharo/Pharo60Inbox
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superclasses already implement amethod iconNamed(String). Almost 80% of these
transformations (278 out of 352) were performed during the code history of Pharo
and, therefore, they were considered correct. It is worth noting that the replace-
ments are counted per method. For example, the method FileList.contentMenu()
contains eleven occurrences of the invocation to “Smalltalk.ui().getIcons()”. In our
analysis, they are counted as one replacement. Our approach replaces all of these
occurrences automatically.
Moreover, 74 out of 352 recommendations were not performed by the devel-
oper, thus being detected as Unfactored Hierarchy design smell and left uncor-
rected in Pharo. We consulted with developers on these 74 recommendations:
• Sixmethods were removed from the system in a latest development version;
• In eight methods, their classes represented a composition of widgets, e.g., a
tabbed window is composed of tabs. Developers preferred to delegate the
icon instantiation to the containing widget (e.g., a tab) instead of “this”;
• Two methods iconNamed(String) were detected. This fact means that, after
adding a method iconNamed(String) in the superclass, as performed by the
developers, our approach identified two identical and existing methods in
one of its subclasses. Thesemethods then shall be removed from the system;
• Finally, the remaining 58 recommendations were considered correct by the
developers, as they acknowledged that the code replacement was still in
progress. Therefore, we count (278+ 58) 336 correct recommendations, and
a precision of 95%.
Concerning recall, 71% of the code replacements (278 out of 389) could be au-
tomated by our approach, i.e., the developer could have performed 278 code re-
placements with only 19 Extract Method transformations. As discussed in Sec-
tion 7.2.2, Extract Method has automated support in the IDE, however the code
replacements are limited to the method the developer is transforming (for Pharo),
or the file that the developer is editing (for Eclipse).
Summary. 95% of the recommendations are considered correct. This result in-
cludes 58 recommendations that developers forgot to perform. Moreover, 71% of
the code replacement transformations were computed automatically, i.e., the de-
veloper could have avoided to perform this transformation 278 times using our
approach.
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7.4 Threats to Validity
7.4.1 Construct Validity
The construct validity is related to how well the evaluation measures up to its
claims. The design smell detectionwe implemented in this study are specific cases
of other smells defined in other catalogues, such as the one proposed by Fowler et
al. [FBB+99]. Scattered Functionality is an specific version of Misplaced Class: the
former only considers that classes in the same hierarchy and in different packages
are misplaced. Moreover, Unfactored Hierarchy is a specific manifestation of Du-
plicated Code: the former is only detected when the duplicated code is placed up
in the hierarchy of the class. One may argue that this implementation is insuffi-
cient and/or it is an over specification of well-known smells, which might have
more stable techniques to detect them.
We acknowledge this issue. We do not argue that ours is the only implemen-
tation for detecting Scattered Functionality, or Unfactored Hierarchy. In fact, our
results for PolyMorph showed some false-positives, because some classes were
either too specific (move to a new sub-package) or too generic (move to a core
package). Other factors, in addition to inheritance, might have been put into anal-
ysis in these cases, and other related smell detection tools could have been used.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1, it is expected that not all entities detected
as design smells are in fact validated by the developer. Even with a specific imple-
mentation, we reported considerably good results. We further discuss this issue
in internal validity.
7.4.2 Internal Validity
The internal validity is related to uncontrolled factors thatmight impact the exper-
imental results. In our evaluation, the transformations performed by the develop-
ers were computed from the code history of the systems under analysis. One may
argue that our oraclemight not accurately represent the transformations thatwere
performed. Both investigated transformations, e.g.,Move Class and Extract Method,
have results that are easily detectable using a diff: a class which meta-information
was modified and a method named iconNamed(String) that was added, respec-
tively. Only the code replacement was identified manually. However, this threat
is alleviated because the replacement was also simple to identify, i.e., it only mod-
ified a couple of lines of code in a very similar way (see Listings 7.2 and 7.3).
In our case studies, the developers of the systems under analysis are mem-
bers of our research group. Indeed, the fact that some of us had knowledge of the
transformations involved was a big help. However, it must be noted that some of
the transformations occurred before our study, e.g., the ones in PolyMorph which
started back in 2014, and the early patches concerning icon management back in
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May 2015. Our participation in the development helped us to re-discover both
maintenance efforts, and to also provide automated support for the ones that were
still in progress.
In our evaluation, we identified classes andmethods detected as design smells
that were not corrected by the developers. Most of these cases were in fact forgot-
ten by the developers and therefore considered as correct suggestions for trans-
formation. However, some of the smells still remain in the system. In both case
studies (PolyMorph and icon management), these cases were justified by the de-
velopers and considered as exceptions. For example, creating a new sub-package
for part of the class hierarchy, or delegating the icon instantiation to a containing
widget, were part of the solution for those systems.
7.4.3 External Validity
The external validity is related to the possibility to generalize our results. In this
study, we implemented the detection of two design smells. The detection we im-
plementedwasmotivated by themaintenance effort under analysis, and therefore
it might not generalize to other systems. One may argue that other design smells
could be checked after a Move Class is performed, for example. Recent studies
showed that code anomalies such as design smells often “flock together”, i.e., one
design smell represents only a part of a bigger design problem [OGdSS+16]. Ad-
ditionally, we do not consider potential side effects caused by correcting a de-
sign smell. For example, moving classes to a new package might introduce un-
desired dependencies between former and new package, and consequently intro-
duce other smells, e.g., Feature Envy.
We acknowledge both issues. It is not the scope of this thesis to evaluate ex-
haustively all design smells and/or all the transformations that might introduce
them. However, we do not exclude the opportunity for detecting more design
smells. In the PolyMorph case, developers were constantly checking whether the
widgets hierarchies should be moved altogether to new packages. The design
smell check and the following recommendations for transformations thus assisted
them to do this job. Future maintenance in Pharo will motivate us to implement
additional design smells and their respective correction.
7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented an approach to recommend additional transforma-
tions when developers are transforming code. We compute the recommendations
based on the detection of quality violations. This process is done locally, i.e., our
approach searches for smells only in the transformed code. Moreover, this pro-
cess is transparent for the developer, i.e., in the case where our approach detects
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design smells, it will show a warning with the additional transformations to be
performed to correct the smell. Otherwise, the developer may normally resume
the transformations.
To validate our approach, we evaluated two code transformations, e.g., Move
Class and Extract Method. Our case studies consisted in real cases of large mainte-
nance effort in which these transformations were heavily performed. We reiterate
the most interesting conclusions from our experiment results:
• Themajority of the recommendations computed by our approach were con-
sidered correct (78% for Move Class, and 95% for Extract Method). Most im-
portantly, these results include recommendations that were missed by the
developers, since both maintenance efforts are still in progress. These miss-
ing opportunities might have remained unnoticed and then lead to incon-
sistent code.
• Our approach was able to recommend transformations that would be other-
wise performed “manually” by the developer (31% for Move Class, and 71%
for Extract Method). This result reveals that these transformations were part
of the developers’ maintenance flow, and our approach is able to automate
them.
As future work, we plan to extend this research to analyze additional design
smells and their automatic correction. This extension will enable us to evaluate
more maintenance efforts and to better identify the impact between code trans-
formations and the introduction of design smells.
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8.1 As a Conclusion
Software evolution is a complex task. Sometimes, a large rearchitecting effortmust
be performed; for example, to migrate the system to a new architecture. The im-
pact of rearchitectingmay be large and affect the entire system.We need to ensure
that changes are consistently applied in the system.
We investigated rearchitecting cases from real-world systems. We found sev-
eral sequences of code transformations that were performed in a systematic way,
i.e., several code entities were transformed in a similar manner. The sequences we
found are language independent, e.g., we studied Java and Pharo systems, how-
ever they are specific to the systems in which we found them.
Due to the repetitive nature of these transformations, these sequences were
tedious to perform. Moreover, manually performing these sequences of transfor-
mations is an error-prone task. Developers missed code entities that should have
been transformed, or they did not perform all the transformations defined in the
sequence. One would benefit from automated support to perform these system-
atic sequences of transformations.
In this thesis, we argued for the need for automated support of sequences of
code transformations. We covered four aspects:
1. the definition and identification of these sequences. We provided examples
of system-specific sequences that were manually performed and properties
that motivate their automation [SAE+15c].
2. the automatic configuration of these sequences to be further reapplied in
other code locations. We provided a proof-of-concept tool to record and au-
tomatically replay sequences of code transformations specified by the devel-
oper [SAE+15b].
3. the recommendation of code locations that might be candidates for system-
atic transformation.We provided an approach to recommend code locations
on which a sequence of transformations can be performed [SPA+17].
4. the recommendation of additional transformations when the system is put
in an undesirable state. We provided an approach to recommend additional
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transformations, i.e., a flow of actions to be performed after a code trans-
formation might introduce quality violations (paper in submission for an
international conference).
The evaluation included the automatic reapplication of the sequences we dis-
covered, in which research questions were answered, when necessary with the
use of statistical tests. The experts also played an important role in our study, by
suggesting examples of systematic transformations thatwere done in the past, and
by evaluating the recommendation of additional transformations in rearchitecting
efforts that were still in progress.
We now present a summary and we reiterate the most interesting conclusions
we derived from our study.
Relevance of Systematic Code Transformation
Thiswork reported on an investigative studywe conducted on rearchitecting cases
from real systems. The studywas performed on seven systems, small to large, and
developed on Java and Pharo. We found nine sequences of code transformations
in five out of these seven systems; these sequences were systematically performed
up to 72 times. To the best of our knowledge, these sequences were manually per-
formed by the developers. These sequences were not always applied to all the
code entities that should be transformed. In some cases, developers did not per-
form all the transformations in the sequence, or all the transformations were not
performed in one shot but over several revisions. This fact might indicate that the
sequences we found are complex and/or tedious to perform. We reported a de-
scription of the sequences we found, e.g., the transformations performed, and the
entities modified by them, to propose some automated support [SAE+15c].
Supporting Systematic Code Transformation
In this work, we proposed automated support to avoid errors of omission due
to the manual and repetitive application of sequences of transformations, called
macros. We presented a proof-of-concept tool, in which the developer records the
sequence of transformations once, then generalizes the recordedmacro to apply it
automatically in other code locations. We evaluated our tool using the sequences
of transformations we found; and additional sequences were suggested by the
Pharo community. Manual configuration was required in three out of five param-
eters per macro. Our tool was able to perform 88% of the occurrences of themacro
with 84% accuracy. The source code resulting from automatic transformation is
94% similar to manual code edition from the developer [SAE+15b].
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Automating Systematic Code Transformation
In this work, we proposed an automated support to replay a macro in two ways.
The first approach focused on the configuration of a macro. After the developer
selects a code location in which he/she wants to replay a macro, our approach
tries to match the selected entity with the one where the macro was recorded. The
parameters of the macro are then configured according to this matching.We com-
puted all the combinations for recording and replaying a macro, i.e., considering
different code examples as input. In 60% of all the executions, the parameters of
the macro were configured correctly by this approach. The second approach fo-
cused on recommending code locations in which a macro can be performed. We
investigated different code search techniques that retrieve similar code entities,
given one or more code examples. A basic search on code entities based on their
location, e.g., classes in the same package, with the same superclass, or methods
in the same class, produced relevant results in terms of precision (43%) and re-
call (85%). Additionally filtering the candidate list using the macro, e.g., by testing
whether the macro can be replayed in each candidate location, improved preci-
sion up to 70%. Finally, ranking the candidate list by an analysis of similar AST
nodes improved precision results (of the top-20 candidates) in three out of ten
cases [SPA+17].
Improving Code Transformations
This work proposed an approach to recommend additional transformations after
developers perform transformations that might put the system in an undesirable
state. For this study, we computed the recommendations based on the detection of
quality violations, i.e., design smells. The study was evaluated with two refactor-
ing transformations, e.g.,MoveClass andExtractMethod. Our case studies consisted
in real cases of largemaintenance effort inwhich these transformationswere heav-
ily performed. The majority of the recommendations computed by our approach
were considered correct (78% for Move Class, and 95% for Extract Method). Most
importantly, these results include recommendations that were missed by the de-
velopers. Our approach was able to recommend transformations that would be
otherwise performed manually by the developer (31% for Move Class, and 71%
for Extract Method). This result reveals that these transformations were part of the
developers’ maintenance flow, and our approach is able to automate them.
8.2 Future Work
There are some open issues that were not addressed in this thesis, and some op-
portunities for research that should be explored in future work.
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Evaluation with Real Developers
In the evaluations with MacroRecorder (in Chapters 5 and 6), we focused on re-
playing transformation patterns that occurred in the past. Our tool was able to
perform these patterns correctly in most of the cases. The fact that most of the
macros were modified automatically is a good result. However, we did not rely
on real developers effectively using the tool. Based on that, we propose as a fu-
ture work to monitor real developers using MacroRecorder, which is available
for the Pharo community. The goal consists in evaluate the usability of the tool,
and also gather other examples of macros.
Allowing the Developer to Customize the Transformations
In this thesis, we identified some cases inwhich transformation patternswere per-
formed with small variations. Our tool was limited to replay the transformations
in the same sequence as they were recorded. We suggest two features for future
work: (i) allow the developer to select a subset of transformations that can be in-
ternally repeated given a condition, e.g., while it exists an invocation to method
addPlatformRequirement(String), do remove this invocation and substitute it to a
literal value; and (ii) allow the developer to disable a subset of transformations
when a condition is set, e.g., if there is no invocation to method addPlatformRe-
quirement(String), do not try to remove invocations. To implement this feature, we
propose a DSL to describe the transformations, its parameters, and application
conditions; this DSL would be an extension of the one we proposed in Chapter 5.
Automated Support for Other Programming Languages
In Chapter 3, we discussed that existing automated code transformation ap-
proaches lack the definition of transformations that are system-specific, even-
tually complex, and not localized. We focused the implementation of our tool
for Pharo systems. However, we also identified transformation patterns on Java
systems in Chapter 4, which we did not provide support to replay them. This
restriction was done due to the potential adoption of this tool by the Pharo
community, which includes our research group, and by the fact that most of
the patterns were found on Pharo systems. Still, for generalization purposes,
we intend to implement the approaches we presented in this thesis for Java
systems. Hence, we would investigate whether the limitations we identified are
also present in a statically typed programming language with a more complex
grammar.
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Improving More Code Transformations
In our study to recommend additional transformations (in Chapter 7), we in-
vestigated two refactoring transformations, e.g., Move Class and Extract Method.
Moreover, the recommendations were based on the introduction of design smells.
This restriction was done due to flow of actions that developers were performing,
which originally motivated the implementation of such recommendations. For
generalization purposes, we intend to investigate other code transformations
that are most frequently performed in the Pharo community. We also intend to
recommend transformations based on other activities, such as fixing bugs that
might be introduced, or correcting tests that might fail after a code transformation
is performed by the developer.
8.3 Collaborations
During the Ph.D., I had the opportunity to collaborate with the ASERG/UFMG
group (Belo Horizonte, Brazil) and the LASCAM/UFU group (Uberlândia,
Brazil).
ASERG/UFMG group
In this collaboration, I visited the group once (March/2016). As a result of this
visit, we worked with two M.Sc. students on survey studies with real devel-
opers, which concerned: (i) their perceptions about AngularJS [RVTS16], and
(ii) their perceptions about software architecture documentation and verifica-
tion [MSSV16]. The group’s director, Prof. Marco Túlio Valente, with which we
have collaboration since the beginning of this thesis, visited our research group in
December/2016. We have mainly worked in our record-and-replay tool, Macro-
Recorder, which covers most of this thesis. From this collaboration, three papers
were published in international conferences [SAE+15a, SAE+15b, SAE+15c] and
one paper was submitted (under review) for a journal.
LASCAM/UFU group
In this collaboration, I visited the group once (February/2015). Our research
group welcomed a Ph.D. candidate, Klérisson Paixão, for a 10-months intern-
ship starting on September/2015. We have mainly worked on our approach to
recommend code locations after a macro is recorded. Future work was proposed
to implement automated support for Java systems. From this collaboration, one
paper was published for an international conference [SPA+17].
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